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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

 

 Sizang is a Kuki-Chin language of the Tibeto-Burman family. 

Thuavum or Kenedy peak in the Chin state of Burma (Myanmar) is the land 

of their heritage. The word Sizang may be translated as Si means ‘salt 

water’; Zang means ‘the northern side’ which indicates people, who live at 

the northern part of the ‘spring of salt water’. Siyin is the transliteration of 

standard Burmese (Stern, 1963). But the later generation and offspring 

who continued to live on adopted “Sizang” as their ethnic identity. 

According to Grierson (1904: Vol. III. Part III) Siyin belongs to northern Chin 

subgroups under Kuki-Chin group. Sizang language shares a mutually 

intelligible language with Vaiphei, Paite or Tedim Chin. 

 

1.1 The land:- Sizang live in Sizang valley or Thuavum which is situated in 

the present day Chin State of Burma (Myanmar). They moved away from 

their original home of Chimnuai, the Garden of Eden of the Zomi (Chin) 

people and establish Sizang valley near Kenedy peak. The Chin State lies in 

the west of Myanmar, between 24o and 21.45o north latitude and 

between 92o and 94.5o east longitude as shown in the enclosed map. The 

area of Chin State is 13, 367 square miles. The Chin hills are a series of 

generally north-south oriented mountain ranges, but south of 22o north 

latitude there is a large region in which this pattern is interrupted by cross 
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cutting local ridges, valleys, and other irregularities( Lehman, 1963). The 

main rivers in Chin State are the Manipur, Bawinu, Kaladan and Tio rivers. 

The climate is chiefly influenced by monsoon winds, but owing to the 

latitude, the weather is often cold. There are three seasons viz., hot, wet 

and cold season. 

 Up-to-date official demographic information for Chin State is not 

available. Referring to the 1931 census of India, Luce (1959) gives the total 

population of Chin speaker in Burma (Myanmar) is nearly 344,000 with 44 

different tribes. In the Chin population the Sizang are a minority, about ten 

thousand in number. 

 

According to Vumson (1986), the Zomi or Chin people live 

collectively in Chimnuai, for a long period of time until they experienced 

population explosion. Thus finding new settlements were essential for 

their continued survival in terms of cultivation, in the hope of getting 

sufficient foods from fertile soils for each community, consequently they 

scattered throughout the mountains, dales and valleys within and 

surrounding the present Chin State. Due to communication difficulties, 

they scattered all over Tedim (Tiddim) area, Tonzang area and in the 

Manipur and Mizoram States in India. The present scattered “Zomi” are 

the descendents of the Chimnuai settlers. Language change naturally and 

unavoidably as people separate from one another and come in contact 

with others. The present analysis is the Sizang (Siyin) language spoken in 

Tamu under the Sagaing division of Myanmar (Burma) located at Indo-

Myanmar border about 115 Km south east from Imphal, Manipur (India). 
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1.2 The Sizang people:- The Sizang people are descendents of Pu 

Thuantak. Pu Thuantak has five sons namely;  

 

1. Nge Ngu 

2. Hin Nung 

3. Nun Zong  

4. Dai Tong 

5. Vang Lok 

  Nge Ngu and his brothers founded a village on the bank of Luipi 

Stream named Thuantak and Vomzang. They divided from Thuantak and 

Vomzang into five villages in accordance with their clans. The five villages 

are:- 

1. Lophei 

2. Limkhai 

3. Thuklai 

4. Buanman 

5. Khuasak 

 

 Now they live in twenty villages in Siyin region. The names of the 

villages are Lophei, Suangdo, Thuklai, Pumva, Dollung, Buanman, Voklak, 

Bekan, Sualim, Dohmang, Ngalzang, Limkhai Zongal, Limkhai Bung, Leido, 

Suangpi, Khuasak, Theizang, Hiangzing, Taingen and Khaikam. At present 
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many Sizang live in big cities and towns in Myanmar, and many of them left 

Myanmar for good and settled in neighboring countries. 

 

According to Grierson (1904), the Siyins are called Tautes or Tauktes 

in the Manipur records. The meaning of “Taute” is fat folks. Among paite, 

"Taute" refers only to the Sizang (Vumson,1986).In the history of the 

sizang people they fought the British imperial army who tried to colonize 

the chin hills at the end of 19th century. They hold that ‘a man should 

spend his life in fighting, hunting, and drinking, whilst labour is intended 

for women and slaves only’(Grieson, 1904). Actually, Sizang have close 

relationship and similarity with the Kuki-Chin group. The cultural 

attachment is established through contacts and intermarriages. Their 

culture and tradition are much alike with other sub-ethnic groups of Zo 

(Chin) people only with a slight variation. The Sizang society is a patriarchal 

society. Inheritance is legitimate to sons only, and daughters are 

illegitimate to inherit any inheritance. 

 All Sizang males did not cut their hair and kept as long as possible. 

They braided their hair and made into knot at the nape of their head, 

called “Tuktum”. One can discern married and unmarried women by the 

way they keep their hair. Unmarried women separate their hair in three 

loops, one loop on each side of their cheek and another one loop on the 

back of their head or nape. Married women separated their hair in two 

loops. 

 

 Agriculture is the main occupation of the Sizang people. They 

cultivate rice by shifting cultivation (jhuming). They planted some root 
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crops(yam), cucurbit, pulses, vegetables which are seasonal crops. In 

handicrafts, they made many kinds of knife, spear, axes and hues are 

manufactured locally. 

 

Like other Chins, Sizang are animistic in their religious beliefs, 

believing in variety of good, neutral and evil spirits. The Sizang people 

believed that “pathian” is the Almighty God who can do only goodness to 

them. They believed that there were the evil spirits, “doai” which are 

against Pathian’s will. Human ailments and death are believed to have 

been caused by evil spirits who live in mountains caves, rivers, and trees. 

Christianity was introduced to the Chin Hills by American Baptist 

missionaries in 1899. In 1912, Christianity reached the Siyin valley(Khupza 

Go, 1996). Christianity changed some customs, such as spirit worship, head 

hunting and discrimination against women. Today the majority of Sizang 

people are Christians. 

 

 Within the Northern Chin Hills, Sizang plays a role secondary to 

Kamhau (Tiddim Kam) as a general vehicle of communication. The Sizang 

of Thuklai village publish a mimeographed news-sheet, Zo (i.e., Chin) in 

Romanized script developed by Missionaries and by administrators (Stern 

Theodore 1963). 

1.3 Custom:- The unique customs of the Sizang people is their good social 

character. The Sizang traditionally placed loving each other as the most 

important character in life. To show each other and declare their love, 

when a prominent man visited another prominent man the host 

slaughtered pig, goat, cow or mithun. The bigger animal he slaughtered the 
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greater love he show. As he slaughtered animal to show happiness and 

love, they eat together with relatives, villagers and neighbours. 

 

 In happiness, like wedding the married daughter and her husband 

cooked the slaughtered animal and their main duty is to entertain all guest 

with whatever they cooked. Besides they had to do all the household 

chores. But, in the case of funeral every household had their ‘Səbal’. 

‘Səbal’ is a form of relation between families. For example, there is a family 

A and another family B, and these two families are related in the form of 

‘Səbal’. If family A have funeral then family B have to do all household 

chores during the funeral. 

 

 Again, if a married couple was to be separated from parental house 

then the whole villagers helped them by giving sheaves of thatch by every 

household. The utensils such as pot, pan, spoon, knife, axe, hue and plate 

for the new house were shared by the relatives.  

 

 ‘Bepá’ were called when a family needs help to finish works related 

to their field such as sowing, seeding etc in time. ‘Bepá’ means helpers 

from the villagers who readily give a helping hand to finish field related 

works. Every household in the village provided a family member for the 

‘Bepá’ so that the work would be completed in time. On this occasion the 

owner of the field provided food for the ‘Bepá’ during the work. Widows, 

parentless families were in the first priority in such kind of help by the 

villagers. 
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 In the feast, where eating and drinking of zu ‘liquor’ was taking 

place, the eldest man will eat and drink first and then the other would 

follow him. This custom was to place the elders in the first place and to 

give respect. No one could touch the food or zu before the eldest man did. 

In many occasion, festival or sacrifice, no one could partake any food 

before the priests perform their ritual duties. 

 

1.4 Overview on the present analysis:-This research work is an attempt to 

provide the descriptive analysis of Sizang language and it is first of its kind. 

Every effort has been made to maintain the uniformity in the analysis, as 

no analysis can ever be completed. However, it is hoped that it may 

provide some valuable materials for future work on the language. The 

main body of the present work comprises seven chapters. They are:-1) 

Introduction, 2) Phonology, 3) Morphophonemics, 4) Morphology, 5) 

Syntax, 6) Social grammar and 7) Conclusion.  

 

In the chapter on phonology an inventory of consonant and vowel 

phonemes with their distributions with minimal contrast under analogous 

environments are discussed. With regard to suprasegmentals, the tones 

are not fully and phonetically analyzed because of limitations such as 

testing with various instruments. 

 

 An attempt has been made to deal with morphophonemic changes in 

the chapter of Morphophonemics. The derivation of verb stem II from verb 

stem I by the addition of a phoneme is also discussed.. 
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In the chapter on Morphology, various morphological processes are 

discussed. Gender, Number, Case and Aspects are discussed. The word 

class namely, Noun, Verb, Adverb and Adjective are discussed at the 

morphological level. 

 

In the chapter on Syntax, the constituent structure of the sentence 

and various types of sentences are analyzed. Types of conjunctions are also 

discussed in this chapter. 

 

In the chapter on Social grammar, the various kinship terms and 

taboo are discussed. 

 

In the last seventh chapter a conclusion of the present analysis is 

discussed. 

A list of vocabulary and bibliography are appended as appendix. 

 

 

 

 

 

*** 
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CHAPTER 2  

Phonology 

 

 

 

2.1 General Statement:- There are thirty one segmental phonemes and 

four supra segmental phoneme in Sizang. The segmental phonemes are 

divided into sixteen consonants and fifteen vowels. The vowel phonemes 

are further divided as monophthongs (pure-vowels) numbering six and 

nine are diphthongs. The supra segmental phoneme is further divided into 

two viz. tones and junctures. There are three tones and one junctures. The 

following chart illustrates the above classification. 

 

 

 

Phonemes 

Segmental 
Supra segmental 

Consonants Vowels Tones Junctures 

Fig 2.1 Diagram showing classification of phonemes 
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2.2 Consonants:- In Sizang there are sixteen consonant phonemes. Out of 

these, eight are Stops, three are Nasals, four are Fricatives, one  is Lateral. 

Voiceless Stops are aspirated and unaspirated, while aspiration is absent in 

the case of voiced Stops. 

Consonants occur in five positions; bilabial, labio-dental, alveolar, 

velar and glottal. The four fricative phonemes occur in three positions: 

labio-dental, alveolar and glottal. Three nasal phonemes occur in three 

positions: bilabial, alveolar, and velar. The one lateral phoneme occurs in 

the alveolar position. 

Diagrammatically, the consonants phonemes which occur in five 

articulatory positions are as follows.  

 Bilabial Labiod
ental 

Alveolar Velar Glottal 

unas as unas unas as unas as unas as 

Stops 

V
oice-less 

p ph  t th k kh   
V

oiced 

b   d      

Nasals m   n  ŋ    

Fricatives 

V
oice-less 

   s     h 

V
oiced 

  v z      

Lateral    l      

 

 

Table 2.1Table showing the consonant phonemes 
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2.2.1 Consonant contrast: Most phonemes are shown by minimal pairs. 

The following examples will show the minimal contrasts as well as in 

analogous environment in either pre-vocalic or post- vocalic positions.  

(a).The phoneme /p/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes.  

Examples: 

p/p
h
-  /pá/  ‘father’ :   /p

h
a/  ‘good’ 

p/t-  /pay/  ‘go’ :  /tay/  ‘run’ 

p/t
h
- /pá/  ‘father’ : /t

h
a/  ‘month’ 

        p/k- /pum/  ‘body’ :  /kum/ ‘year’ 

p/k
h
- /pak/  ‘flower’ :  /k

h
ak/  ‘to obstruct’ 

p/b- /pil/  ‘clever’ : /bil/  ‘ear’ 

       p/d- /pəŋ/  ‘wall’ : /dəŋka/  ‘money’ 

p/v- /pá/  ‘father’ : /vak
h
u/ ‘dove’ 

p/s- /pil/  ‘clever’ :  /sil/  ‘wash’ 

p/z- /poŋ/  ‘mortgage’ : /zoŋ/  ‘monkey’ 

p/h- /pol/  ‘bubble’ : /hol/  ‘drive’ 

p/l- /pu/  ‘grand-father’:  /lu/  ‘head 

(b).The phoneme/p
h
/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes: 

Examples: 

p
h
/p-  /p

h
um/  ‘bury’  :  /pum/  ‘bellows’ 
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p
h
/t-  /p

h
oŋ/  ‘awake’ : /toŋ/  ‘intimate’ 

p
h
/t

h
-  /p

h
uk/  ‘hew(fell)’ :  /t

h
uk/  ‘sour’ 

p
h
/k-  /p

h
oŋ/  ‘awake’ :  /koŋ/  ‘waist’ 

p
h
/k

h
-  /p

h
a/  ‘good’ :  /k

h
a/  ‘bitter’ 

p
h
/b- /p

h
um/  ‘bury’ :  /bum/  ‘bewitch’ 

p
h
/d- / p

h
um/  ‘bury’ : /dum/  ‘blue’ 

p
h
/v- / p

h
əy/  ‘thigh’ :  /vəy/  ‘lakh’. 

p
h
/s- / p

h
a/  ‘good’ :  /sa/  ‘hot’ 

p
h
/z- / p

h
oŋ/  ‘awake’ :  /zoŋ/  ‘monkey’ 

p
h
/h- / p

h
oŋ/  ‘awake’ :  /hoŋ/  ‘open’ 

p
h
/l- / p

h
a/  ‘good’ :  /la/  ‘song’ 

p
h
/m- / p

h
əw/ ‘dispose off’ :  /məwnu/  ‘daughter-in-law’ 

p
h
/n- / p

h
əw/ ‘dispose off :  /nəw /  ‘small’ 

p
h
/ŋ- / p

h
oŋ/  ‘awake’ :  /ŋoŋ/  ‘neck’ 

 (c).The phoneme/t/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes. 

Examples: 

t/p- /tay/  ‘run’ :  /pay/  ‘go’ 

t/p
h
/- /toŋ/  ‘intimate’ :  / p

h
oŋ/  ‘awake’ 

t/t
h
- /təw/  ‘sit’ :  /t

h
əw/  ‘fly’ 

t/k- /tul/  ‘thousand’ :  /kul/  ‘twenty’ 
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t/k
h
- /təm/  ‘plenty’ :  /k

h
əm/  ‘gold’ 

t/b- /tum/  ‘enter’ :  /bum/  ‘bewitch’ 

t/d- /top/  ‘to smoke’ :  /dop/  ‘to suck’ 

t/v- /tuy/  ‘water’ :  /vuy/  ‘wind’ 

t/s- /tum/  ‘sunset’ :  /sum/  ‘money’ 

t/z- /tu/  ‘will/shall’ :  /zu/  ‘liquor’ 

t/h- /tun/  ‘bundle’ :  /hun/  ‘time’ 

t/l- /təw/  ‘sit’ :  /ləw/  ‘field’ 

t/m- /tu/  ‘will/shall’ :  /mu/  ‘sleep’ 

t/n- /təm/  ‘ plenty’ :  /nəm/  ‘smell’ 

t/ŋ- /tu/  ‘will/shall’ :  /ŋu/  ‘bone’ 

(d).The phoneme /t
h
/contrasts with all the consonant phonemes. 

Examples: 

t
h
/p- / t

h
 a/  ‘month’ :  /pá/  ‘father’ 

t
h
/p

h
- / t

h
uk/  ‘sour’ :  /p

h
uk/  ‘fell(hew) 

t
h
/t- / t

h
əw/  ‘fly’ :  /təw/  ‘sit’ 

t
h
/k- / t

h
um/  ‘three’ :  /kum/  ‘year’ 

t
h
/k

h
- / t

h
a/  ‘month’ :  /k

h
a/  ‘bitter’ 

t
h
/b- / t

h
um/  ‘three’ :  /bum/  ‘bewitch’ 

t
h
/d- / t

h
um/  ‘three’ :  /dum/  ‘blue’ 
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t
h
/m- / t

h
ol/  ‘bottle’ :  /mol/  ‘blunt’ 

t
h
/n- / t

h
əw/  ‘house-fly’ :  /nəw/  ‘small’ 

t
h
/ŋ- / t

h
oŋ/  ‘jail’ : /ŋoŋ/  ‘neck’ 

t
h
/v- / t

h
an/  ‘cemetry’ :  /van/  ‘sky’ 

t
h
/s- / t

h
a/  ‘month’ :  /sa/  ‘hot’ 

t
h
/z- / t

h
a/  ‘month’ :  /za/  ‘hundred’ 

t
h
/h- / t

h
a/  ‘release’ :  /ha/  ‘teeth’ 

t
h
/l- / t

h
u/  ‘law’ :  /lu/  ‘head’ 

  

(e).The phoneme /k/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes. 

Examples: 

k/p- /kum/  ‘year’ :  /pum/  ‘bellows’ 

k/p
h
- /kel/  ‘goat’ :  /p

h
el/  ‘dismantle’ 

k/t- /kul/  ‘twenty’ :  /tul/  ‘thousand’ 

k/ t
h
- /kum/  ‘year’ :  /t

h
um/  ‘three’ 

k/k
h
- /kəm/  ‘mouth’ :  /k

h
əm/  ‘gold’ 

k/b- /kum/  ‘year’ : /bum/  ‘bewitch’ 

k/d- /kum/  ‘year’ :  /dum/  ‘blue’ 

k/m- /kul/  ‘twenty’ : /mul/  ‘body hair’ 

k/n- /kəm/  ‘mouth’ :  /nəm/  ‘smell’ 
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k/ŋ- /kul/  ‘twenty’ :  /ŋul/  ‘snake’ 

k/v- /kot/  ‘damp’ :  /vot/  ‘work’ 

k/s- /kum/ ‘year’ :  /sum/  ‘money’ 

k/z- /kum/  ‘year’ :  /zum/  ‘office’ 

k/h- /kik/  ‘again’ :  /hik/  ‘louse’ 

k/l- /kum/  ‘year’ :  /lum/  ‘warm’ 

 (f).The phoneme /k
h
/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes. 

Examples: 

k
h
/p- / k

h
a/  ‘bitter’ :  /pá/ ‘father’ 

k
h
/p

h
- / k

h
a/  ‘bitter’ : /p

h
a/  ‘good’ 

k
h
/t- / k

h
əm/  ‘gold’ :  /təm/  ‘plenty’ 

k
h
/t

h
- / k

h
um/  ‘basket(measure of grain)’: /t

h
um/ ‘three’ 

k
h
/k- / k

h
um/  ‘basket(measure of grain)’ : /kum/ ‘year’ 

k
h
/m- / k

h
u/  ‘carry (on head)’:  /mu/  ‘sleep’ 

k
h
/n- / k

h
ak/  ‘shut/close’ :  /nak/  ‘nose’ 

k
h
/ŋ- / k

h
u/  ‘carry (on head)’:  /ŋu/  ‘bone’ 

k
h
/b- / k

h
um  ‘basket (measure of grain)’: /bum/‘bewitch’ 

k
h
/d- / k

h
um/  ‘basket (measure of grain)’: /dum/ ‘blue’ 

k
h
/v- / k

h
a/  ‘bitter’ :  /va/  ‘blow(wind) 

k
h
/s- / k

h
ut/  ‘hand’ :  /sut/  ‘unbind’ 
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k
h
/z- / k

h
u/  ‘carry(on head)’:  /zu/  ‘liquor’ 

k
h
/h- / k

h
a/  ‘chin’ :  /ha/  ‘teeth’ 

k
h
/l- / k

h
u/  ‘carry(on head)’:  /lu/  ‘head’ 

 (g).The phoneme/b/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes.  

Examples: 

b/p- /bil/  ‘ear’ :  /pil/  ‘clever’ 

b/p
h
- /buk/  ‘hut(field)’ :  /p

h
uk/  ‘hew(fell)’ 

b/t- /bum/  ‘bewitch’ :  /tum/  ‘sunset’ 

b/t
h
- /bum/  ‘bewitch’ : /t

h
um/  ‘three’ 

b/k- /bum/  ‘bewitch’ :  /kum/  ‘year’ 

b/k
h
- /bum/  ‘bewitch’ :  /k

h
um/  ‘basket(measure of grain) 

b/d- /bokbon/  ‘brinjal’ :  /dok/  ‘to take out’ 

b/m- /bi/  ‘thatch’ :  /mihiŋ/  ‘man’ 

b/n- /bak/  ‘bat’ : /nak/  ‘nose’ 

b/ŋ- /bil/  ‘ear’ :  /ŋil/  ‘belly’ 

b/v- /bil/  ‘ear’ :  /vil/  ‘watch’ 

b/s- /bum/  ‘bewitch’ :  /sum/  ‘money’ 

b/z- /bi/  ‘thatch’ :  /zi/  ‘wife’ 

b/h- /buan/  ‘mud’ :  /huan/  ‘to cook’ 

b/l- /bi/  ‘thatch’ :  /li/  ‘four’ 
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(h). The phoneme /d/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes.  

Examples: 

d/p- /dəy/  ‘want’ :  /pəy/  ‘soon’ 

d/p
h
- /del/  ‘chase’ :  /p

h
el/  ‘untie’ 

d/t- /dop/  ‘suck’ :  /top/  ‘sip (zu from zu pot) 

d/t
h
- /dan/  ‘penalty’ :  /t

h
an/  ‘cemetry’ 

d/k- /dop/  ‘suck’ :  /kop/  ‘pair’ 

d/k
h
- /dum/  ‘blue’ :  /k

h
um/  ‘basket(measure of grain) 

d/b- /dal/  ‘prevent’ :  /bal/  ‘colocasia’ 

d/m- /dom/  ‘lift’ :  /mom/  ‘spider’ 

d/n- /dəmŋol/  ‘sick’ :  /nəm/  ‘smell’ 

d/ŋ- /dəmŋol/  ‘sick’ :  /ŋəm/  ‘dare’ 

d/v- /dan/  ‘ penalty’ :  /van/  ‘sky’ 

d/s- /dop/  ‘suck’ :  /sop/  ‘wash(clothes) 

d/z- /dum/  ‘blue’ :  /zum/  ‘office’ 

d/h- /don/  ‘drink’ :  /hon/  ‘community’ 

d/l- /dim/  ‘full’ :  /lim  ‘tasty’ 

(i).The phoneme /m/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes.  

Examples: 

m/p- /mu/  ‘sleep’ :  /pu/  ‘grand-father’ 
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m/p
h
- /mel/  ‘colour’ :  p

h
el/  ‘dismantle’ 

m/t- /mul/  ‘body hair’ :  /tul/  ‘thousand’ 

m/t
h
- /mu/  ‘sleep/ :  /t

h
u/  ‘law’ 

m/k- /mom/  ‘spider’ :  /kom/  ‘loose’ 

m/k
h
- /mu/  ‘sleep’ :  /k

h
u/  ‘carry(on head)’ 

m/b- /mihiŋ/  ‘man’ :  /bi/ ‘thatch’ 

m/d- /mom/  ‘spider’ :  /dom/  ‘lift’ 

m/n- /min/  ‘name’ :  /nin/  ‘dirty’ 

m/ŋ- /mu/  ‘sleep’ :  /ŋu/  ‘bone’ 

m/v- /man/  ‘true’ :  /van/  ‘sky’ 

m/s- /mu/  ‘sleep’ :  /su/  ‘vagina’ 

m/z- /mihiŋ/  ‘man’ :  /zi/  ‘wife’ 

m/h- /mom/  ‘spider’ : /hom/   ‘share’ 

m/l- /mu/  ‘sleep’ :  /lu/  ‘head’ 

 (j). The phoneme /n/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes.  

Examples: 

n/p- /nəŋ/  ‘you(sg)’ :  /pəŋ/  ‘wall’ 

n/p
h
-  /nin/  ‘dirty’ :  /p

h
in/  ‘needle’ 

n/t- /nəm/  ‘smell’ :  /təm/  ‘plenty’ 

n/t
h
- /nu/  ‘mother’ :  /t

h
u/  ‘law’ 
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n/k- /nəm/  ‘smell’ :  /kəm/  ‘mouth’ 

n/k
h
- /nak/  ‘nose’ :  /k

h
ak/  ‘shut/close’ 

n/b- /ni/  ‘two’ :  /bi/  ‘thatch’ 

n/d- /nəm/  ‘smell’ :  /dəmŋol/  ‘sick’ 

n/m- /nin/   ‘dirty’ :  /min/  ‘name’ 

n/ŋ- /nu/  ‘mother’ :  /ŋu/  ‘bone’ 

n/v- /nil/  ‘banish’ :  /vil/  ‘watch’ 

n/s- /nu/  ‘mother’ :  /su/  ‘vagina’ 

n/z- /nu/  ‘mother’ :  /zu/  ‘liquor’ 

n/h- /nu/  ‘mother’ :  /hu/  ‘breath’ 

n/l- /nu/  ‘mother’ :  /lu/  ‘head’ 

 (k).The phoneme /ŋ/contrasts with all the consonant phonemes.  

Examples: 

ŋ/p- /ŋu/  ‘bone’ :  /pu/  ‘grand-father’ 

ŋ/p
h
- /ŋasa/  ‘fish’ :  /p

h
a/  ‘good’ 

ŋ/t- /ŋəm/  ‘dare’ :  /təm/  ‘plenty’ 

ŋ/t
h
- /ŋu/  ‘bone’ :  /t

h
u/  ‘law’ 

ŋ/k- /ŋəm/  ‘dare’ :  /kəm/  ‘mouth’ 

ŋ/k
h
- /ŋasa/  ‘fish’ :  /k

h
a/  ‘bitter’ 

ŋ/b- /ŋil/  ‘belly’ :  /bil/  ‘ear’ 
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ŋ/d- /ŋəm/  ‘dare’ :  /dəmŋol/  ‘sick’ 

ŋ/m- /ŋu/  ‘bone’ :  /mu/  ‘sleep’ 

ŋ/n- /ŋəm/  ‘dare’ :  /nəm/  ‘smell’ 

ŋ/v- /ŋay/  ‘pineapple’ :  /vaymin/  ‘maize’ 

ŋ/s- /ŋul/  ‘snake’ :  /sul/  ‘womb’ 

ŋ/z- /ŋu/  ‘bone’ :  /zu/  ‘liquor’ 

ŋ/h- /ŋay/  ‘pineapple’ :  /hay/  ‘mango’ 

ŋ/l- /ŋa/  ‘five’ :  /la/  ‘song’ 

(l). The phoneme /v/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes. 

Examples: 

v/p- /vil/  ‘watch’ :  /pil/  ‘clever’ 

v/p
h
- /vəy/  ‘lakh’ :  /p

h
əy/  ‘thigh’ 

v/t- /vuy/  ‘wind’ :  /tuy/  ‘water’ 

v/t
h
- /van/  ‘sky’ :  /t

h
an/  ‘cemetry’ 

v/k- /vot/  ‘work’ :  /kot/  ‘damp’ 

v/k
h
- /vuy/  ‘wind’ :  /k

h
uy/  ‘cow’ 

v/b- /vil/  ‘watch’ :  /bil/  ‘ear’ 

v/d- /van/  ‘sky’ :  /dan/  ‘penalty’ 

v/m- /van/ ‘sky’ :  /man/  ‘true’ 

v/n- /vil/  ‘watch’ :  /nil/  ‘banish’ 
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v/ŋ- /vaymim/  ‘maize’ :  /ŋay/ 

 ‘pineapple’ 

v/s- /vom/  ‘black’ :  /som/  ‘ten’ 

v/z-  /van/  ‘sky’ :  /zan/  ‘night’ 

v/h- /vaymim/  ‘maize’ :  /hay/ 

 ‘mango’ 

v/l- /va/  ‘blow(wind)’ :  /la/  ‘song’ 

 

(m).The phoneme /s/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes. 

Examples: 

s/p- /sil/  ‘wear’ :  /pil/  ‘clever’ 

s/p
h
- /sa/  ‘hot’ :  /p

h
a/  ‘good’ 

s/t- /sum/  ‘money’ :  /tum/  ‘sunset’ 

s/t
h
- /sol/  ‘command’ :  /t

h
ol/  ‘bottle’ 

s/k- /som/  ‘ten’ :  /kom/  ‘loose’ 

s/k
h
- /sa/  ‘hot’ :  /k

h
a/  ‘bitter’ 

s/b- /sum/  ‘money’ :  /bum/  ‘bewitch’ 

s/d- /sop/  ‘wash(clothes)’:  /dop/  ‘suck’ 

s/m- /sul/  ‘womb’ :  /mul/  ‘body hair’ 

s/n- /su/  ‘vagina’ :  /nu/  ‘mother’ 
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s/ŋ- /sul/  ‘womb’ :  /ŋul/  ‘snake’ 

s/v- /som/  ‘ten’ :  /vom/  ‘black’ 

s/z- /sa/  ‘hot’ :  /za/  ‘hundred’ 

s/h- /saw/  ‘long’ :  /haw/  ‘rich’ 

s/l- /su/  ‘vagina’ :  /lu/  ‘head’ 

 

 (n).The phoneme /z/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes. 

Examples: 

z/p- /za/  ‘hundred’ :  /pá/   ‘father’ 

z/p
h
- /zum/  ‘office’ :  /p

h
um/  ‘bury’ 

z/t- /zu/  ‘liquor’ :  /tu/   ‘will/shall’ 

z/t
h
- /za/  ‘hundred :  /t

h
a/   ‘month’ 

z/k- /zum/  ‘office’ :  /kum/  ‘year’ 

z/k
h
- /zu/  ‘liquor’ :  /k

h
u/  ‘carry (on head)’ 

z/b- /zi/  ‘wife’ :  /bi/   ‘thatch’ 

z/d- /zum/  ‘office’ :  /dum/  ‘blue’ 

z/m- /zi/  ‘wife’ :  /mihiŋ/  ‘man’ 

z/n- /zu/  ‘liquor’ :  /nu/   ‘mother’ 

z/ŋ- /za/  ‘hundred’ :  /ŋa/   ‘five’ 

z/v- /zan/  ‘night’ :  /van/  ‘sky’ 
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z/s- /za/  ‘hundred’ :  /sa/   ‘hot’ 

z/h- /zu/  ‘liquor’ :  /hu/   ‘breath’ 

z/l- /zum/  ‘office’ :  /lum/  ‘warm’ 

(o).The phoneme /h/ contrasts with all the phonemes. 

Examples: 

h/p- /hu/  ‘breath’ :  /pu/  ‘grand-father’ 

h/p
h
- /hoŋ/  ‘open’ :  /p

h
oŋ/  ‘awake’ 

h/t- /hun/  ‘time’ :  /tun/  ‘bundle’ 

h/t
h
- /ha/  ‘teeth’ :  /t

h
a/  ‘month’ 

h/k- /hik/  ‘louse’ :  /kik/  ‘again’ 

h/k
h
- /ha/  ‘teeth’ :  /k

h
a/  ‘bitter’ 

h/b- /huan/  ‘to cook’ :  /buan/  ‘mud’ 

h/d- /hon/  ‘community’ :  /don/  ‘drink’ 

h/m- /hom/  ‘share’ :  /mom/  ‘spider’ 

h/n- /hu/  ‘breath’ :  /nu/  ‘mother’ 

h/ŋ- /hay/  ‘mango’ :  /ŋay/  ‘pineapple 

h/v- /hom/  ‘share’ :  /vom/  ‘black’ 

h/s- /haw/  ‘rich’ :  /saw/  ‘long’ 

h/z- /hu/  ‘breath’ :  /zu/  ‘liquor’ 

h/l- /hu/  ‘breath’ :  /lu/  ‘head’ 
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 (p).The phoneme /l/ contrasts with all the consonant phonemes. 

Examples: 

l/p- /lu/  ‘head’ :  /pu/  ‘grand-father’ 

l/p
h
- /la/  ‘song’ :  /p

h
a/  ‘good’ 

l/t- /ləw/  ‘field’ :  /təw/  ‘sit’ 

l/t
h
- /lu/  ‘head’ :  /t

h
u/  ‘law’ 

l/k- /lum  ‘warm’ :  /kum/  ‘year’ 

l/k
h
-  /lu/  ‘head/ :  /k

h
u/  ‘carry (on head)’ 

l/b- /li/  ‘four’ :  /bi/  ‘thatch’ 

l/d- /lim/  ‘tasty’ :  /dim/  ‘full’ 

l/m- /lu/  ‘head’ :  /mu/  ‘sleep’ 

l/n- /lu/  ‘head’ :  /nu/  ‘mother’ 

l/ŋ- /la/  ‘song’ :  /ŋu/  ‘bone’ 

l/v- /la/  ‘song’ :  /va/  ‘blow(wind)’ 

l/s- /lu/  ‘head’ :  /su/  ‘vagina’ 

l/z- /lum/  ‘warm’ :  /zum/  ‘office’ 

l/h- /lu/  ‘head’ :  /hu/  ‘breath’ 
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2.2.2 Distribution of consonants:- The occurrence of the consonantal 

phonemes at the initial position, medial position and the final position are 

listed below. 

 

2.2.2.1 Stops:- Voiceless stops are aspirated and unaspirated, while 

aspiration is absent in the case of voiced stops/b,d/. Thus the stop 

phonemes /p, t, k / are voiceless and unaspirated and / p
h
, t

h
, k

h
 /are 

voiceless and aspirated. 

Voiceless unaspirated stops:-  

a) / p / :- The Phoneme/p/ is realized as voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop. 

It occurs in all the three positions. 

 

Examples  

Initial position: pəŋ   ‘wall’ 

   pumpi  ‘body’ 

   pak    ‘flower’ 

   pol  ‘bubble’ 

 

Medial position: ləmpi   ‘street/ road’ 

   kólpa   ‘burmese’ 

   lupna   ‘bed’ 

   tapa   ‘son’ 
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Final position: top   ‘to smoke’ 

   dop   ‘to suck’ 

   kop   ‘pair’ 

   kəp   ‘to cry’ 

 

b) /t/:- The Phoneme/t/ is realized as voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop. 

It occurs in all the three position.  

Examples:- 

Initial position:  tay  ‘to run’ 

                          top  ‘to sip’ 

                           tul  ‘thousand’ 

                           taw  ‘bangle’ 

Medial position:   nitaksaŋ  ‘evening’ 

                             ətaŋ ‘light’ 

                            leytuŋ  ‘earth’ 

                            laktoŋ  ‘shirt’ 

Final position:          k
h
ət  ‘one’ 

 pet  ‘bite’ 

 liet  ‘eight’ 

                                             k
h
ut  ‘hand’ 
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              c) /k/:- The phoneme /k/ is realized as voiceless unaspirated velar 

stop. It occurs in all the three position. 

 

Examples:- 

Initial position:  kel  ‘goat’ 

                            kul  ‘twenty’ 

                            kaŋ  ‘white’ 

                             kumza  ‘century’ 

 

Medial position:  səku   ‘porcupine’ 

                             ənkəm  ‘mustard’ 

                                 bokbon  ‘brinjal’ 

                                 maktəw  ‘guava’ 

 

Final position:  səzuk   ‘reindeer’ 

                             vok ‘pig’ 

                             pak   ‘flower’ 

                              vazek  ‘seldom’ 
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Voiceless aspirated stops:- 

a) /p
h
/:-The phoneme /p

h
/ is realized as voiceless aspirated bilabial stop. It 

occurs in all the initial and medial positions but absent in the final position. 

 

Examples:- 

Initial position:  p
h
əlbi  ‘winter’ 

                            p
h
a  ‘be good’ 

                               p
h
el  ‘dismantle’ 

                                 p
h
əw  ‘dispose off’ 

 

Medial position: sip
h
u  ‘horse’ 

                             munp
h
iet  ‘to sweep’ 

                                 səp
h
ulip  ‘weases/manis’  

                                 t
h
ip

h
ul  ‘to bleed’ 

 

b) /t
h
/:- The phoneme/ t

h
/is realized as voiceless aspirated alveolar stop. It 

occurs in the initial and medial positions but absent in the final position. 

 

Examples:- 

Initial position:  t
h
um   ‘three’ 

                          t
h
ukim  ‘to agree’ 
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                          t
h
eŋ  ‘to arrive’ 

                           t
h
uŋ   ‘haver-sack’ 

 

Medial position:  kayt
h
um  ‘sweet potato’ 

                            sat
h
aw  ‘butter’ 

                            kit
h
ólpuy  ‘companion’ 

                                 lawt
h
aw  ‘coward’ 

 

c) /k
h
/- The phoneme /k

h
/ is realized as voiceless aspirated velar stop. It 

occurs in the initial and medial positions but absent in the final position. 

Examples:- 

Initial position:   k
h
ət   ‘one’ 

                           k
h
ovak  ‘light’ 

                           k
h
uy   ‘cow’ 

                           k
h
ut   ‘hand’ 

 

Medial position:  zak
h
ət   ‘hundred’ 

                            təwk
h
um  ‘chair’ 

                            tulk
h
ət  ‘one thousand’ 

      səmk
h
əw  ‘ribbon’ 
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Voiced stop:- Aspiration is absent in the case of voiced stops. The 

occurrence of voiced stops is as follows: 

 

a) /b/:- The phoneme /b/ is realized as voiced bilabial stop. It occurs in 

both the initial and medial positions but absent in the final position. 

Examples:- 

Initial position:  bilpi  ‘hare’ 

 bənla  ‘banana’ 

 beŋəp  ‘bean’ 

 bekən  ‘soyabean’ 

Medial position:  bokbon  ‘brinjal’ 

    bilba  ‘ear-ring’ 

 nakba  ‘nose-ring’ 

 poŋbi  ‘trousers’ 

b) /d/:- The phoneme /d/ is realized as voiced alveolar stop. It occurs in 

both the initial and medial positions but absent in the final position.  

 Examples: 

Initial position:   dom  ‘to lift’ 

 dim  ‘full’ 

 del  ‘chase’ 

 duhop  ‘greedy’ 
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Medial position:  luŋdəm  ‘happy’ 

 peaŋdəp  ‘shoes’ 

 k
h
utdoŋénte  ‘beggars’ 

 kidom  ‘beware’ 

 

2.2.2.2 Nasals: There are three nasal phonemes which are voiced and 

unaspirated. Their distributions are discussed below. 

 

a) /m/:- The nasal phoneme /m/ is realized as voiced bilabial nasal. It 

occurs in all the three positions. 

 

Examples: 

Initial position:  mul   ‘body hair’ 

     miksa   ‘ant’ 

     mu   ‘lips’ 

     mit   ‘eyes’ 

 

Medial position:  ləmhílna  ‘direction’ 

       t
h
amən  ‘reward’ 

       limlákte  ‘actor’ 

       k
h
amul  ‘beard’ 
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Final position:  nam   ‘knife’ 

    k
h
əm   ‘gold’ 

    vatim   ‘bird’ 

    kəm   ‘mouth’ 

 

b) /n/:- The nasal phoneme /n/ is realized as voiced alveolar nasal. It 

occurs in all the three positions. 

Examples: 

Initial position:  nu   ‘mother’ 

    nəŋ   ‘you (sg)’ 

    nəm   ‘type’ 

    nak   ‘nose’ 

Medial position:  lupna   ‘bed’ 

       zani   ‘two hundred’ 

       bənla   ‘banana’ 

       p
h
ink

h
àw  ‘thread’ 

Final position:  mən   ‘catch’ 

    zin   ‘guest’ 

         sən   ‘red’ 

    mun   ‘ten thousand’ 
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c) /ŋ/:- The nasal phoneme /ŋ/ is realized as voiced velar nasal. It occurs in 

all the three positions. 

 

Examples: 

Initial position:  ŋu   ‘bone’ 

    ŋil   ‘belly’ 

    ŋua   ‘rain’ 

Medial position:  telŋu   ‘ribs’ 

     loŋtol   ‘throat’ 

    luŋdəm  ‘happy’ 

    luŋtəŋ   ‘heart’ 

 

Final position : vantuŋ  ‘heaven’ 

    zaŋ   ‘northern side’ 

    zəŋ   ‘fart’ 

    luŋtəŋ   ‘heart’ 

 

2.2.2.3 Fricatives: There are four fricatives which are illustrated below. 

 

a) /v/:- The phoneme /v/ is realized as voiced labio-dental fricative. It 

occurs in the initial and medial positions but absent in the final position. 
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Examples: 

Initial position:  vom  ‘black’ 

 vok   ‘pig’ 

 vot   ‘work’ 

 vatim   ‘bird’ 

 

Medial position:  k
h
ovak  ‘light’ 

 əvàŋlien  ‘glory’ 

 invak
h
u  ‘pigeon’ 

 ŋəmva
k
hu  ‘cuckoo’ 

b) /s/:- The phoneme /s/ is realized as voiceless alveolar fricative. It occurs 

in the initial and medial positions but absent in the final position. 

Examples: 

Initial position:  si   ‘salt water’ 

    sikli   ‘rectangle’ 

    saŋ   ‘school’ 

 Medial position:  həksa   ‘difficult’ 

       əsuŋ   ‘inside’ 

        ŋasa   ‘fish’ 

        ŋaysun  ‘listen’ 
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c) /z/:- The phoneme/z/ is realized as voiced alveolar fricative. It occurs in 

the initial and medial positions but absent in the final position. 

 

Examples: 

Initial position:  zin  ‘guest’ 

 zum  ‘office’ 

 za  ‘hundred’ 

 zaŋ  ‘northern side’ 

 

Medial position:  nuŋzəŋ  ‘back (body)’ 

       ŋilzəŋ   ‘intestine’ 

       məzaŋom  ‘dry chili’ 

       mayzum  ‘shy’ 

 

d) /h/:- The phoneme/h/ is realized as voiceless glottal fricative .It occurs 

in the initial and medial positions but absent in the final position. 

Examples: 

Initial position:  ha   ‘teeth’ 

    hon   ‘community’ 

    hay   ‘cup’ 

    hey   ‘axe’ 
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Medial position:   sahun   ‘skin’ 

        aho   ‘fish scales’  

        sahaŋ   ‘tiger’ 

2.2.2.4 Lateral: There is only one lateral phoneme /l/. The phoneme /l/ is 

realized as voiced alveolar lateral. It occurs in all the three position. 

 

Initial position:  lu   ‘head’ 

    la   ‘song’ 

    luàk   ‘vomit’ 

    lupna   ‘bed’ 

 

Medial position:  telŋu   ‘ribs’ 

       sali   ‘seven’ 

    k
h
ənlona  ‘revival’ 

    tolŋàkna  ‘landing place’ 

 

Final position: vil   ‘escort’ 

    pil   ‘clever’ 

    zol   ‘coax’ 

    ŋil   ‘belly’ 
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2.2.3 Consonant sequence: In Sizang, word initial and word final 

consonant sequence are absent. However, the medial consonant sequence 

and medial gemination are available.They are separated by syllable 

boundaries. Examples illustrating the sequences are given below. 

 

Medial consonant sequence: 

/p/ as the first element:  

 /tuptun/  ‘succeed’ 

 /tapdop/  ‘name of a village’ 

 /lupna/ ‘bed’ 

 /topsək/  ‘abolish’ 

 

/t/ as the first element:  

 /k
h
utpi/  ‘thumb’    

 /mitdal/  ‘spectacle’ 

 /hatŋo/  ‘brass’ 

 /p
h
atna/  ‘charm’ 

 

/k/ as the first element: 

  /ŋəknu/  ‘damsel’ 

 /miksa/  ‘ant’ 
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 /sikli/  ‘rectangle’ 

 /bokbon/  ‘brinjal’ 

 

/m/ as the first element: 

 /pumpi/  ‘body’ 

 /sumbuk/  ‘bazaar/market’ 

 /tumt
h
əŋ/  ‘firefly’ 

 /kumza/  ‘century’ 

 

/n/ as the first element: 

 /vantuŋ/  ‘heaven’ 

 /ənkəm/  ‘mustard’ 

  /səndup/  ‘purple’ 

 /invak
h
u/  ‘pigeon’ 

 

/ŋ/ as the first element: 

  /suŋpa/  ‘brother-in-law’ 

 /loŋtol/  ‘throat’ 

 /dəŋka/  ‘money’ 

 /təŋmay/  ‘cucumber’ 
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/l/ as the first element:  

 /bilpi/  ‘hare’ 

 /təlki/  ‘forehead’ 

 /telŋu/  ‘ribs’ 

 /p
h
əlbi/  ‘winter’ 

 

2.2.4 Medial gemination: A sequence of identical consonants or geminate 

is found in Sizang.  Only medial gemination is available, although they are 

separated by syllable boundaries. In the case of medial gemination only 

the unaspirated stops and the nasals are found.  

 

 Examples: 

            /pp/-  /əkáppa/  ‘shooter’ 

  /zatoppa/  ‘smoker’ 

                                  /zutoppa/  ‘drunken’ 

                                  /duhoppa/  ‘greedy fellow’ 

                 

 /tt/-  /lasàtte/  ‘singer’ 

                                  /mittəŋ/  ‘eye’ 

                                  /k
h
uttum/  ‘fist’ 

                         /vòtte/ ‘leeches’ 
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 /kk/- /mokkéaŋ/  ‘tamarind’ 

                                  /t
h
ukkim/  ‘agree’ 

                                  /pəkkan/  ‘bowl’ 

                                  /t
h
ukkik/  ‘reply’ 

                 

 /mm/-  /səmmul/  ‘hair (head)’ 

                                  /ummo/  ‘suspect ’ 

                                 /simmo/  ‘scorn’ 

                               /tíammuy/  ‘tease’ 

          /nn/-   /ŋanno/  ‘beast’ 

                                 /hənni/  ‘gum’ 

                                 /monnuóy/  ‘papaya’ 

                               /kinna/  ‘zeal’ 

            

 /ŋŋ/-    /səŋŋa/  ‘wild cat’ 

                             /təŋŋəm/  ‘autumn’ 

                              /k
h
atuŋŋu/  ‘upper jaw’ 

                             /k
h
oŋŋay/  ‘mourn/sad’ 
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2.3 Vowels:- There are six vowel phonemes in Sizang / i, e, ə, a, o, u/. 

Vowels occur at three levels: high, mid and low according to the position of 

articulations. There is a front – back contrast at high level and at mid level 

there is a three way contrast: front, central and back. There is one central 

vowel at the low level. According to the position of the lips when 

articulated, vowels may further be divided into two groups: rounded and 

unrounded vowels. Rounded vowels are those articulated with rounded 

lips and those vowels articulated with unrounded lips are called 

unrounded vowels. The front and central vowels are unrounded. The back 

vowels are rounded.  

Diagrammatically, the six vowels occur as follows: 

 

 

2.3.1 Vowel contrasts: In Sizang all the six vowels are found in contrasts by 

minimal pairs. The following examples will illustrate the contrast between 

vowels. 

 

 

 

Front Central Back 

Rounded Un rounded Rounded Un rounded Rounded Un rounded 

High  i   u  

Mid  e  ə o  

Low    a   

Table 2.2 Table showing the vowel phonemes 
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a) The phoneme /i/ contrasts with all the other phonemes.  

Examples: 

i/u-  /im/  ‘conceal’ :  /um/  ‘bottlegourd’ 

i/e- /in/  ‘house’  :  /en/  ‘to look at’ 

i/o- /ip/  ‘pocket’ :  /op/  ‘swim’ 

i/a- /it/  ‘love’ :  /at/  ‘cut(slice)’ 

i/ə- /in/  ‘house’ :  /ən/ ‘rice’ 

 

b) The phoneme /u/ contrasts with all the other phonemes. 

Examples: 

u/i- /um/  ‘bottle gourd’ :  /im/  ‘conceal’ 

u/e- /uy/  ‘dog’ :  /ey/  ‘we (incl.)’ 

u/o- /um/  ‘bottlegourd’ :  /om/  ‘chest’ 

u/a- /uy/  ‘dog’ :  /ay/  ‘omen’ 

u/ə- /um/  ‘bottlegourd’ :  /əm/  ‘err’ 

 

c) The phoneme /e/ contrasts with all the other phonemes. 

Examples: 

e/u- /ey/  ‘we (incl)’ :  /uy/  ‘dog’  

e/i- /em/  ‘bake’ :  /im/  ‘conceal’ 
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e/o- /eŋ/  ‘yellow’ :  /oŋ/  ‘empty’ 

e/a- /ey/  ‘we (incl)’ :  /ay/  ‘crab’ 

e/ə- /em/  ‘bake’ :  /əm/  ‘err’ 

 

d) The phoneme /o/ contrasts with all the other phonemes. 

Examples: 

o/u- /om/  ‘chest’ :  /um/  ‘bottlegourd’ 

o/i- /op/  ‘swim’ :  /ip/  ‘pocket’ 

o/e- /oŋ/  ‘empty’ :  /eŋ/  ‘yellow’ 

o/a- /ok/  ‘entangle’ :  /ak/  ‘fowl’ 

o/ə- /om/  ‘chest’ :  /əm/  ‘err’ 

 

e) The phoneme /a/ contrasts with all the other phonemes.  

Examples: 

a/u- /ay/  ‘crab’ :  /uy/  ‘dog’ 

a/i- /at/  ‘cut(slice)’ :  /it/  ‘love’ 

a/e- /ay/  ‘crab’ :  /ey/  ‘we (incl)’ 

a/o- /ak/  ‘fowl’ :  /ok/  ‘entangle’ 

a/ə- /aho/  ‘fish scales’ :  /əho/  ‘peel’ 
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f) The phoneme /ə/ contrasts with all the other phonemes. 

Examples: 

ə/u- /əm/  ‘err’ :  /um/  ‘bottle gourd’ 

ə/i- /ən/  ‘rice’ :  /in/  ‘house’ 

ə/e- /əm/  ‘err’ :  /em/  ‘bake’ 

ə/o- /əm/  ‘err’ :  /om/  ‘chest’ 

ə/a- /əho/  ‘peel’ :  /aho/  ‘fish scales’ 

 

2.3.2 Distribution of vowels: In sizang there are six vowels. The 

occurrences of these vowels are illustrated below. 

2.3.2.1 Front vowels: The front vowels are/i,e/.They are unrounded vowels. 

The following examples will illustrate their distribution. 

a) /i/:-The vowel /i/ is high, front and unrounded. It occurs in all the three 

position. 

 

Examples: 

Initial position:  in   ‘house’ 

    inteak   ‘host’ 

    it   ‘love’ 

    ip   ‘pocket’ 
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Medial position:  hiŋ   ‘green’ 

        ŋit   ‘heavy’ 

    t
h
alik   ‘full moon’ 

    ziŋsaŋ  ‘morning’ 

Final position:     ni   ‘sun’ 

       sali   ‘seven’ 

    zəyni   ‘yesterday’ 

    tuni   ‘today’ 

 

b) /e/:- The vowel /e/ is mid, front and unrounded. It occurs in all the 

three position. 

Examples 

Initial position:  eŋ   ‘yellow’ 

    en   ‘look at’ 

    ey   ‘we(inclusive)’ 

    

Medial position:  kel   ‘goat’ 

    diel   ‘towel’ 

    kiel   ‘hungry’ 

    siel   ‘mithun’ 
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Final position:  ole   ‘crocodile’ 

    sarobe  ‘pea’ 

    he   ‘sad’ 

    kalabe  ‘pigeon pea’ 

2.3.2.2 Central vowels: The central vowels are /ə, a/. They are unrounded 

vowels. The following examples will illustrate their distribution. 

a) /ə/:- The vowel /ə/ is mid, central and unrounded. It occurs in the initial 

and medial positions but absent in the final position.  

Examples: 

Initial position:  ən   ‘rice’ 

    əma   ‘he/she’ 

    ətontuŋ  ‘usually’ 

    əsuŋ   ‘inside’ 

 

Medial position:  səm   ‘hair’ 

    khət   ‘one’ 

    təŋ   ‘straight’ 

    kəp   ‘cry/weep’ 

 

b) /a/:-The vowel /a/ is low, central and unrounded. It occurs in all the 

three position. 
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Examples: 

Initial position:  ak   ‘fowl’ 

    akpuy   ‘hen’ 

    akluy   ‘cock’ 

    aktuy   ‘egg’ 

Medial position:  nay   ‘near’ 

    ŋak   ‘to wait’ 

    hat   ‘strong’ 

    k
h
ak   ‘to shut/close’ 

Final position:  k
h
ola   ‘far’ 

    p
h
a   ‘be good’ 

    pa   ‘father’ 

    lupna   ‘bed’ 

2.3.2.3 Back vowels: The back vowels are/u, o/. They are rounded vowels. 

The following examples will illustrate their distribution. 

a) /u/:-The vowel/u/ is high, back and rounded. It occurs in all the three 

positions. 

Examples: 

Initial position:  uy   ‘dog’ 

    utoŋ   ‘peacock’ 
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    uylik  ‘flea’ 

    unokpak  ‘lily’ 

Medial position:  k
h
uoy  ‘bee’ 

    tumt
h
əŋ  ‘firefly’ 

    luŋdəm  ‘be happy’ 

    kul   ‘twenty’ 

Final position:  simbu   ‘owl’ 

    vak
h
u   ‘dove’ 

    nú   ‘mother’ 

    pu   ‘grand-father’ 

b) /o/:- The vowel/o/ is mid, back and rounded. It occurs in all the three 

positions. 

Examples: 

Initial position:  om   ‘chest’ 

    oŋ   ‘empty’ 

    ol   ‘easy’ 

    ompoŋ  ‘scotch’ 

Medial position:  oŋ   ‘neck’ 

    koŋ   ‘waist’ 

    noy   ‘breast’ 
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    zoŋ   ‘monkey’ 

Final position:  k
h
awmo  ‘locust’ 

    toso   ‘oak’ 

    ŋoŋ-o   ‘muffler/necktie’ 

 laktoŋbo  ‘button’ 

2.3.3 Vowel sequence: In vowel sequence there is no apparent gliding of 

the tongue from one vowel position to the other as in the case of 

diphthongs. In a vowel sequence, each of the vowels constitutes a syllabic 

peak. Vowel sequence comprises of two vowels i.e. divocalic or three 

vowels i.e. trivocalic. But, trivocalic sequence is very rare in comparison to 

divocalic.  

Examples of divocalic: 

a) Vowel /i/ as the first member: 

 ii biín  ‘hut’  

 ie  kiél  ‘hungry 

 ia  p
h
iàt    ‘sweep’     

It is obvious that certain vowels cannot occur as second member of 

these sequences. For example, when the first member is/i/ than the 

vowels /o,u,ə/ cannot be the second member. 

 

b) Vowel /e/ as the first member:  

 ei neín  ‘eat (imperative)’ 
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                                                ea beàm  ‘round’ 

 eo neó  ‘eat (polite imperative) 

Similarly, when the first member is vowel /e/,than vowel /ə/ cannot 

be the second member. 

c) Vowel /ə/ as the first member:  

 əi əìn  ‘his/her house’ 

                                               əe əèŋ  ‘turmeric’ 

                                                əa əàk  ‘his/her fowl’ 

                                               əo əòm  ‘he/she lives’ 

                                               əu əùnu  ‘his/her elder sister 

d) Vowel /a/ as the first member:  

 ai laìn  ‘pick up(imperative) 

                                    

When the first member is /a/, than the vowel /ə/ cannot be the 

second member. The vowel/ə/ occurs initially and found very common. 

Trivocalic sequence usually begins on a back vowel /u,o/ and end on 

off glide /i/ or y-glide. Though it has three vowels it sounds like a single 

vowel plus diphthong. 

Example: 

/oáy/- 

 doáy ‘evil spirit’ 
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 loáy ‘buffalo’ 

 noáy ‘milk’ 

/uày/- 

  k
h
uày ‘bee’ 

 timnuày ‘Cimnuai (name of a place)’ 

/uèy/- 

 nuèy ‘beneath’ 

2.3.4 Diphthongs:  An unstressed /i/ or /u/ in the initial position within a 

divocalic cluster becomes an onglide, while similarly unstressed in final 

position it takes on the properties of an offglide. The cluster in turn 

becomes a diphthong (Stern, 1963: 229). 

The unstressed /i/ and /u/ in final position which takes on the 

properties of an offglide are represented by their non-syllabic counterpart 

/y/ and /w/ respectively. 

In addition to the simple vowels, Sizang has nine diphthongs. Seven 

of which are falling diphthongs whereas the remaining two are rising 

diphthongs. The falling diphthongs are produced in such a manner that the 

first element sounds louder and the second element is lightly touched and 

hence it turns out to be relatively weaker. In the case of rising diphthongs 

the second elements receive more prominence than the first element. 

Diphthongs never occur with any final consonant.  

Falling diphthongs are:- 
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 a) /əy/- The diphthong /əy/ glides from the articulatory position for the 

mid central unrounded vowel /ə/ to that for the high front unrounded 

vowel, the former being more prominent.  

Examples:   

 p
h
əy  ‘thigh’ 

 vəy  ‘lakh’ 

 dəy  ‘want’ 

 pəy  ‘sooner’ 

b) /ey/- The diphthong /ey/ glides from the articulatory position for the  

mid front unrounded vowel /e/ to that for the high front unrounded vowel, 

the former being more prominent. 

Examples:   

 key  ‘I’ 

 ley  ‘tongue’ 

 ey  ‘we (inclusive)’ 

c) /ay/- The diphthong /ay/ glides from the articulatory position for the  

low central unrounded vowel /a/ to that for the high front unrounded 

vowel, the former being more prominent. 

Examples:   

 pay  ‘go’ 

 tay  ‘run’ 
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 ŋay  ‘pineapple’ 

d) /oy/- The diphthong /oy/ glides from the articulatory position for the 

mid back rounded vowel /o/ to that for the high front unrounded vowel, 

the former being more prominent.  

 

Examples:   

 noy  ‘breast’ 

  hoy  ‘fair’ 

 koysuŋ  ‘where’ 

e) /uy/- The diphthong /uy/ glides from the articulatory position for the  

high back rounded vowel /u/ to that for the high front unrounded vowel, 

the former being more prominent. 

Examples:   

 uy  ‘dog’ 

 k
h
uy  ‘cow’ 

 tuy  ‘water’. 

f) /əw/- The diphthong /əw/ glides from the articulatory position for the 

mid central unrounded vowel /ə/ to that for the high back rounded vowel, 

the former being more prominent.  

Examples:   

 t
h
əw  ‘house fly’ 
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 təw  ‘sit’ 

 ləw  ‘field’ 

g) /aw/- The diphthong /aw/ glides from the articulatory position for the 

low central unrounded vowel /a/ to that for the high back rounded vowel, 

the former being more prominent.  

Examples:   

 t
h
aw  ‘fat’ 

  ŋaw  ‘frown’ 

 naw  ‘small’. 

Rising diphthongs are:- 

a) /ia/- The diphthong /ia/ glides from the articulatory position for the  

high front unrounded vowel /i/ to that for the low central unrounded 

vowel /a/, the latter being more prominent. 

Examples:  

 hisia  ‘this’ 

 koysia  ‘which’ 

  ziasia  ‘that’ 

b) /ua/- The diphthong /ua/ glides from the articulatory position for the 

high back rounded vowel /u/ to that for the low central unrounded vowel 

/a/, the latter being more prominent.  

Examples: 
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 ŋua  ‘rain’  

 k
h
ua  ‘village’ 

 kua  ‘who’ 

. 

2.4 Syllables: The syllable is the minimum unit of word-structure. The 

nucleus of a syllable is the prominent part of a syllable, or the part which (1) 

is the domain of phonemic pitch or stress, or (2) is the inner structural part 

of the syllable distinct in distributional characteristics from the marginal 

elements, the consonants, which precede and/or follow 

it(K.L.Pike.1947:148). 

Sizang is considered as a monosyllabic language, because most of 

the syllables are morphemes.   

Syllables in sizang may have the following types: 

           

 V           u         ‘to address elder person’ 

          VV       uy       ‘dog’ 

           VC        ak        ‘fowl’ 

           CV      ni          ‘sun’ 

           CVV    mey       ‘fire’ 

           CVC     t
h
uk       ‘sour’            

 CVVC   suák      ‘emerge’ 
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Sizang has open syllables, closed syllables, syllables without onset 

and coda. In final position a syllable may have no coda as in [sali] ‘seven’, 

or may be checked by one consonant as in [luk] ‘six   ruling out the 

possibility of word final clusters. Syllable onset comprises only one 

consonant, but some syllables lack onsets i.e. syllables that begin with 

vowels. Thus, there are no word initial and word final clusters in the 

language. However, medial sequence within a word across syllable takes 

place. 

  2.4.1 Syllabic structure of monosyllabic words: 

The syllabic structure of monosyllabic words in sizang may be illustrated as 

follows: 

a) V structure: The V (vowel) structure in Sizang may be described as 

follows:  

         V    -       u       ‘to address elder person’ 

        VV -    uy        ‘dog’ 

                      ey        ‘we (inclusive) 

           ay      ‘crab’ 

This type of V (vowel) structure is rarer in comparison with other types. 

b) VC structure: The VC (vowel-consonant) structure in Sizang may be 

described as follows: 

 

 V C -  ak   ‘fowl’ 

             it    ‘love’  
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             ən   ‘rice’ 

             ol  ‘easy’ 

             eŋ  ‘yellow’ 

             um  ‘bottle gourd’ 

c) CV structure: The CV (consonant- vowel) structure in Sizang may be 

described as follows: 

         

 CV –  ni  ‘sun’ 

                  nú   ‘mother’ 

                  ti  ‘salt’ 

                  be  ‘beans’ 

                  tu  ‘sheep’ 

                 pá ‘father’ 

d) CVC structure: The CVC (consonant-vowel-consonant) structure in 

Sizang  are found in large number of words which may be described as 

follows: 

 CVC-   bal  ‘colocasia’ 

              vom  ‘bear’ 

              zoŋ  ‘monkey’ 

            kel   ‘goat’ 

           ŋul  ‘snake’ 
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            dum  ‘blue’ 

2.4.2 Syllabic structure of disyllabic or polysyllabic words: They are the 

repeated monosyllabic structures in various combinations. The following 

are the permissible syllabic sequences in disyllabic and polysyllabic words:   

              V-CV        /upa/   ‘old man’ 

               V-CVC      / ≅kiΝ/   ‘corner’ 

                 VC-CVC   /≅nt≅Ν /  ‘rice’ 

               VC-CV   /ummo/  ‘suspect’ 

              CV-VC  / suák/  ‘emerge’ 

              CV-CV  /tuypi /  ‘ocean’ 

             CVC-CVC  /sunkim /  ‘noon’ 

               CV-CVC-CVC  /nitaksəŋ/  ‘evening’ 

                CVC-CVC-CVC  /p
h
əlvaktuŋ/  ‘dawn’ 

 

2.5 Tones: In Sizang there are three tones viz. i) Level tone ii) Rising tone 

and iii) Falling tone. These tones are also easily attestable by minimal pairs. 

The three contrastive tones in a syllable are illustrated in Table 2.3. The 

level tones left unmarked above the vowel whereas the rising tone is 

marked as / ́/ above the vowel and the falling tone is marked as / `/, above 

the vowel. The Level tone maintains an even pitch. The duration of the 

vowel carrying the level tone is relatively longer than the vowel carrying 

the falling tone.  
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There is a perceptual decline of the pitch in the production of falling 

tone. It is shorter than the level tone, and it also ends abruptly. The rising 

tone starts from the level pitch and then there is a sharp pitch rise. The 

rising tone is accompanied by tenseness and it sounds louder than the 

remaining two tones. 

 

 Level tone   Rising tone   Falling tone 

 

1. saŋ ‘school’   sáŋ ‘received’  sàŋ ‘height’ 

2. hay ‘mango’   háy ‘cup’   hày ‘late’ 

3. tul ‘thousand’   túl ‘second hand’  tùl ‘feeding’ 

4. vot ‘work’    vót ‘cold’   vòt ‘leech’ 

5. ley ‘tongue’   léy ‘earth’   lèy ‘bridge’ 

Table 2.3 Table showing types of tone 

Vowel length is conditioned by Tone. It is not the vowel length but the 

length or duration of the tone which accompanies them. In some examples 

tones change their colour i.e. according to the context in which they occur, 

and is quite common.  

Example: 

  /pá/  ‘father’   /əpa/  ‘his/her father’ 

 /met/  ‘profited’ /əmèt/  ‘profit’ 

 /mul/  ‘hair’ /əmùl/  ‘its hair (animal)’ 
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However the presence of different tones across the syllable is 

possible but level and level tone across the syllable is one of the 

commonest forms in this language. 

 

Example:  

 /mit
h
i/   ‘dead person’ 

 /zuntuy/  ‘urine’ 

 /tinuk/  ‘angry’ 

 /tuyvot/  ‘cold water’ 

2.5.1 Juncture: Despite the fact that the word may have its isolate form 

identity considerably modified by its immediate phonemic and accentual 

context, both as regards its constituent sounds and its accentual or 

rhythmic pattern, phonetic features may be retained in the speech 

continuum which mark word or morpheme boundaries (Gimson, 1980: 

295-297). 

In Sizang, there is a juncture phoneme. This transition from one 

sound to the other within the same macro segment provides contrast 

between two types of transition between the same successive vowels and 

consonants.  

For example: 

  /vantuŋ/  ‘heaven’ 

 /van+tuŋ /  ‘one above the other’ 

 /léytuŋ/  ‘earth’ 
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 /lèy+tuŋ/  ‘on the bridge’ 

 /khansuŋ/  ‘in life’ 

 /khan+suŋ /  ‘in the room’ 

 It is noted that in the above examples the distinction between 

the two different kinds of transition between the same successive vowel 

and consonant phoneme is represented by an open or plus juncture /+/. As 

in the example /vantuŋ / ‘heaven’ there is no break between any of the 

syllables i.e. close juncture. But, in the example /van+tuŋ / ‘one above the 

other’, on the other hand, there is a perceptible break between /n/ and /t/ 

which is marked by an open or /+/ ‘plus juncture’ to show the difference in 

transition, but in rapid speech this is often disregarded.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*** 
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CHAPTER 3 

Morphophonemics 

 

 

 

Morphophonemics is an alternation of phonemes within a given morpheme 

bridges the gap between the morphological and the phonemic levels (Robert A .Hall Jr, 

1969: 138). In Sizang various morphophonemic changes take place.  

 

3.1 Phonologically conditioned morphophonemic changes: Some of the phonologically 

conditioned morphophonemic changes are illustrated as follows: 

 

1: In the final position of a syllable or word, only the unreleased consonants can occur. 

They are the unaspirated stops and nasals. They are generally unreleased in the final 

position, and they bring the syllable to an abrupt conclusion. Vowels in stopped syllables 

are shorter than in open syllables.  

Example: 

           /-p/           [kəp]   ‘cry’ 

           /-t/             [khət]  ‘one’ 

           /-k/            [phuk]   ‘hew’ 

           /-m/           [sum] ‘money’ 

           /-n/            [hon] ‘community’ 

           /-ŋ/            [pəŋ] ‘wall’ 
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2: The voiced-voiceless stops are distinct phonemes in Sizang. There are two voiced 

stops only i.e /b/ and /d/.They do not occur in final positions of syllables nor words, 

because no voiced stop can occur in final positions.  

Example: 

             /p/     [dop] ‘suck’ 

             /b/      *[dob] 

             /t/        [pet] ‘bite’ 

             /d/       * [ped]  

3: The phonetic values of the allophones are, in most cases, conditioned by their 

occurrence or the phonetic environment. It is observed that the voiceless unaspirated 

stop /t/ is never found before a high front vowel /i/ but phonetically as [c] representing 

the voiceless alveolar affricate produced by forming a [t] and releasing it slowly through 

as [s].Similarly the voiceless aspirated stop /th/ is never found before a high front vowel 

/i/ but phonetically as [č] representing the voiceless alveopalatal affricate produced by 

forming a t-like stop followed closely by an alveo-palatal fricative [š].However, the Sizang 

[c] and [č] produces certain amount of friction which is much less than in the production 

of the English affricate  

Example:  

a)  /t/  → [c] /
_

 i 

 ti  ‘salt’ 

 tilte  ‘saliva’ 

 ti ‘salt’ 

 tit
h
a ‘gost’ 

 tituy ‘tears’ 
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 tidəm ‘healthy’ 

 tina ‘sick’ 

b)  / th /  → [č] /
_

 i 

  thiŋ  ‘tree’ 

 t
h
iŋbak ‘branch’ 

 t
h
iŋbul ‘trunk’ 

 t
h
iŋŋay ‘sandal wood’ 

 t
h
iŋhoŋ ‘bark’ 

  thi  ‘dead’ 

 t
h
in ‘liver’ 

4: The three aspirated stop /ph, th, kh/ varies in the quantum of aspiration, depending 

upon their phonetic environment. Initially, these aspirated stops [ph], [ th], [kh ] are 

heavily aspirated; but medially even though fully aspirated, they lack much of the 

tenseness that is usually found in initial position.  

 

Example: 

Initial position: Medial position: 

/ph / - /pha/ ‘be good’ /siphu/ ‘horse’ 

 /phel/ ‘dismantle’ /səphulip/ ‘weases’ 

 /phəw/ ‘dispose off’ /munphiet/ ‘to sweep’ 
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/th / - /thum/ ‘three’ /sathaw/ ‘butter’ 

 /theŋ/ ‘to arrive’ /kaythum/ ‘sweet potato’ 

 /thuŋ/ ‘haver-sack’ /làwthaw/ ‘coward’ 

 

/kh / - /khut/ ‘hand’ /zakhәt/ ‘hundred’ 

 /khuy/ ‘cow’ /təwkhum/ ‘chair’ 

 /khət/ ‘one’ /tulkhәt/ ‘one thousand’ 

 

5: In Sizang the verbal stem alternations named as stem I and stem II 

(Stern, 1963:245) exist as verbal pairs which differ only by the addition or 

alteration of one phoneme. During the alternation of stem I to stem II, the 

phonetic shapes of these alternations involve changes in tones by the 

addition of final oral stop to open syllable and also there are changes of 

alveolar and bilabial nasal to homorganic stop e.g. /n/ ~ /t/, /m/ ~ /p/. But, 

there is exception to the velar nasal. These verbal stem alternations are 

formed in various ways, which, though not completely predictable, can be 

grouped into characteristic types in the phonological forms are shown in 

the following table.   

Alternation types stem I stem II gloss 

1. Addition of final oral stop 

to open syllable 

 

ne 

na 

he 

kai 

nék 

nàt 

hék 

kaík 

‘eat’ 

‘be ill’ 

‘know’ 

‘hang’ 
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pia 

za 

kita 

p
h
a 

pu 

bea 

su 

piák 

zák 

kitàt 

p
h
àt 

púk 

beák 

súk 

‘give’ 

‘hear’ 

‘fear’ 

‘good’ 

‘borrow’ 

‘secrifice’ 

‘pounded’ 

2. Velar nasal alternates 

alveolar nasal i.e. /ŋ/ ~ /n/ 

saŋ 

leaŋ 

k
h
uaŋ 

luaŋ 

t
h
uməŋ 

san 

lean 

k
h
uan 

luan 

t
h
umən 

‘be tall’ 

‘fly’ 

‘crow (v)’ 

‘flow’ 

‘obey’ 

3. Deletion of final stop t
h
at 

kap 

kəp 

t
h
á 

ká 

ká 

‘kill’ 

‘shoot’ 

‘cry’ 

4. Nasal alternates to 

homorganic stop i.e. /n/ ~ 

/t/, /m/ ~ /p/ (except velar 

nasal). 

lum 

en 

kipən 

ŋaysun 

lup 

et 

kipət 

ŋaysut 

 ‘sleep, lie down’ 

 ‘look at’ 

‘begin’ 

‘think’ 
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kidom 

nuam 

doŋ 

kidop 

nop 

dot 

‘be careful’ 

‘desire’ 

‘ask question’ 

 

The reason for having the two distinct variations in the verb stem, 

will be determined by the relevant factor which has widest scope. some of 

the verbal stem alternations in different morphological and syntactic 

environment are illustrated as follows: 1. If the suffix –na is added to stem 

I then stem II is derived with the meanings indicating the place or 

instrument and abstract nominal.  

For example: 

stem I  gloss  stem II  gloss 

 

 lum  ‘sleep’  lupna  ‘bed’ 

 ne  ‘eat’  nékna  ‘things used for eating with’ 

 nuam  ‘desire’ nopna  ‘willingness’ 

 hé  ‘sad’  hékna  ‘sadness’ 

 təw  ‘ride’  tə́wna  ‘seat’ 

 he  ‘angry’ hékna  ‘angriness’ 

 k
h
o  ‘peal’  k

h
ókna ‘pealer/device for pealing’ 

 sat  ‘chop’  sàtna  ‘chopper/device to chop’ 

Table 3.1 Table showing verbal stem alternation 
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 doŋ   ‘ask’  dòtna  ‘interrogation’ 

 paw  ‘speak’ páwna  ‘conversation’ 

There are exceptions to the above example that the open syllable ending 

with diphthongs like -ay, -əw, -aw shows no change in the derived form 

except tone change to rising from level tone (unmarked). The suffix -sək is 

used both for benefactive and causative meanings, and the distinguishing 

factor between them is sək + stem I = causative, sək + stem II = benefactive. 

Examples:-  

a) Stem I with Causative suffix: 

   ne + sək > nesək   ‘to make (somebody) to eat’ 

   la +  sək > lasək ‘to make (somebody) to take’  

   pia + sək > piasək ‘to make (somebody) to give’ 

   pay + sək > paysək   ‘to make (somebody) to go 

 

b) Stem II with Benefactive suffix: 

   nék + sək > néksək ‘to eat for (somebody)’  

   lák +  sək > láksək ‘to take for (somebody)’ 

   piák + sək > piáksək ‘to give for (somebody)’ 

   páy  +sək > páysək ‘to  go for (somebody)’ 

     

*** 
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CHAPTER 4  

Morphology 

 

 

 

4.1 General statement: Morphology is about the structure of words. A 

word in Sizang may be termed as a sequence of one or more syllables.At 

the morphological level a word may contain a root or affixes. The roots in 

this language cannot show the form-class to which they belong. But the 

free roots or free nominal forms can show the form-class to which they 

belong. For example- ŋul ‘snake’, uy ‘dog’, in ‘house, mihiŋ ‘human’, etc. 

which are nouns by themselves can also take one or more of the sets of 

noun prefixes or suffixes.  Accordingly, those forms free or bound which 

can take one or more of the set of prefixes or suffixes form a word.  A word 

in Sizang at the morphological level is nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives. 

It is affixation, however, that is the most frequent and productive process 

in Sizang morphology.    

 

4.2 Affixes: According to K.L pike, “affix is a morpheme which is 

phonologically and grammatically dependent upon some other adjacent 

morpheme; affixes do not occur in isolation; usually the meaning of affixes 

is not highly concrete, but rather modifies the basic meaning of the 

morpheme or sequence of morpheme upon which it is dependent.” 

In Sizang   affixes are subdivided into two types i) prefixes and ii)suffixes. 
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4.2.1 Prefixes: In Sizang prefixes are less numerous than suffixes. They are 

i) pronominal prefix, ii) reflexive prefix, iii) reciprocal prefix and iv) 

directional prefix. 

 

1 Pronominal prefixes: There are three pronominal prefixes. They are kә- 

for first person (1pp.), nә- for second person (2pp.) and ә- for third person 

(3pp.). The pronominal prefixes kə-, nə- and ə- are derived from the first 

person pronoun key ‘I’, second person pronoun nəŋ ‘you’ and third person 

pronoun əma ‘he/she’ respectively. When these pronominal prefixes are 

used with nouns it indicates the possessor of the prefixed noun and when 

used with verb it denotes a pronominalized or verb agreement prefix. 

 

Examples of pronominal prefixes with verb: 

  

 key kә vot hi     ‘I work’ 

 I + 1pp + work + FP. 

  

nәŋ nә vot hi    ‘you work’ 

 you + 2pp + work + FP 

  

әma ә vot hi     ‘he/she works’ 

 he/she + 3pp + work + FP 
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Examples of pronominal prefixes with noun: 

  

 kəpa      ‘my father’ 

 poss. father 

  

nəpa      ‘your father’ 

 poss. father 

 

əpa      ‘his/her father’ 

 poss. father 

 

 

2 Reflexive prefixes:- Reflexive prefix is formed by adding the prefix ki- to 

the action or process verb. 

  

Examples:-  

 

  át  ‘write’ kiát  ‘to write oneself’ 

 

  sil  ‘wash’ kisil  ‘to wash oneself’ 
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  haun  ‘cook’ kihuan  ‘to cook oneself’ 

 

  mu  ‘sleep’ kimu  ‘to sleep oneself’ 

 

3 Reciprocal prefixes: The reciprocal prefixes are formed by adding the 

prefix ki- to an action verb.  

Examples:- 

  haw  ‘quarrel’ kihaw  ‘to quarrel with each other’ 

 

  si  ‘meet’ kisi  ‘to meet each other’ 

 

  en  ‘look’ kien  ‘to look at each other’ 

 

4 Directional prefixes: There are two directional prefixes. They are a) hoŋ- 

and b) va- . 

 

a) The prefix hoŋ- is used as a deictic orientation on motion verbs. It 

imparts a directional sense of motion towards the speaker. 

 Example:- 

hoŋ + pay  > hoŋpay   ‘to come (motion toward)’ 

pref + go 
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hoŋ + tia  > hoŋtia   ‘to come back’ 

pref + return 

b) va- It denotes distance away from the speaker or remove action. It 

usually appears in imperative statements. 

 

Example:- 

va + sәm  > vasәm   ‘go and call’ 

pref + call 

 

va + paw  > vapaw  ‘go and talk’ 

pref + talk 

 

va + lum   > valum   ‘go to sleep’ 

pref + sleep 

 

Besides these prefixes, there are some suffixes which indicate direction. 

They are discussed in the suffix section.  

 

The prefix ə- is also used in the formation of new words i.e. the derived 

nouns. 
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Example:- 

kap ‘shoot’ ә + kap  > әkap ‘one who shoots’ 

  pref + shoot 

 

ka ‘climb’ ə + ka  > əka ‘one who climbs’ 

  pref + climb 

 

son ‘speak’ ə + son  > əson ‘one who speaks’ 

  pref + speak 

 

 

 

4.2.2 Suffixes:- Suffixes are numerous in this language. The relevant 

suffixes are given as follows. 

 

1. Gender. 

2. Number. 

3. Aspect. 

4. Mood. 

5. Negative 

6. Diminutive. 

7. Augmentative. 
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8. Causative. 

9. Benefactive 

10. Intensive. 

11. Directional. 

12. Imperative 

13. Nominative 

14. Locative 

15. Instrumental 

16. Associative 

17. Ablative 

 

1. Gender suffixes:- Grammatically there is no gender in Sizang. The 

gender suffixes which indicates the human gender is by suffix -pa 

indicating male and -nu indicating female. The gender for animals is 

indicated by suffixes -puy , -luy and -tәl . 

 

Examples of human gender suffixes:-  

Male suffix -pa mәwpa ‘bridegroom’ 

    tupa  ‘grandson’ 

    upa  ‘elder brother’ 

Female suffix  -nu mәwnu ‘bride’ 

    tunu  ‘granddaughter’ 

    unu  ‘elder sister’ 

    nәwnu  ‘younger sister’ 
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Examples of animal gender suffixes:-  

Male suffix -tәl saytәl  ‘bull elephant’ 

    keltәl  ‘he-goat’ 

    siphutәl ‘stallion’ 

    khuytәl ‘ox’ 

   

 -luy akluy ‘cock’ 

 -bal valikbal ‘peasant’ 

 

Female suffix -puy akpuy  ‘hen’ 

  uypuy  ‘bitch’ 

  khuypuy ‘cow’ 

    valikpuy ‘she-peasant’ 

 

2. Number Suffixes:- There is only one number suffix which indicates plural 

number by suffixing -te. 

 

Example:- 

Singular   Plural 

әma ‘he/she’  әmate    ‘they’ 
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   t
h
iŋ ‘tree’   t

h
iŋte  ‘trees’ 

   numәy ‘girl’   numәyte ‘girls’ 

 

 

 

 

3. Aspect suffixes:- Sizang has four aspect suffixes which are given below. 

 

I) Simple aspect  (Zero morpheme)  

II) Progressive aspect -lay  

III) Perfective aspect -zəw  

IV) Unrealized or irrealis aspect -tu  

(Refer 4.6). 

 

4 .Mood suffixes: There are four mood suffixes. 

 

I. Potential mood -t
h
əy  

II. Desirability mood -nuam  

III. Definite mood -nanək  

IV. Optative mood -tahen  
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 (Refer 4.7). 

 

5. Negative suffixes:- There are three negative suffixes .They are  

a) ŋol ‘not’        

b) bəw ‘neg.’                           

c) boŋ ‘neg  

(Refer 5.4). 

 

6. Diminutive suffixes:-  The diminutive suffixes are –me, -nəw 

respectively. The suffix –me is used only after two noun i.e. khut ‘hand’ 

and peaŋ ‘leg’. In the case of the suffix-nəw, it is added after noun to refer 

human beings, things or animal which are small.  

 

Examples: 

   a) -me   

     khutme  ‘fingers’ 

peaŋme  ‘toes’ 

   b) –nəw 

uynəw   ‘puppy’ 

    

   c) –nəw             
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patəŋnəw ‘boy’ 

 

7. Augmentative suffixes: The augmentative suffix is –pi. It usually occurs 

after a noun. 

 

 Examples:- 

                        tuypi   ‘Ocean’ 

                        khutpi  ‘Thumb’ 

 

8. Causative suffixes: The causative suffix is –sək. It usually denotes action 

which is caused by someone or something (intentionally). It occurs in stem 

I. 

 

Examples:- 

 paysək  ‘to make (somebody) to go’. 

                      ensək  ‘to make (somebody) to see’. 

 

9. Benefactive suffixes: Benefactive suffix is derived by adding the suffix  –

sək to the action or process verb. It occurs in stem II. 

 

Examples:-   
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  páysək  ‘to go for (somebody)’ 

  etsək  ‘to look for (somebody)’ 

 

 

 

10. Intensive suffixes: The intensive suffix is –ma. It may be added either 

to a noun or a verb. It can also be reduplicated to indicate the degree of 

intensity. 

 

Examples:- 

                keyma  ‘I (intensive)’. 

                   keymama ‘I (more intensive). 

                     sonmama ‘very very talkative’. 

 

11. Directional suffixes: The directional suffixes are of two kinds .They are 

-suk indicating downward direction and -təw indicating upward direction. 

 

Examples:-  

 -suk 

 / hual + suk /      ‘hualsuk’     ‘to roll down’ 

 /leaŋ +  suk  /        ‘leaŋsuk’      ‘to fly downwards ‘  
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 -təw  

            /ka + təw/             ‘katəw’       ‘to climb up’ 

            /diŋ + təw/              ‘diŋtəw’     ‘to stand up’ 

 

12. Imperative suffixes: The imperative suffixes are /-in, -un, -tən, -o,        -

hiak/ etc. 

 

Examples:- 

  nəŋ pay in  ‘You (sg) go.’ 

 nəw pay un   ‘You (pl) go.’ 

 təw suk –o   ‘Be seated.’ 

 hoŋ hil tən  ‘Please show (me).’ 

 

 

13. Nominative suffixes: The minative suffix is indicated by a marker –in. 

 

Examples:-  

 Tom in tuy əhop hi ‘Tom drinks water’ 

 John in mike əsat hi ‘John beats mike’  
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14. Locative suffixes: The Locative suffixes marks static locations, location 

towards which a figure moves or temporal location. It is indicated by a 

marker –á. 

 

Examples:  

  key tamu-á paytu k
h
i hi ‘I will go to Tamu’ 

  saŋ p
h
ul-á ək

h
ət tu hi ‘The school will be closed in June’ 

 

15. Instrumental suffix: The Instrumental suffix marks the instrument with 

which the action is performed. It is indicated by – tó.  

 

Examples:  

 əman nam- tó vok ət
h
at hi  ‘He killed the pig with a knife’ 

   əman hé- tó t
h
iŋkuŋ  əsat hi ‘He cut the tree with an axe’ 

 

16. Associative suffix: The Associative suffix indicates the notion of 

togetherness or mutual activity. It is indicated by the associated marker -tó. 

 

Examples:  

key k
h
ampum-tó sumbuk kəpay tu hi ‘I will go to market with Khampum’ 
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tom binoy-tó əpay hi ‘Tom went with Binoy’ 

 

 

17. Ablative suffix: The Ablative suffix indicates the source from which the 

movement/action takes place. It is indicated by –pən. 

 

Examples:  

key tamu-pən hoŋ pay k
h
i hi  ‘I came from Tamu’ 

əma t
h
iŋkuŋ-pən ət

h
ak hi   ‘He fell from the tree’ 

 

4.3 Nouns: A noun in Sizang can be defined as a form which can be 

followed immediately by the affixes such as case suffixes, number suffixes, 

gender suffixes etc. A noun may be prefixed by pronominal prefix which 

indicates the possessor of the prefixed noun.  

 

4.3.1 Kinds of Noun:- On the basis of formation, a noun in Sizang is divided 

into three kinds. They are-  

 

(a) Simple noun,  

(b) Derived noun and  

(c) Compound noun. 
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4.3.1.1 Simple noun:-  Those forms are called Simple nouns, if they 

themselves can occur as noun without any prefixation or suffixation. 

For example: 

 in  ‘house’ 

 ŋasa  ‘fish’ 

 mike  ‘mike’ (name of a person) 

 mihiŋ  ‘man’ 

 

4.3.1.2 Derived noun:- Those forms are called derived nouns, if they are 

formed by prefixation or suffixation. Derived noun may be formed in two 

ways as follows.  

 

I. By adding prefix ‘ə’ to a verb to indicate agentive and abstract meaning.  

II. By adding suffixes to common noun denoting the diminutive and 

augmentative meaning and also by adding suffix –na to a verb which forms 

a derived noun. 

 

I.a. By adding prefix /ə/ to the functive verb roots i.e. those which denote 

actions or functions. 

Example:  

 əkap  ‘one who weeps’ 

 əlam  ‘one who dances’ 
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 ətay  ‘one goes for a run’ 

 

I.b. By adding prefix /ə/ to the stative verb roots i.e. those which denote 

qualities or states. 

Examples:   

 ətom  ‘be short’ 

 ətak  ‘truth’ 

 əhoy  ‘beauty’ 

 

II.a. By adding suffixes /–me, -nəw/ to the common noun will indicate 

diminutive and augmentative meaning. 

 

Examples of diminutive: 

-me  k
h
ut  +  me >  k

h
utme  ‘fingers’ 

 hand    di. suff. 

 peaŋ  +  me  >  peaŋme ‘toes’ 

 leg   di. suff. 

 

-nəw uy  + nəw  >  uynəw ‘puppy’ 

 dog  di. suff. 

 patəŋ + nəw  >  patəŋnəw ‘boy’ 
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Examples of augmentative: 

-pi  tuy  +  pi  >  tuypi  ‘ocean’ 

 water    aug. suff. 

 k
h
ut   +  pi  >  k

h
utpi ‘thumb’ 

 finger  aug. suff. 

 

II.b. By adding suffix –na with a verb denoting the meanings of place, 

instrument or abstractness. 

 

Examples 

 lum +  na  >   lupna  ‘bed or place to sleep’ 

 sleep    suff. 

 lasa + na > lasana ‘place where concert takes place’ 

 sing  suff. 

 mayzum + na >  mayzumna ‘shame’ 

 shy  suff. 

 tim + na >  timna ‘wisdom’ 

 clever  suff. 
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4.3.1.3 Compound noun:- Compound nouns contain two or more 

members linked together i.e. forms which can act as nouns even when 

they are combined with another type of nouns.  

There are six different types namely;  

 i. Noun  +  Noun   

  ŋəm + sa > ŋəmsa  ‘wild animal’ 

  jungle  animal 

   

  in + k
h
a >  ink

h
a   ‘gate’ 

  house  door 

  in + hik >  inhik  ‘lizard (live in the house)’ 

  house   insect 

 ii.   Noun + Augmentative 

  tuy + pi > tuypi  ‘ocean’ 

  water  big 

  in + lien > inlien  ‘big house’ 

  house  big 

  uy + lien > uylien  ‘big dog’ 

  dog             big 

  

 iii Noun + Dimunitive  
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  k
h
uy + nəw > k

h
uynəw  ‘calf’ 

  cow  small 

  k
h
ut + me > k

h
utme  ‘fingers’ 

  hand  small 

  koŋk
h
a  + nəw > koŋk

h
anəw  ‘window’ 

  door  small  

  

 iv Noun + Derivative noun 

  peaŋdəp  + vòtte >  peaŋdəpvòtte  ‘shoe-maker’ 

  shoe  maker 

  la  + sàtte >  lasàtte  ‘singer’ 

  song  sing 

  lay  + àtte > layàtte  ‘writer’ 

  paper     write  

 

If ‘te’ is suffixed after a verb it gives the meaning of one who does or make. 

Otherwise if it suffixed after a noun it means ‘leaf’ in case of a plant or 

plural number in case of person. 
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v.  Noun + Derivative noun + Noun 

 ən  + ŋoàyna +  sét >  ənŋoàynasét ‘grinding machine’  

 rice  + grinding +  machine 

  

 ŋasa + mətna +  ŋèn >  ŋasamətnaŋèn ‘fishing net’ 

 fish + catching +  net 

  

 suaŋ + ŋoàyna +  sét > suaŋŋoàynasét ‘grinding mortar’ 

 stone  + grinding + machine  

 

 t
h
iŋ + atna  +  sét > t

h
iŋatnasét ‘sawmill’ 

 wood + cutting + machine 

  

vi.  Noun  + Noun  + Derivative 

 t
h
iŋ + te + nete > t

h
iŋtenete  ‘leaf eater’ 

 tree + leaf + eater 

  

 sip
h
u + búk + votte > sip

h
ubúkvotte ‘stable maker’ 

 horse + stable + maker 
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Nouns in Sizang are again either in proper or common. A proper noun is 

the name of some particular person or place, such as, Mike ‘Mike (name of 

a person)’, Manipur ‘Manipur state’, Bitpi ‘November month’, etc. while a 

common noun is a name given for general, e.g. t
h
iŋ ‘tree’, ta ‘baby’, uy 

‘dog’, etc. A noun may be mass noun. A mass noun is a noun which 

denotes persons or things which cannot be counted in number, e.g. 

mihiŋte ‘people’, tuypi ‘ocean’, etc. Further, a noun in Sizang may be either 

concrete or abstract. A concrete noun is a noun which can be felt, touched, 

seen, tasted, etc.  

 

 

Example:-  

  uy ‘dog’ 

  t
h
iŋ ‘tree’ 

  sip
h
u ‘horse’ 

  k
h
uy ‘cow’ 

  ŋasa ‘fish’ 

 

An Abstract noun is usually the name of a quality, action, or state 

considered apart from the object to which it belongs i.e. it names 

something which exists only as an idea or concept in the mind. Abstract 

noun is formed by suffixing –na to the root.  

Example:- mayzumna ‘shame’ 
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  hoyna ‘beautifulness’ 

  timna ‘wisdom’ 

  nuamna ‘happiness’ 

 

4.3.2 Number: In Sizang nouns are inflected for number, however, the 

most common expression for differentiating between singular and plural 

are indicated by suffixes or other forms. 

 

Plural: In Sizang, plural is formed by the suffixation of the plural marker   –

te to the noun. 

 

Example:-  

 Singular     Plural 

 vacim ‘bird’    vacimte ‘birds’ 

 mihiŋ ‘man’    mihiŋte ‘human beings’ 

 suaŋ ‘stone’    suaŋte ‘stones’ 

 uy ‘dog’     uyte ‘dogs’ 

 

However, there are other words which when they follow the noun or noun 

phrase indicate group.They are as follows: 
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 hon ‘group’ 

 kol ‘pile’ 

 təm ‘many’ 

example:-  

 mihon ‘a goup of people’ 

 mitəm ‘many men’ 

 mi əvekpi ‘all men’ 

 suaŋkol ‘a pile of stones’ 

 suaŋtəm ‘many stones’ 

 suaŋ əvekpi ‘all stones’ 

 vatimhon ‘flock of birds’ 

 vatimtəm ‘many of birds’ 

 vatim əvekpi ‘flock of birds’ 

 

The form which indicates a pair in Sizang is ‘kop’. 

Example:-  ŋompay kop thum  ‘three pairs of duck’ 

  duck + pair + three 

   

  k
h
uy kop   ‘a pair of cow’ 

  cow + pair 
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4.3.3 Gender: Sizang does not have grammatical gender. What Sizang has 

is a system of sex reference, which is otherwise known as natural sex. Thus,  

human and animal nouns are referred to as masculine or feminine or the 

basis of natural sex. Words like /pa/ ‘male’ and /nu/ ‘femaler’ are used 

after the kinship terms and nouns relating to human beings for referring to 

masculine and feminine respectively. In case of words like father or mother 

it is differentiated by a rising tone. 

example:- 

  pá ‘father’   nú ‘mother’ 

  tapa ‘son’   tanu ‘daughter’ 

  məwpa ‘bridegroom’ məwnu ‘bride’ 

  lampa ‘male dancer’  lamnu ‘female dancer’ 

  meŋoŋpa ‘widower’  meŋoŋnu ‘widow’ 

 

Further, words like /təl/, /luy (esp. male fowl)/, /bal (esp. large bird)/ 

indicate ‘male’ and /puy/ ‘female’ are used after animal nouns for referring 

the natural sex. 

Illustrations:-  

  k
h
uytəl ‘bull’   k

h
uypuy ‘cow’ 

  voktəl ‘boar’   vokpuy ‘sow’ 

  uytəl ‘dog’   uypuy ‘bitch’ 
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  utoŋbal ‘peacock’  utoŋpuy ‘peahen’ 

  akluy ‘cock’   akpuy ‘hen’ 

 

From the above it is clear that Sizang do not have any grammatical 

relevance. In order to fulfill the requirement of the meaning masculine 

form and feminine forms are constructed by some device of using 

attributive words. 

 

4.3.4. Case:- Case is an important inflectional category of Noun. In Sizang, 

there are five case markers. They are namely: 

1. Nominative case – in 

2. Locative case – á 

3. Instrumental case – tó 

4. Associative case -tó 

5. Ablative case – pən 

 

1 Nominative Case: The Nominative case shows the agentive function of 

the subject in a sentence. It is indicated by a nominative marker –in. 

  

Examples:  

  tom in tuy əhop hi   ‘Tom drinks water’ 

  Tom nom. water 3pp drink FP 
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  jon in mike əsat hi   ‘John beats mike’ 

  John nom. Mike 3pp beat FP 

   

  k
h
uy in nuóy əpia hi   ‘Cow gives milk’  

  cow nom. milk  3pp give FP 

 

It may be pointed out that the verb agreement pronominal prefixes which 

precede the verb follow a consistently nominative pattern ( i.e. in the 

above examples, third person pronominal prefix ə- which always agree 

with a subject). The pronoun changes their forms when the nominative 

marker –in is added to the first and third person pronoun by contraction 

such as; 

key + in > ken; əma + in > əman.  

     

 Example:  

  ken əma kəsat hi ‘I beat him’ 

  I-nom he 1pp beat FP 

 nəŋ in əma nəsat hi  ‘You beat him’ 

 you (sg) nom he 2pp beat FP 

  

 tom in jon əsat hi ‘Tom beats John’ 

 Tom nom John 3pp beat FP 
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Again, it is important to note that verbal agreement has a fundamentally 

nominative/accusative alignment, though accusative case is unmarked in 

this language. 

  

2. Locative Case: The Locative case marks static locations, location towards 

which a figure moves or temporal location. It is indicated by a marker –á. 

  

Examples:  

 key tamu-á pay tu k
h
i hi  ‘I will go to Tamu’ 

 I Tamu-loc. go unre 1ps FP 

  

 əma-muná pay in   ‘Go to his place’ 

 he to-loc. go imp. 

 

 saŋ p
h
ul-á ək

h
ət tu hi   ‘The school will be closed in June’ 

 school June loc. 3pp close unre. FP 

 

Further, most spatial notions are encoded through the use of post position 

which refer to locations and are marked obliquely by the locative case 

marker. 
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Examples: 

 -suŋá  ‘in/inside’  

 əma insuŋá om hi   ‘He is in the house’ 

 he house-in loc. stay FP 

 

 -kuŋá ‘near/nearby’  

 əma ink
h
a-kuŋá diŋ hi  ‘He stands near the door’ 

 he door near loc. stand FP 

 

 -tuŋá  ‘on top’ 

 əma muoldon -tuŋá əkatəw hi  ‘He climb up on top of the hill’ 

 he hill top on loc. 3pp climb up FP 

 

 -puá ‘outside’ 

 key puá pay k
h
i hi ‘I went outside’ 

 I out loc. go 1ps FP 

 

 -nuey-á  ‘under’ 

 t
h
iŋkuŋ -nuey-á ‘Under the tree’ 

 tree under loc.  
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 -may-á ‘in front’  

 in-may-á ‘In front of the house’  

 house front loc. 

 

3 Instrumental Case: The Instrumental case marks the instrument with 

which the action is performed. It is indicated by –tó which is homophonous 

to associative marker. 

 

Examples:  

 

əman nam-tó vok ət
h
at hi ‘He killed the pig with a knife’ 

he-nom. knife inst. 3pp. kill FP 

 

tom in hé-tó t
h
iŋkuŋ  əsat hi  ‘Tom cut the tree with an axe’ 

Tom nom. axe inst. tree 3pp cut FP 

 

əman nam-tó àlu əvel hi ‘He peeled potato with a knife’ 

he-nom. knife inst. potato 3pp peel FP 
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4 Associative Case: The Associative indicates the notion of togetherness or 

mutual activity. It is indicated by the associated marker -tó. 

 

Examples:  

 

key tom-tó sumbuk pay tu k
h
i hi ‘I will go to market with Tom’ 

I Tom asso. market go unre 1ps FP 

 

tom binoy-tó əpay hi   ‘Tom went with Binoy’ 

Tom Binoy asso. 3pp go FP 

 

key nəŋ-tò lasa tu k
h
i hi ‘I will sing a song with you’ 

I you asso. song sing unre. 1ps FP 

 

5 Ablative Case: The Ablative case indicates the source from which the 

movement/action takes place. It is indicated by –pən. 

  

Examples:  

 

key tamu-pən hoŋ pay k
h
i hi  ‘I came from Tamu’ 

I Tamu abl. deic. come 1ps FP 
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əma t
h
iŋkuŋ-pən ət

h
ak hi   ‘He felled from the tree’ 

he tree abl. 3pp fell FP 

 

key ŋun-pən tuy kə pua hi   ‘I fetch water from the river’ 

I river abl. water 1pp fetch FP 

 

4.4 Numerals:- Sizang has a reasonably large set of numerals. There are 

two types of numerals as in most of the languages. They are i. Cardinal and 

ii. Ordinal. The Cardinal numbers occur after nouns while the ordinals 

occur before nouns. 

  

Examples: 

 i. Cardinal 

t
h
iŋ k

h
ət ‘a/one tree’ 

  mi k
h
ət ‘one person’ 

 ii. Ordinal 

  masa pa ‘first man’ 

  nina nu ‘second woman’ 

  t
h
umna təpa ‘third son’ 
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It is noted that the difference between the Cardinal and Ordinal is 

indicated in the case of one and the first, that is, k
h
ət ‘one’ and masa ‘first’. 

For other numerals, the suffix –na is added to the cardinal form to form 

Ordinals. 

Examples:- 

   

  Cardinal  Ordinal 

  ni ‘two’ nina ‘second’ 

 t
h
um ‘three’ t

h
umna ‘third’ 

 li ‘four’ lina ‘fourth’ 

 ŋa ‘five’ ŋana ‘fifth’ 

 luk ‘six’ lukna ‘sixth’ 

 sali ‘sevsn’ salina ‘seventh’ 

  

 

4.4.1Cardinal: Cardinal numbers are counted up to hundred thousand 

million. The cardinal numbers in Sizang are as follows; 

 

 k
h
ət ‘one’ 

 ni ‘two’ 
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 t
h
um ‘three’ 

 li ‘four’ 

 ŋa ‘five’ 

 luk ‘six’ 

 sali ‘seven’ 

 liet ‘eight’ 

 kua ‘nine’ 

 som ‘ten’ 

 som le k
h
ət ‘eleven’ 

 som le ni ‘twelve’ 

 som le t
h
um ‘thirteen’ 

 som le li ‘fourteen’ 

 som le ŋa ‘fifteen’ 

 som le luk ‘sixteen’ 

 som le sali ‘seventeen’ 

 som le liet ‘eighteen’ 

 som le kua ‘nineteen’ 

 kul ‘twenty’ 

 kul le k
h
ət ‘twenty one’ 

 kul le ni ‘twenty two’ 
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 kul le t
h
um ‘twenty three’ 

 kul le li ‘twenty four’ 

 kul le ŋa ‘twenty five’ 

 kul le luk ‘twenty six’ 

 kul le sali ‘twenty seven’ 

 kul le liet ‘twenty eight’ 

 kul le kua ‘twenty nine’ 

 som t
h
um ‘thirty’ 

 

It is to be noted that in any number of every tenth, additional digit shows 

the increasing number which is indicated by the addition of –le ‘and’ to the 

tenth digit. Except kul ‘twenty’, the remaining are prefixed with som ‘ten’ 

up to ninety. The tenths are as follows; 

 

 som ‘ten’ 

 kul ‘twenty’ 

 somt
h
um ‘thirty’ 

 somli ‘forty’ 

 somŋa ‘fifty’ 

 somluk ‘sixty’ 

 somsali ‘seventy’ 
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 somliet ‘eighty’ 

 somkua ‘ninety’ 

 

To indicate the hundredth digit za ‘hundred’ is prefixed before the number. 

It will continue up to nine hundred as follows; 

  

 za k
h
ət ‘one hundred’ 

 za ni ‘two hundred’ 

 za t
h
um ‘three hundred’ 

 za li ‘four hundred’ 

 za ŋa ‘five hundred’ 

 za luk ‘six hundred’ 

 za sali ‘seven hundred’ 

 za liet ‘eight hundred’ 

 za kua ‘nine hundred’ 

  

To indicate the thousandth digit tul ‘thousand’ is prefixed before the 

number. It will continue up to nine thousand as follows;  

 

 tul k
h
ət ‘one thousand’ 

 tul ni ‘two thousand’ 
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 tul t
h
um ‘three thousand’ 

 tul li ‘four thousand’ 

 tul ŋa ‘five thousand’ 

 tul luk ‘six thousand’ 

 tul sali ‘seven thousand’ 

 tul liet ‘eight thousand’ 

 tul kua ‘nine thousand’ 

 

The Cardinal numbers ten thousand and above are counted as follows; 

 

 mun ‘ten thousand’ 

 vay ‘hundred thousand’ 

 mək ‘one million’ 

 talok ‘ten million’ 

 munza ‘hundred million’ 

 vayza ‘thousand million’ 

 vayson ‘ten thousand million’ 
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 məkza ‘hundred thousand million’ 

 

4.4.2 Ordinals:- To indicate Ordinal numbers, except for the first, all other 

Ordinal numbers are formed by adding a suffix –na in the Cardinal number. 

They are as follows; 

 

 masa ‘first’ 

 nina ‘second’ 

 t
h
umna ‘third’ 

 lina ‘fourth’ 

 ŋana ‘fifth’ 

 lukna ‘sixth’ 

 salina ‘seventh’ 

 lietna ‘eighth’ 

 kuana ‘ninth’ 

 somna ‘tenth’ 

4.5 Pronoun: Pronoun is a word which can substitute a noun in a syntactic 

construction. 
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For example: 

tom in tuy hop a tom ən ne tu hi  ‘Tom drinks water and Tom will eat rice.’ 

Tom nom water drink conj. Tom rice eat unre. FP 

 

From the above example, the noun /tom/ is repeatedly used. This 

repetition can be avoided if the repeated or the second /tom/ is 

substituted by a pronoun /ə/ without changing the meaning and the 

structure of the sentences as follows; 

 

tom in tuy hop a ən əne tu hi ‘Tom drinks water and he will eat rice.’ 

Tom nom. water drink conj. rice 3pp eat unre. FP  

4.5.1 Types of Pronouns: In Sizang, Pronouns may be classified into 

Personal pronoun, Demonstrative pronoun, Interrogative pronoun and 

Reflexive pronoun. Diagrammatically, it can be represented as follows; 

 

 

Pronoun 

Personal Demonstrative Interrogative Reflexive 

Fig. 4.1 Diagram showing classification of Pronoun 
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1 Personal pronoun: Personal pronouns distinguish three classes of 

persons i.e. (First, Second and Third) and two numbers i.e. (Singular and 

Plural) and consist of the intensifying/emphasis particle –ma combined 

with the classes of persons. The first person further distinguishes exclusive 

and inclusive meanings in its plural forms. 

 

The three plural forms i.e. of first person (exclusive), second person and 

third person are derived from the singular personal pronouns by 

contracting with the plural marker ‘u’ as shown below; 

  

 key ‘I’ + u (pl. marker) > kəw ‘we (excl.)’ 

 nəŋ ‘you (sg.)’ + u (pl. marker) > nəw ‘you (pl.)’ 

 əma ‘he’ + u (pl. marker) > əmaw ‘they’ 

 

The following table will demonstrate the different classes of personal 

pronoun; 

Person Singular Plural 

First 

person 

Exclusive key, keyma ‘I’ kəw ‘we (excl.)’ 

Inclusive  ey ‘we (incl.)’ 

Second person nəŋ, nəŋma ‘you’ nəw ‘you’ 

Third person əma ‘he/she’ əmaw/əmate ‘they’ 
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Table 4.1: Table showing the different classes of personal pronouns. 

 

Personal pronoun of three persons has their secondary forms. The 

secondary forms are the pronominal prefixes/suffixes. The pronominal 

prefixes are kə- for the first person (1pp), nə- for the second person (2pp) 

and ə- for the third person (3pp). They are derived from the first person 

pronoun key ‘I’, second person pronoun nəŋ ‘you’ and third person 

pronoun əma ‘he/she’.  The pronominal prefix of third person is used for 

both the human and non human.  

 

Table 4.2: Table showing the pronominal prefixes of the three persons 

 

The pronominal prefixes (pp) of the three persons express person and 

number of the possessor. In other words when these pronominal prefixes 

are used with nouns it indicates the possessor of the prefixed noun, as in 

the case of kinship terms.  

Person Primary Secondary  

First 

person 

Exclusive key, keyma ‘I’ kə ‘I’ 

Inclusive ey ‘we (incl.)’ i ‘we (incl.)’ 

Second person nəŋ, nəŋma ‘you’ nə ‘you (sg.)’ 

Third person əma ‘he/she’ ə ‘he/she’ 
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Examples: 

 kənu  ‘my mother’ 

 poss. mother 

 

 nənu  ‘your mother’ 

  poss. mother 

 

 ənu  ‘his/her mother’ 

 poss. mother 

 

Further the personal pronoun of the respective person, first, second or 

third can be added with the intensifier –ma for specificity or emphasis.  

Examples:- 

 keyma ‘I (intensive)’ 

 nəŋma ‘you (intensive)’ 

 eyma  ‘we (incl) (intensive)’ 

 

The pronominal prefixes when added to a verb it denotes a 

pronominalized or verb agreement. 

Examples: 

 key ən kəne hi  ‘I eat rice’ 
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 I + rice + 1pp + eat +FP 

  

 nəŋ ən nəne hi  ‘You eat rice’ 

 you + rice + 2pp + eat +FP 

  

 əma ən (ə)ne hi  ‘He/she eat rice’ 

 he/she + rice + 3pp + eat + FP 

 ey ən i ne hi ‘We (incl.) eat rice’ 

 we (incl.) + rice + 1pp(pl)  + eat + FP  

Further, the personal pronoun has pronominal suffixes for the first and 

second person but zero forms for third person. This is shown in the 

following table; 

 

Table 4.3: Table showing the pronominal suffixes for the three persons 

  Person Primary Secondary 

Singular Plural 

First 

pers

on 

Exclusive key, keyma ‘I’, 

kəw ‘we (excl. pl.)’ 

k
h
i  ‘I’ k

h
u ‘we’ 

Inclusive    

Second person nəŋ, nəŋma ‘you’ ni ‘you’ nu ‘ 

Third person əma ‘he/she’ Ø  
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The above stated pronominal suffixes function similar to the prefixes of 

personal pronouns. It shows verbal subject agreement. The verb may have 

either pronominal prefixes or pronominal suffixes but not both. The 

pronominal suffixes are  commonly used in colloquial speech. 

Examples: 

  

 key pai tu k
h
i hi ‘I will go.’ 

 I + go + unre. + 1 ps. + FP 

  

 kəw p
h
iat a not k

h
u hi ‘We (excl.) sweep and mop everyday’ 

 we (excl) pl+sweep+conj.+mop+1ps (pl.)+FP 

 

 nəŋ pay tu ni ziam ‘Will you (sg.) go?’ 

 you(sg)+go+unre+2ps (sg)+QM 

 

 nəw pay tu nu ziam ‘Will you (pl.) go?’ 

 you(pl)+go+unre+2ps(pl) +QM 

Further, there is no formal indication of possession other than 

juxtaposition of two nominals. The first of two nominals in sequence will 

be interpreted as possessor of the second.  

Examples: 
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 tom luk
h
u ‘Tom’s hat’ 

 k
h
ampum nu ‘Khampum’s mother’ 

 

2 Demonstrative Pronoun: The Demonstrative pronoun may be classified 

into two types based on nearness and remoteness either in terms of time 

or in terms of space or in terms of the speaker’s attitude. Because of this 

distinction (as in Huddlestone 1984: 296) called proximal and distal 

demonstrative pronoun. The proximal demonstrative pronoun are /hisia/ 

‘this’; /hite/ ‘these/ and the distal demonstrative pronoun are /təsia/ ‘that’; 

/ziate/ ‘those’. –sia in the form of suffixes to the proximal and distal 

demonstrative pronoun expresses the meaning of ‘the very one’ or as a 

determiner to a noun, as such in (numey-sia ‘the woman’). The 

demonstrative pronouns, hisia, təsia, hite, ziate, etc. when they occur in 

combination with nouns indicate particularization and demonstrative. 

Examples:- 

 hisia keyma in kəhi  ‘This is my house.’ 

 this I (int) house 1pp be 

 

 təsia keyma uy kəhi  ‘That is my dog.’ 

 that I (int) dog 1pp be 

 

 hite mihiŋte əp
h
a hi ‘These people are good.’ 
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 these I (int) people 3pp FP 

  

 ziate t
h
iŋkuŋ əp

h
uk tən ‘Cut those trees.’ 

 those tree 3pp fell imp.  

3. Interrogative Pronoun: Interrogative pronouns are question words. It 

can be of person, object, time, place, manner and quantity. The 

interrogative pronouns are:  bəŋ ‘what’, bəŋhun ‘when’, bəŋza ‘how much’, 

kua ‘who’, koysia ‘which’, koysuŋà ‘where’, etc. 

Exaples:- 

 kua ni ziam ‘Who are you?’ 

 who 2ps QM 

 

 bəŋ thu om ziam ‘What news?’ 

 what news avail QM 

 

 bəŋhun nə t
h
əw ziam  ‘When did you get up?’ 

 when 2pp wake QM 

 

 hisia bəŋza mən ziam ‘How much is this?’ 

 this how much price QM 
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 əma koysuŋà teaŋ ziam ‘Where does he live?’ 

 he where loc. live QM 

 

 koysia nədey ziam ‘Which do you prefer?’ 

 which 2pp like QM 

 

Thus the interrogative pronoun along with question marker ‘ziam’ as 

stated above, without which no interrogation is indicated.  

 

4. Reflexive pronoun: The reflexive pronoun has the structure of personal 

pronoun -le ‘and’ -personal pronoun of their respective classes. For 

example:- 

 keyma le keyma  ‘myself’ 

 nəŋma le nəŋma ‘youself’ 

 əma le əma ‘her/himself’ 

4.6 Verbs: Verbs in Sizang consist of a verb stem preceded by prefixal 

elements and often followed by several post verbal particles such as; 

 

 i. Pronominal-verbal agreement prefixes/suffixes 

 ii. Final particle  

 iii. Auxiliary verb 
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 iv. Imperative marker – (Refer 5.3.3) 

 v. Interrogative marker – (Refer 5.3.2) 

 vi. Causative, benefactive and reflexive affixes – (Refer 4.6.6.1)  

 vii. Negative markers - ( 5.4)  

 viii. Aspect marker- (Refer 4.7) 

 ix. Mood markers–( Refer 4.8) 

  

   

4.6.1 Pronominal-verbal agreement prefixes/suffixes: Sizang have 

agreement systems with pronominal prefixes in written form and polite 

speech. The suffixal verb agreement is commonly found in colloquial 

speech and sometimes in written form. The verb may have either  

agreement prefixes or suffixes but not both. 

 

Examples (verb with pronominal prefix or pp.):- 

 

1. key kəpay hi   ‘I go/went.’ 

 I 1pp. go FP. 

 

2. nəŋ nəpay hi  ‘You go.’ 

 you 2pp. go FP. 
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3. əma əpay hi  ‘He/she went.’ 

 he/she 3pp. go FP. 

 

4. ey ipay hi  ‘We (incl) went.’ 

 we (incl) 1pp go FP. 

 

Examples (verb with pronominal suffixes):- 

 

5. key ən ne k
h
i hi. ‘I eat rice.’ 

 I rice eat 1ps(sg) FP. 

 

6. nəŋ ən ne ni ziam  ‘Have you (sg) taken your meal?’ 

 you (sg) rice eat 2ps. (sg) QM. 

 

7. nəw ən ne nu ziam ‘Have you (pl) taken your meal?’ 

 you (pl) rice eat 2ps. (pl) QM. 

 

8. kəw ən ne k
h
u hi ‘We (excl) eat rice.’ 

 we (excl) rice eat 1ps. (pl) FP. 
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It is interesting to note, that the pronominal prefixes or suffixes are 

deleted when the verb is followed by the imperative marker. Further, the 

first person singular and first person (excl) plural have a particle iŋ (singular) 

and uŋ (plural). The pronominal prefixes/suffixes and the final particle hi is 

deleted if this pronominal particle is present. This is also commonly used in 

colloquial speech. 

For example:-  

9. key pay iŋ ‘I go.’ 

 I go pro.p. (sg). 

 

10. kəw pay uŋ  ‘We go.’ 

 we (excl) go pro.p. (pl). 

 

4.6.2 ‘be’ Verb:- The ‘be’ verb or copula is a linking verb. It links the subject 

to a complement. It is preceded by the pronominal prefixes agreeing with 

subject, and is thus behaving as a verb (if there is no verb in the sentence). 

The copula and the sentence final particle hi are homophonous. Both can 

occur together. 

For example:- 

11. key sizaŋ kə hi hi ‘I am a Sizang.’ 

 I Sizang 1pp. be FP. 
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12. nəŋ kənu nəhi hi  ‘You (sg) are my mother.’ 

 you (sg) poss. mother 2pp. be FP. 

 

13. əma kəpa əhi hi  ‘He is my father.’ 

 he poss. father 3pp. be FP. 

 

14. eyteŋ sizaŋ ihi hi ‘We (incl) are Sizang.’ 

 we (incl) pl. Sizang 1pp. (pl) be FP. 

 

15. ŋul əhi hi  ‘It is a snake.’ 

 snake 3pp. be FP. 

 

16. hisia ən əhi ziam ‘Is it rice?’ 

 det. rice 3pp. be QM. 

 

4.6.3 Final particle ‘hi’:- The occurrence of a sentence final particle in 

declarative sentences is a peculiarity in Sizang. Final particle is part of the 

verb phrase. It marks the end of a sentence. It is necessary to have a final 

particle because it often creates a new finite construction. It is adapted to 

suit the speaker to carry out or to mark the end of the sentence. Copula 

and final particle are homophonous, but, the position of final particle is 

always after the verb or after copula (if copula is present). 
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For example:- 

 

17. key ŋasa kədu hi  ‘I like fish.’ 

 I fish-meat 1pp. like FP. 

 

18. əma ŋasa ədu hi  ‘He likes fish.’ 

 he fish-meat 3pp. like FP. 

 

19. mike sizaŋ əhi hi ‘Mr. Mike is a Sizang.’ 

 Mike  Sizaŋ 3pp. be FP. 

 

20. nəŋ kənu nəhi hi  ‘You are my mother.’ 

 you (sg) poss. mother 2pp. be FP. 

 

In written form  or formal speech the inclusion of final particle is obligatory. 

But, in colloquial speech, the final particle may be deleted. Yet, to show 

some degree of politeness, final particle may be used. In narrative form, it 

contrasts with non-final marker, like the conjunctive markers a ‘and/and 

then’ which ends the first clause, and the final particle marks the end of a 

clause chain. We can refer the examples cited in (Stern 1985) as in the 

following example 21.  
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21.a. nalái hoŋthák ka-ŋa a, 

 ‘your letter hither send I –receive non final marker’ 

  

21.b. koŋ t
h
uk kik lâ-lêu hi 

  I to you reply again once more final particle. 

  ‘Having received the letter you sent me, I’m replying one more.’ 

 

4.6.4 Auxiliary verb:- In Sizang, there are two auxiliary verbs. They are t
h
əy 

‘can/ be able’ and ŋəm ‘dare’. They occur after the verb.  

 

I. t
h
əy ‘can/ be able’: It is commonly used to express the capability. 

Sometimes, this auxiliary verb t
h
əy is followed by the unrealized aspect 

marker –tu, in yes/no interrogative sentence indicates interrogative 

permission. 

 

For example:- 

22. seà koŋ tum  t
h
əy tu ziam    ‘May I come in sir?’ 

 teacher I-deic. enter aux. unre. QM. 

 

23. əman əvot t
h
əy hi    ‘He can do it.’ 

 he-nom. 3pp. work aux. FP. 
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24. nəŋ in nəvot  t
h
əy hi    ‘You can do it.’ 

 you (sg) nom. 2pp. work aux. FP. 

 

25. key kəsim  t
h
əy hi    ‘I can read.’ 

 I 1pp. read aux. FP. 

 

II. ŋəm ‘dare’:- It express some one who is brave enough to do something 

dangerous. If the negative marker is inserted after ŋəm, then it shows one 

who is afraid to do so. It occurs after the verb. 

For example:-  

27. əman mualdon ka ŋəm hi ‘He dare to climb the top of the mountain.’ 

 he-nom. mountain top climb aux. FP. 

 

27. key kəvot ŋəm ŋol hi ‘I dare not to do it.’ 

 I 1pp. work aux. neg. FP. 

 

28. əma dùysuŋ əpay ŋəm hi  ‘He dare to go in the jungle.’ 

 he jungle in  3pp. go aux. FP. 
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4.6.5 Classification of verbs: Sizang verbs can be classified into three types 

on the basis of semantic, namely, A. action verb, B. process verb, C. stative 

verb. They are discussed below.  

 

A. Action verb:  

 pay  ‘go’ 

 

 tay ‘run’ 

 

 ne ‘eat’ 

 

 hop ‘drink’ 

 

B. Process verb: 

 huan ‘cook’ 

 

 pak ‘bloom’ 

 

 min ‘ripe’ 

 

 va ‘blow’ 
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C. Stative verb: 

 vót ‘cold’ 

 

 tom ‘little’ 

 

 ŋit ‘heavy’ 

 

 lien ‘big’ 

 

These three types of verbs are illustrated with examples as follows: 

 

I. Examples of action verb: 

 ne ‘eat’ 

 luàŋ ‘throw’ 

 hop ‘drink’ 

  diŋ ‘stand’ 

 təw ‘sit’ 

The occurrence of the above action verbs in sentences are illustrated 

below. 
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29. key ən kəne hi ‘I eat rice.’ 

 I rice 1pp. eat FP. 

 

30. əma suaŋ əluàŋ hi ‘He throws stone.’ 

 he stone 3pp. throw FP. 

 

31. nəŋ zu nəhop ziam ‘Do you drink liquor?’ 

 you liquor 2pp. drink QM.  

 

32. əma ədiŋ hi ‘He stands.’ 

 he 3pp. stand FP. 

 

33. nəŋ nətəw in ‘You (sg) sit.’ 

 you (sg) 2pp. sit imp. 

II. Examples of process verb: 

 huan ‘cook’ 

 kiŋiŋk
h
ól ‘prepare’ 

  va ‘blow’ 

 min ‘ripe’ 
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The occurrence of the above process verbs in sentences are illustrated 

below. 

34. əma ən əhuan lay hi ‘She is cooking rice.’ 

 she rice 3pp. cook prog. FP. 

 

35. əma mé kiŋiŋk
h
ól əp

h
a hi ‘She is good at preparing curry.’ 

 she curry prepare 3pp. good FP. 

 

36. huy əva hi  ‘The wind blows.’ 

 win 3pp. blow FP. 

 

37. hay əmin hi  ‘The mango ripens.’ 

 mango 3pp. ripe FP. 

 

III. Examples of stative verb: 

 nin ‘dirty’ 

 nin ‘dirty’ 

 hiám ‘sharp’ 

 

The occurrences of the above stative verbs in sentences are illustrated 

below. 
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38. əman laktoŋ ənin sək hi ‘He makes the shirt dirty.’ 

 he-nom. shirt 3pp. dirty caus.FP. 

 

39. əman nam əhiám sək hi ‘He makes the knife sharpen.’ 

 he-nom. knife 3pp. sharp caus. FP. 

 

40. hisia laktoŋ ənin hi ‘This shirt is dirty.’ 

 this. shirt 3pp. dirty FP. 

 

41. hisia nam əhiám hi ‘This  knife is sharp.’ 

 this  knife 3pp. sharp FP. 

4.6.6 Derivation of verbal bases: In Sizang, the verbal bases are of six 

types. They are 1) causative base, 2) benefactive base, 3) reflexive base, 4) 

reciprocal base, 5) reduplicative base and 6) compound base. 

 

4.6.6.1. Causative base:- Causativization involving the suffix –sək is one of 

the productive causative base in Sizang. The derived causative verbs 

convey the idea of making or causing someone or something to perform an 

action. Causative base denotes transitive state and it always occurs with 

Stem I. 

  

Examples with action verbs: 
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  son  ‘speak’ sonsək   ‘to make to 

speak’ 

 

  vot  ‘work’ votsək  ‘to make to do’ 

 

  təw ‘sit’ təwsək ‘to make to sit’ 

 

  diŋ ‘stand’ diŋsək  ‘to make to stand’ 

 

  ne ‘eat’ nesək  ‘to make to eat’ 

 

Examples with process verbs: 

 

  huan  ‘cook’ huansək  ‘to make to cook’ 

 

  mu  ‘sleep’ musək  ‘to make to sleep’ 

   

  pəw ‘grow’ pəwsək ‘to make to grow’ 

 

  pak ‘bloom’ paksək ‘to make to bloom’ 

 

  min ‘ripe’ minsək ‘to make to ripe’ 
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Examples with stative verbs: 

 

  vom  ‘black’ vomsək  ‘to make black’ 

 

  nin  ‘dirty’ ninsək  ‘to make dirty’ 

 

  ŋit ‘heavy’ ŋitsək  ‘to make heavy’ 

 

  kamp
h
á ‘stand’ kamp

h
ásək ‘to make stand’ 

 

  hiám ‘sharp’ hiámsək ‘to make sharp’ 

 

4.6.6.2. Benefactive base: Benefactive base is derived by adding the suffix 

–sək to the action or process verb. It denotes the beneficiary of the action 

indicated by the verb. The suffix -sək is used both for benefactive and 

causative meanings, and Stem II become the distinguishing factor between 

them. So, Stem I + sək = causative, while Stem II + sək = benefactive. 

 Examples with action verb:- 

  pia  ‘give’ piáksək  ‘to give for (somebody)’ 

 

  pay  ‘go’ páysək  ‘to go for (somebody)’ 

 

  en  ‘look’ etsək  ‘to look for (somebody)’ 
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  la  ‘take’ láksək  ‘to take for (somebody)’ 

 

  doŋ  ‘ask’ dóksək  ‘to ask for (somebody)’ 

Examples with process verb:- 

  k
h
ièm  ‘reduce (price)’ k

h
iémsək  ‘to reduce for (somebody)’ 

 

  huan  ‘cook’ huansək  ‘to cook for (somebody)’ 

 

  vil  ‘watch’ vilsək  ‘to watch for (somebody)’ 

 

  t
h
il  ‘squash’ t

h
ilsək  ‘to squash for (somebody)’ 

 

4.6.6.3. Reflexive base: The reflexive bases are formed by adding the 

prefix ki- to an action verb or a process verb. It occurs with Stem I. It 

conveys the reflexive meaning. 

Examples with action verb:- 

  át  ‘write’ kiát  ‘to write oneself’ 

 

  sil  ‘wash’ kisil  ‘to wash oneself’ 

 

  təw  ‘sit’ kitəw  ‘to sit oneself’ 
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  diŋ  ‘stand’ kidiŋ  ‘to stand oneself’ 

 

Examples with process verb:- 

  haun  ‘cook’ kihuan  ‘to cook oneself’ 

 

  mu  ‘sleep’ kimu  ‘to sleep oneself’ 

 

  pak  ‘bloom’ kipak  ‘to bloom itself’ 

 

  pəw  ‘grow’ kipəw  ‘to grow itself’ 

 

4.6.6.4. Reciprocal base: The reciprocal bases are formed by adding the 

prefix ki- to an action verb. It occurs with Stem I. It conveys the meaning of 

reciprocating with each other. 

 Examples:- 

 haw  ‘quarrel’ kihaw  ‘to quarrel with each other’ 

 

 si  ‘meet’ kisi  ‘to meet each other’ 

 

 en  ‘look’ kien  ‘to look at each other’ 

 

 zakta  ‘respect’ kizakta  ‘to respect to each other’ 
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 kap ‘shoot’ kikap ‘to shoot at each other’ 

 

 nuy ‘laugh’ kinuy ‘to laugh each other’ 

 

4.6.6.5. Reduplicative base: It is derived by reduplicating the verbal root 

denoting action or process. Reduplication in the verb imparts a 

continuative sense. It is found in Stem I. 

 Examples:- 

  ne  ‘eat’ nene  ‘to eat repeatedly’ 

 

  mu  ‘sleep’ mumu  ‘to sleep repeatedly’ 

 

  pay  ‘go’ paypay  ‘to go repeatedly’ 

 

 From the above example it is noted that the entire root is reduplicated 

but in some case only the first part of the root is repeated. 

 For example:-  

 t
h
ak  ‘send’ t

h
at

h
ak  ‘to send repeatedly’ 

 

 huan ‘cook’ huhuan ‘to cook repeatedly’ 
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 pəw ‘grow’ papəw ‘to grow repeatedly’ 

 

4.6.6.6. Compound base: Those verbs which are formed by compounding 

either with a verb or any other class of words are verbs showing 

compounding. The different types of compounding in Sizang are as follows. 

 

1. Two action verbs may combine to form compound verb as in the 

following examples. 

 

 i.  sat  +   təl  > sattəl  ‘to strike to pieces’ 

  strike  +   break 

 

 ii.  pet  +  lum >  petlum ‘to bite to dead’ 

  bite  +  lie 

 

 iii.  nil  +  tak > niltak ‘to push down’  

   push  +  fall 

 

 iv. kap  +  lum > kaplum ‘to shot dead’ 

  shoot  +  lie 
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 v.  ka  +  təw > katəw ‘to climb up’ 

  climb  +  ascend 

 

2. The compound verbs may accept suffixes as in the following 

examples. 

 

i. niltak + sək > niltaksək ‘cause to push down’ 

 pushdown + caus. suffix 

 

ii. kaplum + sək > kaplumsək ‘cause to shot dead’ 

 shotdead + caus. suffix 

 

iii. sattəl + puy  > sattəlpuy ‘to break something  with someone’ 

 break  + ass. suffix 

 

iv. katəw + puy > katəwpuy ‘to climb up  with someone’ 

 climb up + ass. suffix 

 

3. Action verb may combine with stative verb as in the following 

examples. 
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i. ham + lien > hamlien ‘big roar’ 

 roar + big 

ii. leaŋ + saŋ > leaŋsaŋ ‘fly high’ 

 fly + high 

 

iii. kan + saw > kansaw ‘long jump’ 

 jump + long 

 

iv. siem + lien > siemlien ‘make big’ 

 make + big 

 

4. Noun may combine with action or stative verb. Under this 

compounding types noun refers to the body part i.e. heart, liver, mouth, 

etc. as given in the following examples. 

i. kəm + tom > kəmtom ‘stammer’ 

 mouth + short 

 

ii. luŋ + kim > luŋkim ‘content’ 

 heart + agree 

 

iii. t
h
in + tom > t

h
intom ‘short temper’ 
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 liver + short 

 

iv. t
h
in + ŋim > t

h
inŋim ‘worry’ 

 liver + fatigue 

 

v. t
h
in + ok > t

h
inok ‘provoke’ 

 liver + tangle 

 

4.7 Aspect: Aspects refers to the state or contour of the action (whereas 

‘Tense’ is the time of action, event or state of affairs referred to by the 

verb in the sentence in relation to the time of utterance). In Sizang, there 

are four aspects. They are I) Simple aspect, II) Progressive aspect, III) 

Perfective aspect and IV) Unrealized or irrealis aspect. 

4.7.1 Simple aspect: It conveys simple statement, habitual meaning and 

universal truth. In Sizang, simple aspect is indicated by zero morpheme. 

The pronominal prefixes/suffixes are added to the verb denoting a 

pronominalized or verb agreement system.  

For example:- 

42. key ən kəne hi  ‘I eat rice.’ 

 I rice 1pp. eat FP. 

 

43. əma sumbuká əpay hi  ‘He goes to the market.’ 
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 he market-loc. 3pp. go FP. 

 

44. ni sauna səŋ pən ni suák hi  ‘The sun rises from the east.’ 

 sun rise direction from sun rise FP. 

 

4.7.2 Progressive aspect: It conveys continuative sense. It is indicated by 

the progressive aspect marker –lay which occurs after the verb.  

 

For example:- 

45. key ən kəne lay hi  ‘I am eating rice.’ 

 I rice 1pp. eat prog. FP. 

 

46. əma ən əhuan lay hi  ‘She is cooking rice.’ 

 She rice 3pp. cook prog. FP. 

 

47. jon sumbuká əpay lay hi ‘John is going to the market.’ 

 John (name of a person) market 3pp. go prog. FP. 

 

In the examples (45 to 47) above there is no indication as to when the 

event has started and how long it will continue. 
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4.7.3 Perfective aspect: It conveys completive sense. It is indicated by the 

perfective aspect marker –zəw which occurs after the verb.  

 

For example:- 

48. key ən kəne zəw hi  ‘I have completed eating rice (meal).’ 

 I rice 1pp. eat perf. FP. 

 

49. key kəvot zəw hi  ‘I have completed the work.’ 

 I 1pp. work perf. FP. 

 

50. kimayna kipən zəw hi ‘The game has started.’ 

 game derv. start perf. FP. 

 

4.7.4 Unrealized or Irrealis aspect: It is indicates that the action is yet to 

be performed or it is not yet realized. It is indicated by the Unrealized or 

Irrealis aspect marker –tu which occurs after the verb.  

 

For example:- 

51. key imp
h
al á pay tu k

h
i hi  ‘I will go to Imphal.’ 

 I Imphal-loc. go unre.1ps FP. 
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52. tuni əmate hoŋ theŋ tu ziam  ‘Will they arrive today?’ 

 today he-pl. deic. arrive unre. QM. 

 

53. nəŋ pay tu ni ziam ‘Will you go?’ 

 You (sg) go unre. 2ps QM. 

 

54. tuni ey ipay tu hi  ‘Today we will go.’ 

 today we (incl) 1pp. (pl) go unre. FP. 

 

Sometimes, the unrealized aspect marker –tu and auxiliary verb t
h
əy, in 

yes/no interrogative sentence indicates interrogative permission.  

 For example:- 

55. t
h
uk

h
ət koŋ doŋ t

h
əy tu ziam. ‘May I ask you one thing?’ 

 news one I-deic. ask aux. unre. QM. 

 

56. nəwpol-tó koŋ kizom t
h
əy tu ziam. ‘Can I join with your team?’ 

 team with I-deic. join aux. unre. QM. 

 

57. seà koŋ tum t
h
əy tu ziam. ‘May I come in sir?’ 

 teacher I-deic. enter aux. unre. QM. 
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Further, the unrealized aspect also expresses the probability. 

 For example:- 

 

58. ŋua zu tu hi ‘It may rain.’ 

 rain fall unre. FP. 

 

59. əma hoŋ pay tu hi  ‘He may come.’ 

 he deic. come unre. FP. 

 

60. nisa tu hi  ‘The weather may be sunny.’ 

 sun hot unre. FP. 

 

In Sizang we have no tense distinction in the verb. 

 For example:- 

61. key zəyni sumbuk kəpay hi. ‘Yesterday I went to the market.’ 

 I yesterday market 1pp. go FP. 

 

62. key tuni sumbuk kəpay hi. ‘Today I go to the market.’ 

 I today market 1pp. go FP. 

 

63. key tuma sumbuk kəpay hi. ‘I go to the market just now.’ 
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 I now (inten) market 1pp. go FP. 

 

64. key ziŋtiaŋ sumbuk kəpay tu hi. ‘Tomorrow I will go to the market.’ 

 I tomorrow market 1pp. go unre. FP. 

 

In the above examples (61 to 64), the verb pay ‘go’ remains the same in all 

the sentences, but the difference at time of going is indicated by the 

independent form or adverbial time, like zəyni ‘yesterday’ in example 61, 

tuni ‘today’ in example 62, tuma ‘just now’ in example 63. In example 64, 

since the action is yet to be performed or it is not yet realized, this is 

indicated by the unrealized aspect marker –tu and the independent form 

ziŋtiaŋ ‘tomorrow’. Hence, time is indicated by aspect markers and 

independent forms. Therefore, it is more convenient to describe aspect 

and not tense in Sizang. 

 

4.8 Mood: Mood may define the state of mind of the speaker and the 

situation in which he speaks. In Sizang, there are four types of mood. 

 

They are:-  1. Potential mood. 

2. Desirability mood. 

 3. Definite mood. 

 4. Optative mood. 
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4.8.1 Potential mood: The expression of potential mood is found usually 

by adding the auxiliary verb t
h
əy ‘can/be able’ to the action verb. 

 

 For example:- 

65. əma əpay t
h
əy tu hi  ‘He will be able to go.’ 

 he 3pp. go aux. unre.FP. 

 

66. təsia panəw əp
h
a kimay t

h
əy hi ‘That boy can play well.’ 

 that boy 3pp. good play aux. PF. 

67. əma əvot t
h
əy hi  ‘He can do it.’ 

 he 3pp. work aux. FP. 

4.8.2 Desirability mood: The expression of desirability mood is found by 

adding -nuam to the verb. 

  

 For example:- 

68. key saŋ kəpay nuam hi  ‘I want to go to school.’ 

 I school 1pp. go want FP. 

 

69. key imphal á kəteaŋ nuam hi  ‘I want to settle in Imphal.’ 

 I Imphal-loc. 1pp. live want FP. 
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70. əma seà suák nuam hi  He want to become a teacher.’ 

 he teacher become want FP. 

 

4.8.3 Definite mood: The mood of definiteness expresses greater 

assurance i.e. sure about the action taking place. It does not occur in the 

negative. It is marked by -nanək and -həmtəŋ which indicates that the 

speaker is sure about the action taking place. -həmtəŋ expresses greater 

assurance, and significantly, unlike the former. 

 For example:- 

71. əma hoŋpay kik nanək tu hi  ‘He will surely come again.’ 

 he deic. come again def. unre. FP. 

 

72. əma ət
h
i nanək tu hi  ‘He will surely die.’ 

 he 3pp. die def. unre. FP. 

 

73. eyte əməwpúay á ipay həmtəŋ tu hi  

 We (incl)pl. his marriage-loc 1pp.(pl) go def. unre. FP.  

 ‘We (incl) will surely attend his marriage party.’ 

 

74. kəwte in tuy k
h
u təw həmtəŋ tu hi  

 We (excl)pl. nom. water 1pp.(pl) dig def. unre. FP. 

 We (excl) will surely dig a pond.  
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4.8.4 Optative mood: The optative mood expresses a blessing or curse on 

the part of the speaker. This is expressed by marking the third person 

subject obligatory and the second person subject optionally. The 

pronominal prefixes/suffixes are not added to the verb. The optative mood 

is marked by –tahen with the verb. 

  

 For example: 

75. pat
h
ian in t

h
upa pia tahen ‘May God bless you.’ 

 god-nom bless give opt. 

 

76. əma t
h
i pəl ta hen  ‘May he die soon.’ 

 he die early opt. 

 

77. luŋdəm in nuŋtət tahen  ‘May you live happily ever after.’ 

 happy-adv.M. live opt.  

 

4.9 Adverbs: In Sizang, adverb can be classified into five types. They are; 

1. Adverb of manner  

2. Adverb of time 

3. Adverb of place 

4. Adverb of quantity 
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5. Reduplicative adverb 

 

4.9.1 Adverb of manner:- Adverb of manner is formed by the addition of  

adverb marker -in to the stative verb. Again the adverb of manner may be 

further classified into two kinds, namely; 

 

a) Adverb of manner with prefix ‘ə’ and 

b) Adverb of manner without prefix ‘ə’ 

 

a) Adverb of manner with prefix ‘ə’:- It is formed by the prefixation of 

formative particle ‘ə’ to the stative verb and followed by the adverb 

marker –in  

 

For example:- 

78. əma əŋiŋ in əson hi ‘He speaks clearly.’ 

 he Form. part clear adv.M.3pp. speak FP. 

 

79. kətapa laybu ət
h
alop in əsim hi ‘My son read the book interestingly’ 

poss. son book Form. part interest adv.M.3pp. read FP. 

 

b) Adverb of manner without prefix ‘ə’:- It is formed without the 

formative particle ‘ə’ to the stative verb and followed by the adverb 
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marker –in. The formative particle ‘ə’ is deleted in the presence of 

determiner.  

 

For example:-  

80. hisia nəŋ kidom in nəvot tu hi ‘You do this carefully.’ 

 det. you (sg) care adv.M.2pp. work unre. FP. 

 

81. təsia pa dat
h
əmin ə seám hi  ‘That man walk lazily.’ 

 det. man lazy adv.M.3pp. walk FP. 

 

82. hisia patəŋnəw dəmin əson hi ‘This boy talk slowly.’ 

 det. boy slow adv.M.3pp. talk FP. 

4.9.2 Adverb of time:- The adverb of time is indicated by the use of 

temporal words like zəyni ‘yesterday’, tuni ‘today’, ziŋtiaŋ ‘tomorrow’, niŋ 

kum ‘last year’, etc. Besides this, the adverb of time may be derived by the 

suffixation of –tiaŋ and –lay to the verb which may or may not be followed 

by the adverb marker –in. The verb form followed by –tiaŋ and –lay is 

always in the Stem II. 

For example:- 

 

83. ni dəŋ layin  ‘Long time ago.’ 

 day ancient adv. time adv.M. 
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84. kəsen kəmóm layin  ‘During my infancy and babyhood.’ 

 poss. infancy poss. babyhood adv. time adv.M. 

 

85. nitak tiaŋ ‘In the evening.’ 

 evening adv. time. 

 

86. zanlay  ‘During the night.’ 

 night adv. time. 

 

87. kə etlay  ‘When I look at …’ 

 I see II adv. time. 

 

88. t
h
ani zok tiaŋ  ‘ After two months.’ 

 month two after adv. time. 

 

89. t
h
inà tiaŋ zàtəwpa kuŋá pay pay tu hi  

 sick II adv. time. medicine prescribe man to- loc redp. go unre. FP. 

 

 ‘Doctors should be approach repeatedly at the time of sickness.’  
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90. tulay nék le hóp i kidop hi  

 now adv. time. eat II. conj. drink II. 1ps(pl) careful II. FP. 

  

‘Nowadays, we should be careful in what we eat and drink.’  

 

4.9.3 Adverb of place:- It is formed by the prefixation of formative particle 

‘ə’ to the post position which refers to  the location.  

For example:- 

91. ətuŋá     ‘above’ 

 form. part. on-loc. 

 

92. əsuŋá     ‘inside’ 

 form. part. in-loc. 

 

93. əpuasaŋá    ‘outside’ 

 form. part. out-loc. 

 

94. əmayá     ‘before’ 

 form. part. front-loc. 
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95. ənuèyá    ‘beneath’ 

 form. part. below-loc. 

 

4.9.4 Adverb of quantity:- The adverb of quantity are those which 

indicates the degree or quantity of an action, which is formed by the 

suffixation of –tom ‘little’, təm ‘many’, peuma/məmma ‘very’. The adverb 

marker is deleted in the adverb of quantity. 

  For example:- 

96. əma məmma zóŋ hi  ‘He is very poor.’ 

  he very (inten.) poor FP. 

 

97. əma ən tom ne hi ‘He eats little amount of rice.’ 

 he rice little eat FP.. 

 

98. əŋil lien peuma ‘His belly is very big.’ 

 poss. stomach big very 

 

99. key laybu təm kəsim hi ‘I read many books.’ 

 I book many 1pp. read FP. 
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4.9.5 Reduplicative adverb:- In Sizang, complete reduplication is found in 

adverb which gives the meanings of emphatic. Reduplication or repetition 

is commonly used in colloquial speech. 

 

For example:-  

  dəm dəm   ‘slowly slowly’ 

 nuy nuy  ‘smilingly smilingly’ 

 pəl pəl  ‘quickly quickly’ 

 

It can be illustrated in the following sentences given below; 

   

100. əma dəm dəm in əvák hi  ‘He walks slowly and slowly.’ 

 he redp. slow adv.M. 3pp. walk FP. 

 

101. əma nuy nuy in əpay hi  ‘She goes by smilingly.’ 

 she redp. smile adv.M. 3pp. go FP. 

 

102. kəw pəl pəl in k
h
u tia tu hi  ‘We will return quickly.’ 

 we (excl.) redp. quick adv.M. 1ps.(pl) return unre. FP. 
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4.10 Adjective:- Adjectives are those forms which modify a noun i.e. which 

can be used attributively. The position of the attributive adjective and 

numerals are always after the noun. Whereas the determiners may or may 

not precedes the noun. 

 

 

 

Example:- 

I. Attributive: 

mi p
h
a     ‘A good man’ 

 

man good 

in lien     ‘Big building’ 

house big 

 

pak sən     ‘A red flower’ 

flower red 

 

nuóy t
h
uk     ‘Sour milk’ 

milk sour 

 

II. Numerals: 

numey k
h
ət     ‘a/one woman’ 

woman a/one 
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uy ni      ‘two dogs’ 

dog two 

 

sip
h
u som      ‘ten horses’ 

horses ten 

 

III. Determiners: 

hisia pa      ‘this man’ 

this man 

 

təsia laybu     ‘that book’ 

that book 

 

numey sia     ‘the woman’ 

woman the very 

 

uy sia      ‘this dog’ 

dog this 

 

4.10.1 Degree of comparison: In Sizang, there are three forms of 

comparison in adjective. They are positive form, comparative form and 

superlative form. In positive form, there is no marker.  
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However, the degree of comparison i.e. comparative and 

superlative are marked morphologically by adding the suffixes, -saŋ and –

bel to the positive form respectively. 

Illustration:- 

Positive Comparison Superlative 

 

tom ‘short’ tom-saŋ  ‘shorter’ tom-bel  ‘shortest’ 

 

melhoy ‘beautiful’ melhoysaŋ ‘more beautiful’ melhoy-bel ‘most beautiful’ 

 

lien ‘big’ lien-saŋ ‘bigger’ lien-bel ‘biggest’ 

 

sa ‘hot’ sa-saŋ ‘hotter’ sa-bel ‘hottest’ 

 

The degree of comparison may be illustrated in sentences as follows: 

 

103. key təsia saŋ hisia kədey hi   ‘I prefer this to that.’ 

 I that comp. this 1pp. like FP. 

 

104. kim key pən əmelhoy saŋ hi  ‘Kim is more beautiful than me’ 

 Kim I from 3pp. beauty comp. FP. 
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105. tom nəŋ pən ətom saŋ hi  ‘Tom is shorter than you.’ 

 Tom you (sg.) from 3pp. short comp. FP. 

 

106. hisia muná əsa bel hi  ‘This place is the hottest.’ 

 this place 3pp. hot sup. FP. 

 

107. jon kəw pən ətom bel hi  ‘John is the shortest among us.’ 

 John we (excl.) from 3pp. short sup FP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*** 
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CHAPTER 5  

SYNTAX 

 

 

5.1 Constructions and constituents: Syntax is putting things together in an 

orderly manner. The analysis of the structure of sentence in a language can 

roughly be described as those aspects of the syntax of the language. A 

sentence is not just a string of words. It is a construction which is made up 

of smaller units known as constituents. A construction in Sizang may be 

endocentric or exocentric according to the type of constituents which 

compose it. An endocentric construction is one in which the principal 

constituent is comparable to the complete construction, that is, the 

principal constituent in the construction is of the same category and it 

functions like the combined construction.  

 

For example:-  

1. k
h
ampum le mike   ‘Khampum and Mike’ 

  k
h
ampum and mike 

 

2. hay le ŋay   ‘Mango and pineapple’ 

  mango and pineapple 
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3. ən le mé   ‘Rice and curry’ 

  rice and curry 

 

In the above examples, the principal constituents, khampum, mike, 

hay, ŋay, ən and mé are of the same category, that is nouns, and they can 

function like the combined construction. Hence, these are regarded as 

endocentric constructions. 

 

An exocentric construction is one in which the constituents cannot 

function like the combined constructions. 

 

 For example:-  

4. lupna tuŋá    ‘On the bed’ 

  bed on -loc 

 

5. in suŋá   ‘Inside the house’ 

  house in -loc 

 

6. in nuèy   ‘Underneath the house’ 

  house underneath 
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In the above examples, the constituent lupna ‘bed’, in ‘house’, are 

nouns and tuŋá ‘on’, suŋá ‘in’ and nuèy ‘under’ are post position. They can 

not function like the combined construction. Hence they are regarded as 

exocentric constructions. 

 

An endocentric construction may be either coordinative or 

attributive. In coordinative construction, the principal constituents are all 

heads and they are connected by a coordinating conjuncmon le ‘and’ or tó 

‘with’, etc. 

 

For example:-  

7. laybu le laykuŋ   ‘Book and pen’ 

  book and pen 

 

8. tom le mike   ‘Tom and mike’ 

  tom and mike 

 

9. nu tó pa tó   ‘Both woman and man’ 

  woman with man with 

 

In the above example, laybu, laykuŋ, tom, mike, nu and  pa are all 

principal consmtuents with coordinators le ‘and’ and tó ‘with’. 
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  An attributive construction is built up of a single head with an 

attribute that follows the head. 

 

For example:- 

10. in lien  ‘Big house’ 

  house+big 

 

11. uy vom  ‘Black dog’ 

 dog+black 

 

12. sip
h
u ni  ‘Two horses’ 

 horse+two 

 

13. mip
h
a  ‘Good man’ 

 man+good 

 

 The number of constituents in a construction may vary; and a 

construction, if it can occur independently as a complete utterance, then, 

it becomes a sentence in Sizang. 
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  In other words, a sentence in Sizang may be said to be constructed by 

smaller unit known as constituents because a single word can be a 

sentence in Sizang. 

 For example:- 

14. təwin ‘sit.’ 

 sit imp. 

 

15. hiŋol  ‘no’ 

      yes neg. 

 

 In the examples 14 and 15 above there is only one word, which can 

occur independently as a complete utterance. There are more complex 

construction than examples 14 and 15 above, which can be analyzed as 

consisting of constituents that are phrases rather than words. The phrases 

themselves have constituents, depending on the complexity of the 

sentence. 

 

For example:-  

16. numeysia mənlàŋin ətay hi   ‘The woman runs quickly.’ 

 woman+det fast adv.M. 3pp. run FP. 

 

17. təsia pa məmma ət
h
aw hi   ‘That man is very fat.’ 
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 that man very 3pp. fat FP. 

 

 The above sentences, although they are more complex than sentence 

in examples 14 and 15, can be cut into smaller constituents.  

 

 The constituent structure of sentence in example 16 can be shown in a 

tree diagram as follows; 

 

The constituents in the above sentence in the example 16 can be 

labeled according to their classes. The basic constituent-words have well 

known labels called form classes, which is traditionally known as Parts of 

numey 

numeysia mənlàŋin ətay hi 

numeysia mənlàŋin ətay hi 

sia mənlàŋin ətay hi 

 

ə tay hi 

the quickly. 3pp

p. 

run FP woman 

Fig. 5.1  Diagram showing constituent structure of sentence in the example 16. 

‘The woman runs quickly.’ 
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speech. They are: nouns (N), verbs (V), pronouns or pronominal prefixes ( 

1pp.- first personal pronoun, 2pp. – second personal pronoun and 3pp. – 

third personal pronoun), final particle (FP.), modifiers (mod) that is, 

adjective and adverbs; determiners (Det) etc. By putting the labels to the 

constituents the classes of the constituents can be recognized as well as 

can show the identical structure of sentences. The constituent structure of 

sentences in examples 16 and 17 using labels of constituents type in place 

of words is shown in the diagram below.  

 

S 

NP VP 

N Det mod 3pp. V FP 

numey sia mənlàŋin ə tay hi 

Fig. 5.2 Diagram showing constituents of sentence in the example 16. 

‘The woman runs quickly.’ 
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It is to be noted that Sizang is a verbal pronominalized language and 

therefore it is obligatory for the verb to have pronominal prefixes or 

suffixes i.e. subject agreement with verb followed by the final particle hi in 

all the sentences, except imperative and interrogative sentences, where 

the final particle is absent .In the above diagram, the position of 

determiner təsia ‘that ’occurs before the subject and sia ‘the very’ is 

suffixed to the noun. When these determiner occur in combination with 

nouns, they indicate particularization and demonstrative. 

 

A phrase is a string of morphemes or words that behaves as a 

grammatical unit, whose head is a nominal or verbal nucleus. If the head of 

the phrase is a nominal and can occupy the nominal position in the 

sentence, then, it is a noun phrase (NP).  

S S 

NP VP 

Det N mod 3pp. V FP 

təsia pa məmma ə thaw hi 

Fig. 5.3 Diagram showing constituents of sentence in the example 17. 

‘That man is very fat.’ 
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For example:-  

 

20. numey k
h
ət  ‘a/one woman’ 

 woman a/one 

 

21. poŋbi saw   ‘long pant’ 

 pent long 

 

22. in saŋ  ‘tall building’ 

 house tall 

 

23. in saŋ əthim hi ‘The tall building collapses’ 

 house tall 3pp.collapse FP. 

 

 In the above examples, 20, 21 and 22 are phrases; the head in each of 

them are nominal. In example 20 the head is, numey ‘woman’; in example 

21 the head is, poŋbi ‘pant’ and in example 22 the head is, in ‘house’. They 

are the nuclei in the phrases. Hence, the phrases are regarded as noun 

phrases.  

 In example 23 it contains more than one phrase. It is ‘ in saŋ ‘tall 

building’ and  ət
h
im hi. ‘collapses’. The phrase ‘in saŋ’ occupies the nominal 
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position in the sentence, and it also functions as subject in the sentence. 

Therefore, the phrases in examples 20 to 23 above are regarded as noun 

phrases. But, if the head is verbal, and occupies the verbal position in a 

sentence, that is the final position in a sentence, and also can function as 

predicate of the sentence, then the phrase is a verb phrase (VP). 

 

For example:- 

24. mənlàŋin ətay hi    ‘run quickly’ 

 quickly adv.M. 3pp. run FP. 

 

25. dədəm paw in    ‘talk slowly’ 

 redup. slow talk imp.  

 

26. əma mənlàŋin ətay hi   ‘He runs quickly’ 

 he quickly adv.M. 3pp. run FP. 

 

 In the above examples; 24 and 25 are phrases in which the main verb is 

tay ‘run’ and paw ‘talk’. They are the nuclei in the phrases; hence they are 

regarded as verb phrases. In example 26, the phrase mənlàŋin ətay hi ‘run 

quickly’ occupies the verbal position, which is the predicate in the given 

sentence. 
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5.2 Sentence types I:- On the structural basis, a sentence in Sizang may be 

classified into three types. They are i) Simple sentence ii) Compound 

sentence and iii) Complex sentence. 

 

5.2.1 Simple sentence: A simple sentence in Sizang is a sentence which has 

at least one verb in it. It remarks a simple statement (expressing habitual, 

natural truth or routine action). 

For example:- 

27. key ən kəne hi   ‘I eat rice.’ 

 I rice 1pp. eat FP. 

 

28. nəŋ ən nəne hi  ‘you eat rice’ 

 you (sg) rice 2pp. eat FP. 

 

29. əma ən əne hi  ‘He/she eat rice’ 

 he/she rice 3pp. eat FP. 

 

 The example 27 to 29 above, are regarded as simple sentences, 

because they all include at least one verb. Sizang is a verbal 

pronominalized language, that is the pronominal prefixes kə-, nə- and ə- 

are (the first person, second person and third person pronominal prefixes 

respectively) prefixed to the verb. 
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5.2.2 Compound sentence: A compound sentence is one which has more 

than one simple sentences connected together with the help of 

coordinating conjunction, namely, le ‘and’, a ‘and’, mo ‘or’, əhizong ‘but’, 

etc. 

 

For example:- 

30. nəŋ tuni nə pay a key ziŋtiaŋ kəpay tu hi  

 you today 2pp. go conj. I tomorrow 1pp. go unre. FP. 

  

 ‘Today you go and I will come tomorrow.’ 

 

31. tom le jon kimay lay hi  

 Tom conj. John play prog. FP 

  

 ‘Tom and John are playing.’ 

 

32. əman nəŋ əhil tu mo kəhil tu hi 

 he+nom. you (sg) 3pp. teach unre. conj. I teach unre. FP. 

  

 ‘He will teach you or I will teach you.’ 
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33. əma ədəmŋol əhizoŋ əma ən əhuan tu hi  

 She 3pp.healthy neg. conj. she rice 3pp. cook unre. FP. 

  

 ‘She is ill but she will cook rice. ’ 

 

5.2.3 Complex sentence:- A complex sentence consist of a main clause and 

one or more dependent clause, they are connected by the conjunctive 

markes namely; mateŋ ‘unmll’, lé ‘if’, həŋŋa ‘because’ etc. 

 

For example:- 

34. əma t
h
ét mateŋ nəŋŋák in 

 he arrive II conj.you (sg) wait imp. 

 ‘You wait until he arrives.’ 

 

35. tia pəl léŋ əmate téy tu hi 

 return early conj. pro.p.(sg) they scold unre.FP. 

 ‘If I come early, they will scold me.’ 
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36. əma hoŋ pay lé key saŋ kəpay tu hi 

 he (deic.) come conj. I school 1pp. go unre.FP 

  

 If he comes, I will go to school.’ 

 

37. nəŋ hoŋ pay lé key  kəpayŋol tu hi 

 you (sg) (deic) come conj.I 1pp. go neg. unre. FP. 

  

 ‘If you come, I will not go.’ 

 

38. əman koŋ nuy sən həŋŋa kəmay zum hi 

 he+nom. (deic) I laugh at conj. poss. face pointed FP. 

  

 ‘He laughs at me because my face is sharp pointed.’ 

 

5.3 Sentence types II:- A sentence in Sizang can be classified into 

declarative (statement), interrogative, imperative and negative sentences. 

If a sentence indicates a statement of truth or statement of condition, then 

the sentence is regarded as a declarative sentence. Further, if a sentence 

has interrogative marker attached to the verb phrase and indicates a 

question, then the sentence is an interrogative one; if a sentence has 
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imperative marker attached to the verb phrase and indicates a command 

or order, then it is an imperative one; and if a sentence has negative 

marker attached to the verb phrase, then it become a negative sentence. 

Hence, sentence in Sizang can be divided into four classes according to its 

formation. Diagrammatically the classification is presented as follows; 

  

5.3.1 Declarative sentence (Statements): Declarative sentences or 

statements are the most common type of sentences found in Sizang. 

Declarative sentence shows the word order of the language. Sizang is a 

verbal pronominalized language. It shows a subject – object – verb (SOV)  

word order. The occurrence of a sentence final particle hi in declarative 

sentences is a peculiarity of Sizang. 

 

Example: 

39. key ən kəne hi  ‘I eat rice.’ 

 I rice 1pp. eat FP. 

Sentence 

Declarative Interrogative Imperative Negative 

Fig. 5 4 Diagram showing types of sentences 
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40. nəŋ ən nəne hi   ‘You eat rice.’ 

 you (sg) rice 2pp. eat FP. 

 

41. əma ən əne hi   ‘He/she eats rice.’ 

 He/she rice 3pp. eat FP. 

 

42. ey ən ine hi   ‘We (incl.) eat rice.’ 

 we (incl.) rice 1pp. (pl) eat FP. 

 

 

From the above examples, it is noted that verbal pronominalization takes 

place with the prefixes of the personal pronoun. Further, it is interesting to 

note that all the above examples 39 to 42 the subject denoted by the 

personal pronoun such as; key ‘I’, nəŋ ‘You’, əma ‘He/she’ respectively can 

be deleted without changing the meaning. Because, the pronominal 

prefixes which are attached to the verb act like subject. But, it is commonly 

used in colloquial speech.  

 

For example:-  

43.a.  key ŋasa kədu hi  ‘I like fish.’ (formal speech or written form)  
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  I fish 1pp. like FP. 

 

43.b. ŋasa kədu hi   ‘I like fish.’ (colloquial speech) 

fish 1pp. like FP. 

 

 Regarding the final particle hi, it is commonly not in use in colloquial 

speech. But for showing politeness in speech hi is usually added. In first 

person singular and first person plural pronominal particles namely –iŋ (sg) 

and –uŋ (pl). The final particle hi is deleted.  

 

For example:- 

44. key sahaŋ k
h
ət mu iŋ    ‘I saw a tiger.’ 

 I tiger one see pro.p. (sg) 

 

45. kəw pasəl ni p
h
à uŋ    ‘We have two brothers.’ 

 We (excl.) brother two number pro.p. (pl) 

 

The sentence final particle hi which occurs in the verbal examples is 

homophonous with the equational copula or be-verb. Both can occur 

together in a sentence. 
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For example:- 

46. mike sizaŋ əhi hi     ‘Mr. Mike is a Sizang.’ 

 Mike Sizang 3pp. be FP. 

 

47. əma seà əhi hi     ‘He/she is a teacher.’ 

 He/she teacher 3pp. be FP. 

 

5.3.2 Interrogative sentence: Interrogative sentence in Sizang can be 

broadly divided into two main types: Yes/no question and Wh- question or 

inquiry question. In an interrogative sentence the final particle hi is deleted 

and replaced by the interrogative marker ziam. 

 

For example, in the declarative sentence; 

                         key saŋ kə pay tu hi  ‘I will go to school.’ 

                         I     school 1pp go unre. FP 

 

And in the interrogative sentence it is; 

 nəŋ saŋ nə pay tu ziam  ‘will you go to school?’ 

                      you school 2pp go unre. QM 
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5.3.2.1 Yes/no question: It is indicated by the question marker, which is 

suffixed to the verb. 

 

 

 

For example:- 

48. nəŋ liŋmo nədu ziam   ‘Do you like orange?’ 

 You (sg) orange 2pp. like QM. 

 

49. nəŋ nə k
h
oŋáy ziam  ‘Are you sad?’ 

 You (sg) 2pp. sad QM. 

 

50. poŋ muk əòm ziam   ‘Is there (any) bread?’ 

 bread 3pp. available QM. 

 

51. ti àl ziam    ‘Is it salty?’ 

 salt taste QM. 

 

The positive answer for the above examples is verb plus the word hi ‘yes’. 

In the case of negative answer ŋol or bəw as the case may be is suffixed to 

the main verb.  
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5.3.2.2 Wh- question: Wh- question in Sizang is formed with a question 

word and the question marker –ziam. The question words in this language 

are bəŋ ‘what’, kua ‘who’, bəŋhəŋ ‘why’, koysuŋ ‘where’, bəŋ hun ‘when’, 

etc. The question marker –ziam can suffixed either to the wh- question 

word or the verb. 

 

kua ‘who’:- In Sizang kua is the wh- question word which refers to human.  

For example:- 

 

52. əma kua ziam   ‘Who is he/she?’ 

 he/she who QM. 

 

53. əman kua səm ziam  ‘Whom does he call?’ 

 he-nom. who call QM. 

 

54. lasatte- sia kua ziam  ‘Who is the singer?’ 

 song singer det. who QM. 

 

bəŋ ‘what’:-  bəŋ is the wh- question word which refers to non-human. 

For example:- 
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55. bəŋ nədəy ziam   ‘What do you want?’ 

 what 2pp. want QM. 

 

56.  bəŋ nəvot ziam   ‘What are you doing?’ 

 what 2pp. work QM. 

57. hisia bəŋ ziam   ‘What is this?’ 

 this what QM. 

 

58. təsia bəŋ ziam   ‘What is that?’ 

 that what QM. 

 

59. nəŋ nəmin bəŋ ziam  ‘What is your name?’ 

 you 2pp.name what  QM. 

 

koysuŋ ‘where’:- koysuŋ is the wh- question word which refers to location. 

For example:- 

 

60) koysuŋ á nəteaŋ ziam    ‘Where do you live?’ 

 where-loc. 2pp. live QM. 
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61. əma koysuŋ pən hoŋ pay ziam  ‘where has he come from?’ 

 He/she where-abl. (deic.) come QM. 

62. əmate koysuŋ pən hoŋpay ziam ‘Where have they come from?’ 

 He/she-pl. where abl. (deic.) come QM. 

 

63. kəlaybu koysuŋ ziam   ‘Where is my book?’ 

 poss book where QM. 

 

bəŋhəŋ ‘why’: bəŋhəŋ is the wh-question or inquiry which is formed by 

combining bəŋ ‘what’  + həŋ ‘reason’. 

 

For example:- 

64. bəŋhəŋ nə kihaw ziam   ‘Why are you fighting?’ 

 what+reason 2pp. rec. fight QM. 

65. bəŋhəŋ əma ənuy ziam   ‘Why is he laughing?’ 

 what+reason he 3pp. laugh QM. 

 

66. bəŋhəŋ nə kəp ziam   ‘Why are you crying?’ 

 what+reason 2pp. cry QM. 
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bəŋhun ‘when’: bəŋhun is the wh-question word which refers to time 

which is formed by combining bəŋ ‘what’ + hun ‘time’. 

 

For example:- 

67. bəŋhun nə t
h
əw ziam   ‘When do you get up?’ 

 what+time 2pp. get up QM. 

 

68. bəŋhun hi laypak nəseam ziam   ‘When do you make this paper flower?’ 

 what+time this paper flower2pp. make QM. 

 

The wh-question word may also be used in their reduplicated form, in 

which case they question the identity or particular of each  person or thing 

etc. mentioned in the sentence.  

 

For example:- 

67. mé bəŋ bəŋ kiŋŋa ziam   ‘Which curry items are available?’ 

 curry redp. what items get QM. 

 

68. bəŋ bəŋ kəwŋa tu k
h
u ziam  ‘How do we get it?’ 

 redp. what we(excl.) get unre. 1ps(pl.) QM. 
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69. kua kua əpay ziam   ‘Which are the persons that 

went?’ 

 redp. who 3pp. go QM. 

 

5.3.2.3 Tag question: In Sizang, the tag question marker –mo is used after 

a statement as the tag question. The function of the tag question is simply 

to obtain confirmation from the addressee.  

 

For example:- 

70a. kim əmelhoy mó   ‘Kim is beautiful, is not she?’ 

 Kim 3pp. complexion fair tag.Q. 

 

70b. kim əmelhoy ŋol mó   ‘Kim is not beautiful, is she?’ 

 Kim 3pp. complexion fair neg. tag.Q. 

 

71a. əma zu əhop mó   ‘He drinks liquor, is not he?’ 

 he liquor 3pp. drink tag.Q. 

 

71b. əma zu əhop ŋol mó  ‘He does not drinks liquor, is he?’ 

 he liquor 3pp. drink neg. tag.Q. 

72a. nəŋ hoŋ pay mó   ‘You (sg) came, don’t you?’ 
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 you (sg) (deic) come tag. Q. 

 

72b. nəŋ hoŋ payŋol mó   ‘You (sg) didn’t come, do you?’ 

 you (sg) (deic) come neg. tag. Q. 

 

5.3.3 Imperative sentence: In Sizang, imperative sentence is formed by 

adding the imperative marker /-in, -un, -tən, -o, -hiak, etc./ to the verb or 

verb phrase in a sentence. In the imperative sentence, the verbal 

pronominal prefixes are deleted. There are five types of imperative 

sentences. They are:  

1. Simple imperative 

2. Polite imperative 

3. Persuasive imperative 

4. Prohibition imperative 

5. ‘Let’ imperative 

 

5.3.3.1 Simple imperative:- It is formed by adding imperative marker –in 

for the singular and –un for the plural to the verb. 

  

For example:- 
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73. nəŋ pay in    ‘You (sg) go.’ 

 you (sg) go simple imp. 

 

74.  nəw pay un    ‘You (pl) go.’ 

 you (pl) go simple imp. 

 

75.  diŋin     ‘Stand up’ 

 stand simple imp. 

5.3.3.2 Polite imperative:- It is formed by adding polite marker –o and -e 

to the verb. If the particle phot is added to the verb and followed by the 

polite marker –o, it shows higher degree of politeness. 

 

For example:- 

76. təw suk–o     ‘Be seated.’ 

 sit down -polite 

 

77. luŋdəm–o     ‘Thank you.’ 

 happy -polite 

 

78. nəŋil kiel–e    ‘You (sg) must be hungry.’ 

 poss stomach hungry –polite 
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79. ən ne p
h
ot–o    ‘Please, have food.’ 

 rice eat polite –polite 

 

5.3.3.3 Persuasive imperative:- Persuasive imperative is formed by adding 

persuasive marker –tən (sg) and –təvun (pl) to the verb. It may be said that 

the persuasive imperative is quite similar with the polite imperative. 

For example:- 

80. hoŋ hil tən    ‘Please show (me).’ 

 (deic) show pers. imp. 

 

81. nəŋ hoŋpay tən     ‘Please come again.’ 

 you (sg) deic. come pers. imp. 

 

82. nəw hoŋpay təvun   ‘Please come again.’ 

 you (pl) deic. come pers. imp. 

 

83. əma hoŋ pay sək tən   ‘Make him to come.’ 

 he deic. come caus. pers. imp. 
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5.3.3.4 Prohibitive imperative:- It is formed by adding prohibitive marker –

hiak to the verb. It may or may not be followed by simple imperative 

marker. 

 

For example:- 

84. paw hiak    ‘Don’t speak.’ 

 speak prohi. -imp. 

85. láw hiak in   ‘Don’t be afraid’ 

 afraid  prohi. –simple imp. 

 

86. hày hiak un    ‘Don’t be late.’ 

 late prohi. –simple imp. 

 

87. hisuŋ om hiak un  ‘Don’t stay here.’ 

 this in stay prohi. simple imp. 

 

 

5.3.3.5 ‘Let’ imperative:- In Sizang ‘Let’ imperative is formed by the 

suffixation of proposal or ‘Let’ imperative marker –tòŋ. ‘Let’ imperative is 

used with the first person or third person subjects.  
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i) ‘Let’ with the first person singular positive: The ‘Let’ imperative with the 

first person singular positive is to express the desire of doing an action and 

taking the addressee’s permission for doing the action. Thus, it is express 

with some degree of politeness by adding p
h
ot after the verb and followed 

by the ‘Let’ imperative marker –tòŋ. 

 

For example:- 

88. key valum p
h
ot tòŋ   ‘Let me retire to the bed.’ 

 I deic. sleep polite Let imp. 

 

89. key ənne p
h
ot tòŋ   ‘Let me eat food.’ 

 I rice eat polite Let imp. 

 

90. key en p
h
ot tòŋ    ‘Let me see.’ 

 I see polite Let imp. 

91. key va tia p
h
ot tòŋ   ‘Let me go back.’ 

 I deic. return polite Let imp. 

 

ii) ‘Let’ with the first person singular negative: It is formed by negative 

marker –ŋol, which is added after the polite term p
h
ot. 
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For example:- 

92. key ən ne p
h
ot ŋol tòŋ   ‘Let me not eat food.’ 

 I rice eat polite neg. Let imp. 

 

93. key va tia p
h
ot ŋol tòŋ   ‘Let me not go.’ 

 I deic. return polite neg. Let imp. 

 

94. key lasa  p
h
ot ŋol tòŋ   ‘Let me not sing.’ 

 I song sing polite neg. Let imp. 

 

iii) ‘Let’ with the first person plural positive: In this case ‘Let’ imperative 

gives the meaning of suggestion both to the hearer and speaker. Thus, in 

‘Let’ imperative, the first person plural inclusive ‘ey’ is used as subject. 

 

For example:- 

95. ey pay tòŋ    ‘Let us go.’ 

 we (incl.) go Let imp. 

 

96. ey neaŋtuy hop tòŋ   ‘Let us drink tea.’ 

 we (incl.) tea drink Let imp. 
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iv) ‘Let’ with the first person plural negative: It is form with the negative 

marker –ŋol which is suffixed to the verb. 

For example:- 

97. ey təw ŋol tòŋ    ‘Let us not sit.’ 

 we (incl.) sit neg. Let imp. 

 

98. ey pay ŋol tòŋ    ‘Let us not go.’ 

 we (incl.) go neg. Let imp. 

 

v) ‘Let’ with third person singular positive: It is form by the suffixation of 

causative marker –sək to the verb, followed by the simple imperative 

marker –in. 

For example:- 

99. əma pay sak in    ‘Let him go.’ 

 he go caus. imp. 

 

100. əma ən huan sak in   ‘Let him cook.’ 

 he rice cook caus. imp. 

 

101. əma mu sak in    ‘Let him sleep.’ 
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 he sleep caus. imp. 

 

vi) ‘Let’ with third person singular negative: It is form by addition of 

negative marker -ŋol after the causative marker. 

For example:- 

102. əma pay sak ŋol in    ‘Let him not go.’ 

 he go caus. neg. imp. 

 

103. əma mu sak ŋol in    ‘Let him not sleep.’ 

 he sleep caus. neg. imp. 

vii) ‘Let’ with third person plural positive: It is form by the suffixation of 

causative marker –sək to the verb, followed by the simple imperative 

marker –un to the verb. 

 

For example:- 

104. əmate pay sak un    ‘Let them go.’ 

 he (pl) go caus. imp. 

 

105. əmate neaŋtuy hop sak un   ‘Let them drink tea.’ 

 he (pl) tea drink caus. imp. 
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viii) ‘Let’ with third person plural negative: It is form by the addition of 

negative marker –ŋol after the causative marker. 

For example:- 

 

106. əmate pay sak ŋol un    ‘Let them not go.’ 

 he (pl) go caus. neg.  imp. 

 

107. əmate neaŋtuy hop sak ŋol un  ‘Let them not drink tea.’ 

 he (pl) tea drink caus. neg. imp. 

 

5.3.4 Negative sentence: In Sizang, negative sentences are formed by the 

addition of negative marker to the verb. Thus, there are three types of 

negative markers. They are i) ŋol, ii) boŋ and iii) bəw/ba. 

 

5.3.4.1 Negative marker –ŋol:- It is commonly used to convert affirmative 

construction to negative construction by the suffixation of negative marker 

–ŋol to the verb. In other word, this negative marker is found in all the 

different types of sentences i.e. declarative, imperative and interrogative 

sentences. 

 

For example:- 

 108. key za top ŋol k
h
i hi   ‘I do not smoke’ 
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 I cigar smoke neg. 1ps.FP 

  

109. əma za toppa ŋol hi   ‘He is non smoker.’ 

 he cigar smoke person neg. FP 

 

110. nəŋ za nətop ŋol ziam    ‘Don’t you smoke?’ 

 you cigar 2pp. smoke neg. QM. 

 

111. ey pay ŋol tòŋ    ‘Let us not go.’ 

 we (incl) go neg Let imp. 

 

112. éakbu suŋ zatop hoy ŋol hi  ‘Smoking inside the latrine is not good.’ 

 latrine –in cigar smoke good neg. FP. 

113) nəŋ nə pay ŋol tu hi   ‘You will not go.’ 

 you (sg) 2pp. go neg. unre. FP. 

 

114) əma əpay ŋol tu hi    ‘He will not go.’ 

 he 3pp. go neg. unre. FP. 
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5.3.4.2 Negative marker –boŋ:- The negative marker –boŋ has an 

emphatic character. It is perhaps more typically used in colloquial speech 

than polite speech. In this case, the final particle hi is deleted and there are 

no pronominal prefixes or suffixes. This negative marker is formed by the 

contraction of bəw + iŋ (first person singular pronominal particle). Thus, it 

is exclusively used with first person singular. 

 

For example:- 

 115. key ŋil kiel məmma boŋ  ‘I have no appetite for food at all.’ 

 I stomach hungry very neg. 

  

116. key zu hop boŋ    ‘I don’t drink liquor.’ 

 I liquor drink neg. 

 

117. bəŋma dey boŋ    ‘I don’t want anything.’ 

 what int. like neg. 

 

5.3.4.3 Negative marker –bəw/ba :- The negative marker –bəw/ba is used 

in colloquial speech. It is found in the morphological level after verb or 

modifier. 

 

For example:- 
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118. khola təm bəw    ‘Not very far.’ 

 far many neg. 

119. ləmet bəw    ‘Despair.’ 

 hope neg. 

 

120. əma hé bəw    ‘He doesn’t know.’ 

 he know neg. 

  

120. əmul pəw ba lay   ‘Their feathers has not yet grown.’ 

 poss. feather grow neg. prog. 

 

5.4 Conjunction: A conjunction is a word or a group that connects two or 

more sentence components. In Sizang, the conjunctive markers link or 

conjunct nouns, noun phrases, verbs or sentences. There are a number of 

words which are used as conjunctions. They are as follows; 

 

5.4.1 Conjunctive marker le ‘and’:- This conjunctive marker is used as a 

conjunct between two nouns or pronouns (or sentences). 

 

For example:-  

121.  tom le jon     ‘Tom and John.’ 
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 Tom conj. John 

122. hay le ŋay    ‘Mango and pineapple.’ 

 mango conj. pineapple 

 

123. key le nəŋ     ‘You and I.’ 

 I conj. you 

 

124. bilpi le tópi t
h
u   ‘The story of the rabbit and the lion.’ 

 rabbit conj. lion story 

 

125. ədam le ev t
h
u hé ni ziam ‘Do you know the story of Adam and Eve?’ 

 Adam conj. Eve story 2ps Q.M. 

 

126. key ŋasa le voksa kədu hi   ‘I like fish and pork.’ 

 I fish conj. pork like 1pp FP. 

 

5.4.2 Conjunctive marker a ‘and’:- This conjunctive marker is used as a 

conjunct between two verbs or sentences. 

 

For example:-  
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127. pay a en tən     ‘Go and see.’ 

 go conj. see imp. 

  

128. nəŋ pay a ne in    ‘You go and eat.’ 

 you(sg) go conj. eat imp. 

  

129. p
h
iàt a not      ‘Sweep and mop.’ 

 sweep conj. mop 

 

230. kəw nisim p
h
iàt a not k

h
u hi  ‘We sweep and mop it everyday.’ 

 we(excl) day every sweep conj. mop 1pp(pl) FP. 

 

231.key imp
h
al á paytu a key tamu á tia kik hi    

 I Imphal-loc go unre conj. I Tamu-loc return again FP. 

 ‘I will go to Imphal and (then) I will return to Tamu again.’ 

 

232. zatop in tuáp sesək a ŋilpi t
h
aniam sək hi    

 cigarette smoke-nom lung spoil caus, conj.stomach indigestion caus. FP. 

 ‘Smoking spoils the lungs and causes indigestion. ’ 
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5.4.3 Conjunctive marker tó ‘with (together with)’:- This conjunctive 

marker is used as a conjunct between nouns or noun phrases. 

For example:-  

233. kəpa tó kəpay hi  ‘I will go with my father.’ 

 poss father conj. 1pp. go unre. FP. 

234. ən tó mé kə ne hi  ‘I eat rice with curry.’  

 rice conj. curry 1pp eat FP. 

 

235. əma tó pay in   ‘Go with him.’  

 he conj. go imp. 

 

236. kua tó hoŋ pay ni ziam  ‘With whom did you come?’ 

 who conj. deic. come you QM. 

 

237. key binoy tó hoŋ pay k
h
i hi  ‘I came with Binoy.’   

 I Binoy conj. deic. come 1ps. FP. 

 

It is also to be noted that tó can give the meaning of ‘and together with’ 

when it is added to each nouns. 
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For example:-  

238. nu  tó  pa tó ‘Both women and men’ 

 women conj. men conj. 

 

239. əman vok puy k
h
ət tó vok təl k

h
ət tó ənəw nit ó k

h
oay hi   

he-nom. pig+female one conj. pig+male one conj. poss. young ones 

two with bring up FP. 

 ‘He raise both a sow and a boar along with their young ones.’ 

 

5.4.4 Conjunctive marker zòŋ ‘also’:- This conjunctive marker is used as a 

conjunct between nouns or pronouns. 

 

For example:-  

240. tom zóŋ khampum zóŋ saŋá əpay tu hi  

 tom conj. khampum conj. school loc. 3pp. go unre. FP. 

 ‘Tom as well as Khampum will go to school.’ 

 

241. kənu zóŋ kəpa zóŋ ká əhol hi   

 poss. mother conj. poss. father conj. car 3pp. drive FP. 

 ‘My mother as well as my father can drive a car.’ 
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242. key kəin kimkot zóŋ t
h
iaŋ sək k

h
i hi   

 I poss. house surrounding conj. clean caus. 1ps. FP. 

 ‘I clean the surroundings of my house also.’ 

 

5.4.5 Conjunctive marker lé ‘if’:- This conjunctive marker is added to the 

verb. 

For example:-  

243. ŋəŋ pay lé key kəpay tu hi ‘If you go, I will go’ 

 you (sg.) go conj.I 1pp. go unre. FP. 

  

244. key tia pəl léŋ əma ətey tu hi  ‘If I return early, he will scold me.’ 

 I return early conj. pro.p he 3pp. scold unre. FP. 

 

245. əma sát lé kəpeaŋ təl dóŋ kətay tu hi  

 he beat conj. poss. leg break till 1pp. run unre. FP. 

 ‘If he beats me, I will run till my legs break.’ 

 

246. ŋəl i tok lé kihuŋ tek tu hi   

 enemy 1pp.(pl) meet conj. rec.-help together unre. FP. 

 ‘If we meet an enemy we shall help one another.’ 
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5.4.6 Conjunctive marker mo ‘or’:- This conjunctive marker is used to 

conjunct between two nouns or verbs. 

 

For example:-  

247. ləmpi hoy mo sià ziam   ‘Is the road good or bad?’ 

 road good conj. bad QM. 

  

248. key khət inkhan mo  ni inkhan kədey hi  

 I one house room conj. two house room 1pp.want FP. 

 ‘I want a single room or double room.’ 

 

249. əma əmelhoy mo əmelhoyŋol ziam  

 she 3pp. beautiful conj.3pp. beautiful neg. QM. 

 ‘Is she beautiful or not?’ 

 

5.4.7 Conjunctive marker əhibale ‘either or’:- It is used to conjunct 

between two nouns only. 

For example:- 

250. tom əhibale john səm tən  ‘Call either Tom or John.’ 

 tom conj.john call imp. 
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251. neaŋtuy əhibale kop
h
i hop in   ‘Drink either tea or coffee.’ 

 tea conj.coffee drink imp. 

 

5.4.8 Conjunctive marker həŋŋá ‘because’:- This conjunctive marker is 

used to conjunct phrases or sentences. 

 

For example:-  

252. əma hoŋ pay kik həŋŋá ənu hiŋ hi  

 he deic. come again conj. poss. mother alive FP. 

 ‘Because of his coming back his mother could survive’ 

 

253. əma lutəŋna həŋŋá əkimay ŋol tu hi  

 he headache conj. 3pp. play neg.unre. FP. 

 ‘He will not play because he has got headache’ 

 

5.4.9 Conjunctive marker əhizoŋ ‘but’:- This conjunctive marker conjuncts 

between sentences. 

For example:-  

254. kəzi ət
h
ina əhizoŋ tuma ədəm zəw hi  

 poss wife 3pp. sick conj. now (int) 3pp. healthy perf. FP. 

 ‘My wife has been ill but she has recovered’ 
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255. key in kəpay tu əhizoŋ kə nasep zoktiaŋ  

 I house 1pp go unre. conj. my work finish adv. time 

 ‘I will go home but after finishing my work.’ 

 

256. in sia nəw əhizoŋ əhoy hi  

 house det. small conj. beautiful FP. 

 ‘It is a small house but it is beautiful.’ 

 

 

 

*** 
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CHAPTER 6 

 Social Grammar 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 General statement:- The study of the kinship term is highly dependent 

on knowing the social structure of the community. Treatment of kinship 

terms in Sizang is an interesting area of study. Such terms in Sizang as in 

any other language mirror the socio-ethnic network, which is very complex 

in character. Sizang is a patriarchal society. Thus, when a woman marries a 

man, she gave up her clan (abandon her parental clan) and become a 

rightful member of her husband’s clan. The term of address varied in 

accordance with the numbers of generation. Grand father’s generation is 

‘pu’, father’s generation is ‘pá’ etc. Any male who is in the same 

generation with his father, he is called ‘pá’ and if in female case she is 

called ‘ni’ (i.e. aunty). If a male person belongs to grand father’s 

generation, he is called ‘pu’ and for female person she is called ‘pi’. Thus, 

forms of address are condition by kinship relation or age or the ego-male 

or female.  

 

6.2 Kinship terms of address:- Various kinship terms of address are 

illustrated as follows. 
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I. Direct generation relation:-  

 

 pá ‘father’ 

 ná ‘mother’ 

 upasəl ‘elder brother’ 

 unumey ‘elder sister’ 

 nəwnu ‘younger sister’ 

 nəwpa ‘younger brother’ etc. 

 

II. Paternal relations:- 

 pu ‘father’s father’ 

 pi ‘father’s mother’ 

 papi ‘father’s elder brother’ 

 palay ‘father’s middle brother’ 

 panəw ‘father’s younger brother’ 

 nipi ‘father’s elder sister’ 

 nilay ‘father’s middle sister’ 
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 ninəw ‘father’s younger sister’ 

 

III. Maternal relations:- 

 pu ‘mother’s father’ 

 pi ‘mother’s mother’ 

 pupi ‘mother’s elder brother’ 

 pulay ‘mother’s middle brother’ 

 punəw ‘mother’s younger brother’ 

 nilay ‘father’s middle sister’ 

 nuneàw ‘mother’s sister’ 

 nuneàwpuy ‘mother’s elder sister’ 

 nuneàwnəw ‘mother’s younger sister’ 

 

IV. In-law relations:- 

 teáknu ‘mother in-law (female ego)’ 

 teákpa ‘father in-law (female ego)’

 suŋnu ‘mother in-law (male ego)’ 
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  suŋpa ‘father in-law (male ego)’  

 suapuy-u ‘husband’s elder brother’ 

 suapuy-nəw ‘husband’s younger brother’ 

 suapuy numeyte pasəl ‘wife’s sister’s husband’ 

 suapuy pasəlte məw ‘wife’s brother’s wife’ 

 

6.3 Address by name: Age of the addressee is the deciding factor in the 

choice of appropriate kinship term. For senior ones, the prefixation of u- 

indicates seniority. It may be used both for the non-kin and the kin. For 

junior ones like son, daughter, younger brother, younger sister etc., 

generally, names are used as address terms. For those people of similar 

age group are addressed by their names. Addressed by their name 

between spouse is found amongst the educated and younger generations. 

But, the older generation couple addresses with the third person marker ə-

. Thus, əpá ‘his father’ is used by the wife for addressing her husband, 

while ənú ‘his mother’ for addressing his wife. Younger relations like 

‘nephew’, ‘niece’, ‘son’, daughter’, etc. are generally addressed by their 

respective names. 

 

6.4 Naming system: The naming of a baby in Sizang is related with the 

name of their ancestors. The name is chosen by the parents. The first male 

baby born is always named after his father’s father and if it happens to be 

a female, she is named after her father’s mother.  
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 The next born babies are named after their grand parents (grand 

father for a son and grand mother for a daughter) of their mother’s side. In 

Sizang, one of the common term for indicating the order amongst the 

siblings are pi/lien for denoting ‘elder ones’ lay for denoting the ‘middle 

ones’ and nəw for the ‘younger ones. 

 

 For example:- 

1. tapalien   ‘eldest son’ 

 

2. tanulien   ‘eldest daughter’ 

 

3. tapalay   ‘middle son’ 

 

4. tanunəw   ‘youngest daughter’ 

 

 Further, in case of step mother, step father or step children it 

indicated by the suffixation of -siél to the kinship terms of address. 

For example:- 

 

5. nusiél   ‘step-mother’ 
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6. pasiél   ‘step-father’  

 

7. tapasiél   ‘step-son’  

 

8. tanusiél   ‘step-daughter’ 

 

 Similarly, the ordinal numbers (masa ‘first’, nina ‘second’, thumna 

‘thid’ etc.) are also used in naming. For instance, zi ‘wife’ is named by 

adding masa ‘first’, nina ‘second’, t
h
umna ‘third’ etc. 

For example:- 

10. zimasa/zipi  ‘first wife’ 

 

11. zinnina/zikik  ‘second wife’ 

 

12. zit
h
umna   ‘third wife’ 

 

6.5 Terms of reference: One of the important characteristics of Sizang 

language is the use of personal pronoun prefixes with kinship terms used 

as terms of references. In other words, Sizang uses a system of affixation 

for expressing various kinship relationships. The kinship terms require the 

pronominal prefixes, namely kə- for first person, nə- for second person and 

ə- for third person. Without these pronominal prefixes the kinship terms of 
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reference cannot indicate a complete sense. Thus, by the prefixation of the 

respective pronominal prefixes they become independent kinship terms of 

reference. This is illustrated in the following. 

 

 Terms of address Reference terms 

a)  pá ‘father’ kəpa ‘my father’ 

   nəpa ‘your father’ 

   əpa ‘his/her father’ 

 

b) nú ‘mother’ kənu ‘my mother’ 

   nənu ‘your mother’ 

   ənu ‘his/her mother’ 

 

c)  tapa ‘son’ kətapa ‘my son’ 

   nətapa ‘your son’ 

   ətapa ‘his/her son’ 

 

d)  tanu ‘daughter’ kətanu ‘my daughter’ 

   nətanu ‘your daughter’ 

   ətanu ‘his/her daughter’ 
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6.6 Taboo: Taboo is a social or religious customs prohibiting or restricting a 

particular practice or forbidding association with a particular thing or 

person. And, according to Trudgill (1986:29), linguistic taboo is matter of 

convention where the normal use of an item in a language is inhibited due 

to a particular social values and beliefs, such as; 

  

I. In Sizang society, there are no terms of address for certain kinship terms 

of address. For instance ‘husband’ and ‘wife’ are never addressed to by 

using any kinship term. Rather the reference term of address by the 

suffixation of -ə is used to address them. 

 

For example: 

əpá  ‘his/her father’ 

ənú  ‘his/her mother’ 

 

 But a small fraction of the elite city dwellers are nowadays using the 

names to address their husbands and wives, though this has yet to catch 

up as a general mode of address. Similarly, ‘father-in-law’ and ‘mother-in-

law’ are not addressed to by the relevant kinship terms. They are held 

equal to own parents and therefore, the address terms for father and 

mother are used respectively.  
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II. There are certain words associated with sex and their related terms are 

prohibited in public places to use directly. Euphemistic words are used 

for them if necessary to do so. 

 For example:- 

 nawvòt ‘to discard the baby in the womb’  for nawsía ‘abort’ 

 

 əney ‘conceived’ for ŋay ‘pregnant’ 

 

III. Regarding the matrimonial relationships, a man and a woman from the 

same village or between same clan is forbidden. Therefore, if a man 

intends to marry, he has to find a woman from a different village and of 

different clan. 

 

IV. A married woman is forbidden to eat any kind of meat if her husband is 

not at home or while her husband is away from home or during his 

absence.  

 

V. As soon as a baby is born a temporary name should be given. They 

believed that the devil will not approach the baby if the baby is given a 

human name.  

 

 Kinship terms as discussed above are obligatory to every Sizang. It 

becomes a taboo, if not followed the proper kinship term. It has been seen 
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that linguistics peculiarity is present in some languages and absent in some 

other languages even of the same linguistic families and spoken by groups, 

closely akin to each other in other aspects of culture. The only direct link 

between a language and a culture is the kinship terminology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*** 
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CHAPTER 7  

Conclusion 

 

 

From the analysis presented above, it seems possible to draw 

several conclusions. The second chapter of this thesis deals with segments 

found in the language. It has been confirmed that there are thirty one 

segmental phonemes. Among these phonemes sixteen are consonants and 

fifteen vowels. The vowel phonemes are further divided as monophthongs 

(pure vowels) numbering six, and nine are diphthongs. The consonants are 

divided into stops, nasals, fricative and lateral. The points of articulation of 

all the consonants are ascertained and their distribution is given. Stops are 

further divided into voiced and voiceless. The phonemes /t/ and /t
h
/ have 

allophones [c] and [č] which are found in initial position before the high 

front vowel /i/. The absence of /g/ and /r/ is striking to note particularly 

amongst the Kuki-Chin section. 

 

The distribution of the six monophthongs (pure vowels) is discussed. 

They are divided into Front, Central and Back on the one hand, and high, 

mid, and low according to the position of articulations. Vowel sequence 

along with its type i.e. divocalic and trivocalic are discussed. The trivocalic 

is in fact a divocalic though orthographically it occurs with three vowels 

e.g. doáy ‘evil spirit’. 
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The tones are not fully and phonetically analysed because of 

limitations, such as, testing with standard instruments. All these phonemes 

are clearly described and illustrated with minimal pairs as far as possible. 

 

Chapter three presented the morphophonemics of the language. 

The morphophonemic changes are discussed. In this chapter the different 

verb form i.e. Stem I and Stem II forms are discussed. The derivation of 

Stem II from Stem I by the addition of a phoneme is ascertained.  

 

Chapter four presented the morphology. A word is defined at the 

morphological level. Words in Sizang at the morphological level are nouns, 

verbs, adverbs and adjectives. Affixation is the most frequent and 

productive process in Sizang morphology. Various types of prefixes and 

suffixes along with processes of formation of nouns by means of 

prefixations and suffixation are discussed. Nouns are divided into simple, 

derived and compound nouns. Formation of compound nouns has also 

been distinguished. Grammatical gender is absent. In the formation of 

compound nouns, the combinations of noun + noun, noun + augmentative, 

noun + derivative noun and noun + derivative noun + noun are discussed. 

Further, case and gender are also dealt under the noun category. Pronouns 

and types of pronouns are also illustrated by giving the four types of 

pronouns, a) personal pronoun, b) demonstrative pronoun, c) interrogative 

pronoun and d) reflexive pronoun.  
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Under the personal pronoun, the secondary forms or pronominal 

prefixes/suffixes are also illustrated. The use of pronominal prefixes which 

indicates possessive as in case of kinship terms and verb agreement in this 

language is also discussed 

 

All verbs are free form where prefixes and suffixes may be added 

which make the formation of various kinds of verbal bases are possible, 

such as, causative base, benefactive base, reciprocal base and reflexive 

base.  

 

Verbs in Sizang do not indicate tense. However, time is indicated by 

aspect markers and independent forms. 

 

The pronominal verbal agreement prefixes/suffixes are discussed. 

The copula or the ‘be’ verb which links the subject to complement is 

discussed along with the difference of ‘be’ verb and the final particle ‘hi’. It 

is to be noted that both are homophonous but they differ in the position. 

The final particle is always after the verb or after copula (if copula is 

present), where else the copula is ‘be’ verb after a noun or pronominal 

prefix agreeing with subject, and is thus behaving as a verb (if there is no 

verb in the sentence). 

 

Verbs are further classified into three types on the basis of 

semantics; they are a) action verb, b) process verb and c) stative verb. The 

various derivations of verbal bases, viz. causative base, benefactive base, 
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reflexive base, reciprocal base, reduplicative base and compound base are 

also discussed. Verbal stem are often found to be of two forms, viz. Stem I 

and Stem II. It is found that Stem II forms are derived from Stem I by the 

addition of a phoneme.  

 

Active and passive voice has not been discussed because this has 

been considered non-distinctive. The changes in the position of the subject 

and object do not make any difference in the sentence of Sizang. The 

subject marker is –in and object is unmarked. 

 

For example: 

 1. jonin tom əsat hi  ‘John beats Tom’ 

 John nom. +Tom+3pp. beat+FP. 

  

 2. tom jonin əsat hi  ‘John beats Tom’ 

 Tom + John nom. +3pp. beat+FP. 

 In the above examples, those forms with the suffix –in are subjects 

and without any suffix are the object and it is irrespective of the positions 

which they occupy. But, this is one of the speculations as the result of the 

present analysis. More work is to be done on this before making a final 

statement. 
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 Regarding aspects and moods; aspects are of four types viz. simple 

aspect, progressive aspect, perfective aspect and unrealized or irrealis 

aspect. In moods there are four types, viz. potential mood, desirability 

mood, definite mood and optative mood has also been discussed.  

 

 In Adverbs, there are five types of adverbs, viz. adverb of manner, 

adverb of time, adverb of place, adverb of quantity and reduplicative 

adverb. They are illustrated in the relevant sections. Regarding adjectives, 

the three forms of comparison are highlighted.  

 

 To summarize the fifth chapter, i.e. Syntax, we have discussed the 

constituent structure of sentences- endocentric and exocentric 

constructions. The phrases or sentences have been defined and illustrated. 

  

  Sentences have been classified into three types on structural 

basis viz. simple, compound and complex. Again a sentence in Sizang can 

be classified into declarative (statement), interrogative, imperative and 

negative sentences. The interrogative sentences have been classified into 

bəŋ ‘wh- question or inquiry question’ and ziam ‘yes/no question’. 

Imperative sentences are divided into five types, viz. simple imperative, 

polite imperative, persuasive imperative, prohibition and let imperative 

are discussed. Negative sentences are formed by the addition of negative 

marker –ŋol, boŋ and bəw or ba to the verb. The various conjunctive 

markers or conjunct have also been discussed.  
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 The sixth chapter is social grammar. The study of the kinship term 

is highly dependent on knowing the social structure of the community. The 

only direct link between a language and a culture is the kinship 

terminology. Thus, various kinship terms of address, term of reference, 

naming system, address by name and taboo have been discussed. 

 This research work has presented a thorough and detailed analysis 

of Sizang language in very scientific manner for the first time supported by 

appropriate data. Only few works are conducted in this language and the 

earlier works on this language are not adequate, because they lack 

systematic approach. The work of Stern (1963 & 1984) is primarily a 

grammatical analysis of Sizang. It is indeed the only source for cross 

reference, it is worthy to mention. Works presented by Naylor (1925) gives 

the knowledge about the history and legend to Siyin but it lacks systematic 

approach. The findings of this research work will also help for further 

research work and will bring about answers to a lot of questions that 

remain unanswered.  

  It will also enhance the Sizang language to arrive at deeper 

understanding of the underlying historical and cultural identity of the Kuki-

Chin sub group of Tibeto-Burman family. 

 Thus, an effort is made to contribute for a systematic approach in 

the study of Sizang (Siyin) language. 

 

 

 

*** 
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Appendix I 

 

Vocabulary 

 

 

 

 

  

p- pi ‘grand mother’ 

 pil  ‘clever’ 

 piel ‘shun’ (v) 

 pién ‘born again’ 

 pien ‘example’ 

 pienna k
h
ua ‘birth place’ 

 pia ‘give’ 

 piakt
h
oŋ ‘gift’ 

 piàŋ ‘happen’ 

 piá ‘paise (unit of money)’ 
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 pe ‘anna (unit of money)’ 

 pia ‘give’ 

 pet  ‘bite’ 

 pekik ‘rejoin’ 

 peak ‘kick’ 

 peaŋmè ‘toes’ 

 peaŋpak ‘foot’ 

 peaŋdəp ‘shoes’ 

  

 peaŋdəp-vòtte ‘cobbler’ 

 peaŋpək ‘sudden’ 

 peàŋpəlep ‘butterfly’ 

 pəp ‘dip’ 

 pət ‘cotton’ 

 pətəŋ ‘mushroom’ 

 pəkan ‘dish/plate’ 
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 pən ‘begin (v)’ 

 pənəw ‘boy’ 

 pən ‘from’ 

 pəŋ ‘wall’ 

 pəl ‘early’ 

 pətaw ‘afraid’ 

 pa  ‘father’ 

 pan pəw ‘mildew’ 

 pay ‘go’ 

 pak   ‘flower’ 

 pák ‘blossom’ 

 papi ‘elder uncle’ 

 paŋpətkuŋ ‘silk cotton’ 

 pasəl ‘manhood’ 

  

 pasiel ‘step father’ 
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 pot ‘comb (v)’ 

 pom ‘expand’ 

 poŋbi  ‘trousers’ 

 poŋbisaw ‘long pant’ 

 poŋbitoŋ ‘half pant’ 

 pól ‘bubble’ 

 pol ‘kind (n)’ 

 puən ‘apparel’ 

 puá ‘outside’ 

 puan ‘cloth’ 

 puan lom ‘bedding’ 

 puant
h
uymi ‘tailor’ 

. puanvən ‘shawl’ 

 puaŋ ‘brown’ 

 puk
h
ən-pak

h
ən ‘ancestor’ 

 pum ‘body (alive)’ 
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 pumuambuŋ ‘betel box’ 

 pumuamte ‘betel leaf’ 

 pumuamtəŋ ‘betel nut’ 

 pumpi  ‘body’ 

  

 pumpakuŋ ‘reeds’ 

 pul ‘shed’ 

 

 

t- ti ‘salt’ 

 tit
h
a ‘gost’ 

 tit
h
um ‘sugar’ 

 tituy ‘tears’ 

 tidəm ‘healthy’ 

 tina ‘sick’ 

 tiŋ ‘generous’ 
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 til ‘stingy’ 

 tilte ‘saliva’ 

 té ot
h
əy ‘cricket’ 

 tey ‘spear’ 

 tey ‘above’ 

 telŋu  ‘ribs’ 

 té ‘blade’ 

 teŋətna ‘example’ 

 teaŋ ‘dwell’ 

 təm ‘level’ 

  

 tənŋey ‘calf (leg)’ 

 təŋ  ‘straight’ 

 tə̀w ‘dig’ 

 təw ‘sit’ 

 təwpa ‘lord’ 
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 təŋmáy ‘cucumber’ 

 təŋmi ‘ambassador’ 

 təŋnətna ‘measles’ 

 teŋiel ‘both’ 

 teŋŋeŋ ‘bell’ 

 təwkhum  ‘chair’ 

 təwna ‘seat’ 

 tak ‘drop’ 

 takt
h
iŋ ‘pine tree’ 

 tay  ‘run (v)’ 

 tapa  ‘son’ 

 taŋval ‘bachelor’ 

 taŋsal ‘granary’ 

 taŋlayna ‘ancient time’ 

 tasiel ‘barren’ 

 taleŋa ‘pomegranate’ 
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 taw  ‘bangle’ 

 taw ‘moan (v)’ 

 toay tena ‘balance’ 

 top  ‘smoke (v)’ 

 top  ‘sip (v)’ 

 tonbom ‘sparrow’ 

 toŋ ‘exult’ 

 toso  ‘oak’ 

 tolŋəkna  ‘landing place’ 

 tu ‘sheep’ 

 tuàp ‘lung’ 

 tuypom ‘foam’ 

 tuyteŋ ‘dragon fly’ 

 tuykul ‘island’ 

 tuydot ‘aqua duct’ 
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 tuyp
h
uan ‘froth’ 

 tuybeál ‘jar’ 

 tuylum beál ‘kettle’ 

 tuyli ‘lake’ 

 tuk
h
əŋ takhəŋ ‘descendent’ 

 tuk
h
un ‘rainy season’ 

 tumt
h
iŋ ‘palm tree’ 

 tumt
h
əŋ  ‘firefly’ 

 tumən ‘hoe’ 

 tun ‘bundle’ 

 tun ‘March’ 

 tuni ‘today’ 

 tuŋá ‘above’ 

 tuŋsən ‘clay’ 

 tulk
h
ət  ‘one thousand’ 

 tul ‘one thousand’ 
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k- kita ‘afraid’ 

 kikoy ‘embrace’ 

 kí ‘parrot’ 

 kipzapna ‘fan’ 

 kip
h
əsək ‘boast (v)’ 

 kit
h
olpuy ‘companion’ 

 kik
h
el ‘change’ 

 kimayna ‘cricket’ 

 kin kin ‘equal’ 

 kiŋaysun ‘beware’ 

 kiŋŋap ‘tight’ 

 kiŋŋu ‘elbow’ 

 kisikikna ‘repentance’ 

 kilək-to ‘between’ 
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 kiləy ‘change (v)’ 

 kel ‘goat’ 

 keak ‘flash (v)’ 

 kealnəw ‘kid’ 

 keàw ‘hatch (v) 

 kəyma ‘myself’ 

 kəp ‘cry’ 

 kəm ‘language’ 

 kəmtaypa ‘messenger’ 

 kəmkum ‘discuss (v)’ 

 kəmp
h
enpa ‘interpreter’ 

 ka ‘climb’ 

 kam ‘mouth’ 

 kamsiàtna ‘misfortune’ 

 kan ‘jump’ 

 kamkisuana ‘examination’ 
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 kaŋ  ‘white’ 

 kaŋtuŋ ‘lap’ 

 kayt
h
om ‘attach (v)’ 

 kayt
h
um ‘sweet potato’ 

 kaysonsən ‘onion’ 

 kaysonkaŋ ‘garlic’ 

 káw ‘April’ 

 katəw ‘ascend (v)’ 

 kamp
h
a ‘fortunate’ 

 kaŋ ‘white’ 

 koay ‘bend (v)’ 

 kop  ‘pair’ 

 kot ‘moist’  

 kom ‘loose’ 

 komni ‘holiday’ 

 koŋ ‘waist’ 
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 koŋk
h
a ‘door’ 

 koŋk
h
əw ‘belt’ 

 kólpa  ‘Burmese’ 

 kuey ‘curve’ 

 kuà ‘nine’ 

  

 kum ‘year’ 

 kumpi ‘government’ 

 kumpi pa ‘king’ 

 kumpi-ulien ‘officer’ 

 kumza ‘century’ 

 kuŋa ‘beside’ 

 kul ‘necessary’ 
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p
h 

p
h
in ‘needle’ 

 
p

h
ink

h
aw  ‘thread’ 

 p
h
əy ‘leg’ 

 
p

h
əlbi  ‘winter’ 

 p
h
əlvaktuŋ ‘dawn’ 

 p
h
a  ‘good’ 

 p
h
azəw ‘enough’ 

 p
h
əw  ‘dispose off’ 

 p
h
ak ‘mat’ 

 p
h
azəw ‘enough’ 

 p
h
oŋ ‘arouse’ 

 p
h
oŋol ‘bad (v)’ 

 p
h
ul ‘Jun’ 
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t
h
 t

h
i ‘dead’ 

 t
h
ì ‘til seed’ 

 t
h
ik kon ‘iron chain’ 

 t
h
ikpum ‘iron bar’ 

 t
h
ip

h
ul  ‘bleed’ 

 t
h
ik

h
at ‘file (tool)’ 

 t
h
in ‘liver’ 

 t
h
insən ‘blood’ 

 t
h
iŋkuŋ ‘tree’ 

 t
h
iŋkuàŋhon na ‘key’ 

 t
h
iŋ ‘fuel’ 

 t
h
íŋ ‘ginger’ 

 t
h
iŋpuy ‘jack fruit’ 

 t
h
iŋtepulhun ‘autumn’ 

 t
h
iŋtoŋ ‘log’ 

 t
h
iŋp

h
eak ‘wooden board’ 
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 t
h
iŋbak ‘branch’ 

  

 t
h
iŋbul ‘trunk’ 

 t
h
iŋŋay ‘sandal wood’ 

 t
h
iŋhoŋ ‘bark’ 

 t
h
iŋləmte ‘cross’ 

 t
h
iŋlim ‘shade’ 

 t
h
iŋse ‘mallet’ 

 t
h
ihuy ‘vein’ 

 t
h
iam ‘loom’ 

 t
h
enk

h
ik ‘lizard’ 

 t
h
eŋ ‘arrive’ 

 t
h
eŋk

h
u wəy ‘jaggery’ 

 t
h
eŋsəŋ ‘south’ 

 t
h
eltəŋ ‘arrow’ 

 t
h
eləỳ ‘squirrel’ 
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 t
h
eam ‘cheat (v)’ 

 t
h
ən ‘maggot’ 

 t
h
əy ‘can (v)’ 

 t
h
əyteàk ‘fig’ 

 t
h
əw ‘fly’ 

 t
h
əwkaŋ ‘mosquito’ 

 t
h
əwsi ‘gnat’ 

  

 t
h
a ‘moon/month’ 

 t
h
aŋol ‘muscle’ 

 t
h
aw ‘gun’ 

 t
h
aw wi ‘gun powder’ 

 t
h
ay ‘chew (v)’ 

 t
h
ayli ‘grain’ 

 t
h
awtəŋ ‘bullet’ 

 t
h
amən  ‘reward/fee’ 
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 t
h
an ‘grave’ 

 t
h
aŋuy  ‘artery’                    

 t
h
alik  ‘full moon’      

 t
h
oŋ ‘goal’               

 t
h
u  ‘affair/business/news’ 

 t
h
uák  ‘brain’ 

 t
h
uák ‘punishment’ 

 t
h
uk  ‘sour’ 

 t
h
ukim  ‘agree’ 

 t
h
ukimna ‘agreement’ 

 t
h
um  ‘three’ 

 t
h
uson pa ‘judge’ 

                      t
h
uŋ  ‘haver-sack’ 

 

 

k
h
 k

h
ia ‘drop’ 
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 k
h
ia ‘accuse’ 

 k
h
iel ‘miss (v)’ 

 k
h
iel na ‘mistake’ 

 k
h
en ‘judge (v)’ 

 k
h
əp ‘caterpillar’ 

 k
h
ət ‘one’ 

 k
h
ətbek ‘alone’ 

 k
h
əm ‘gold’ 

 k
h
əmk

h
i ‘gold chain’ 

 k
h
əŋ ‘increase’ 

 k
h
əŋk

h
ət ‘decade’ 

 k
h
əŋnəw ‘youth’ 

 k
h
əŋhəm ‘old age’ 

 k
h
əwhun ‘weather’ 

 k
h
a ‘bitter’ 

 k
h
à ‘chin’ 
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 k
h
àmul ‘beard’ 

 k
h
àŋu ‘jaw’ 

 k
h
ak ‘close’ 

  

 k
h
adoŋ ‘bolt’ 

 k
h
al ‘summer’ 

 k
h
aw ‘balance (v)’ 

 k
h
awbok ‘knot’ 

 k
h
aw-ip ‘bag’ 

 k
h
awmo  ‘locust’ 

 k
h
awŋuy ‘creeper’ 

 k
h
opi ‘city’ 

 k
h
onəw ‘village’ 

 k
h
ovakni ‘Monday’ 

 k
h
ovaksoni ‘Tuesday’ 

 k
h
ola ‘far’ 
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 k
h
ua ‘village’ 

 k
h
uaŋ ‘drum’ 

 k
h
uaŋ tumpa ‘drummer’ 

 k
h
uámuy ‘dusk’ 

 k
h
uáziŋ ‘dark’ 

 k
h
ut  ‘hand’ 

 k
h
uy ‘cow’ 

 k
h
uy éak ‘cow dung’ 

 k
h
utpi  ‘thumb’ 

  

 k
h
uttin ‘finger nail’ 

 k
h
utp

h
eák ‘palm’ 

 k
h
utme ‘finger’ 

 k
h
utmekok ‘index finger’ 

 k
h
utmenəw ‘small finger’ 

 k
h
utmezom ‘ring finger’ 
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 k
h
utdoŋŋente ‘beggar’ 

 k
h
uynuoy ‘milk’ 

 k
h
uynuoyha ‘butter’ 

 k
h
uynuoyt

h
uk ‘curd’ 

 k
h
uysa ‘beef’ 

 k
h
uà ‘dawn’ 

 k
h
uóy ‘bee’ 

 k
h
uóy kay ‘bee hive’ 

 k
h
uóy nun ‘bee wax’ 

 k
h
utzumbu ‘ring’ 

 

 

b- biél ‘pot’ 

 biàm ‘round’ 

 bitpi ‘November’ 
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 bilba ‘earring’ 

 bilpi ‘rabbit’ 

 be ‘peas’ 

 bekən ‘soybean’ 

 beŋəp ‘bean’ 

 bé ‘bat’ 

 bənla ‘banana’ 

 bənlakay ‘banana-flower’ 

 bənlaluàŋ ‘banana stem’ 

 baybé ‘nightingale’ 

 bak ‘bat’ 

 ban ‘arm’ 

 bal ‘colocasia’ 

 bokbon ‘brinjal’ 

 bokbon ‘tomato’ 

 bua ‘conceal (v)’ 
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d- diel ‘towel’ 

 dielt
h
əy ‘flag’ 

 dim ‘full’ 

  

 diŋ ‘stand’ 

 del ‘chase’ 

 dəŋkələŋ ‘currency’ 

 dəy ‘desire (v)’ 

 dat
h
am ‘idle’ 

 daytuŋ ‘dew’ 

 dop  ‘suck(v)’ 

 dom ‘lift’ 

 doŋ ‘ask (v)’ 

 dol ‘teak’ 
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 dum ‘blue’ 

 duhop ‘greedy’ 

 

 

m- mit ‘eye’ 

 mit bum ‘magic’ 

 mit
h
ikuaŋ ‘coffin’ 

 mitk
h
u mul ‘eye brow’ 

 mitnəw ‘eye ball’ 

 mitnəwta ‘pupil’ 

 miksa ‘ant’ 

  

 mihon ‘people’ 

 milim ‘doll’ 

 mé ‘curry’ 

 meykuŋŋəm ‘hell’ 
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 meyk
h
uk ‘fire place’ 

 meybom ‘matches’ 

 meysuaŋ ‘flint’ 

 meyhol ‘charcoal’ 

 mey in ‘lantern’ 

 metemeŋŋa ‘vegetables’ 

 məmmo ‘crazy/fool’ 

 mən ‘sticky/arrest’ 

 məntək ‘exact’ 

 mənnuŋna ‘benefit’ 

 məŋ ‘dream’ 

 məl ‘drop’ 

 məy ‘cloud’ 

 məwnu ‘bride’ 

 məwpa ‘bride-groom’ 

 məyŋoŋ ‘matron’ 
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 man (hi) ‘correct’ 

  

 may ‘face’ 

 maypuàŋ ‘marrow’ 

 maza ‘chili’ 

 mazaŋom dry chili’ 

 mazahiŋ ‘green chili’ 

 máy ‘pumpkin’ 

 may-a ‘before’ 

 maynolna ‘handkerchief’ 

 maypuàŋ ‘ash gourd’ 

 mayzum ‘ashamed (v)’ 

 maktəw ‘guava’ 

 maŋbu ‘wheat’ 

 mokkeaŋ ‘tamarind’ 

 mom ‘spider’ 
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 momayna ‘forgiveness’ 

 mona ‘sin/guilt’ 

 monnuoy ‘papaya’ 

 moŋkuŋ ‘peepal’ 

 molbul ‘foothill’ 

 molnəw ‘hillock’ 

 mollian ‘peak’ 

  

 mu ‘kite’ 

 mu ‘asleep (v)’ 

 mukmul ‘moustache’ 

 mut
h
i ‘hawk’ 

 mun ‘ten thousand’ 

 munp
h
iàt ‘broom’ 

 musàn ‘vulture’ 

 mú ‘lip’ 
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 mualnəw ‘hill’ 

 muaŋmo ‘hope’  

 

 

n- ni ‘sun/day’ 

 nim ‘dye (v)’ 

 nì ‘two’ 

 nip ‘soft’ 

 nipikal ‘week’ 

 nipini ‘Sunday’ 

 nitaksəŋ ‘evening’ 

 nitaŋ ‘sunlight’ 

 nitum ‘dusk’ 

  

 nitumnasəŋ ‘west’ 

 nik
h
elni ‘Friday’ 
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 ninəwni ‘Saturday’ 

 nin ‘dirt’ 

 niŋzəyni ‘the day before yesterday’ 

 nisim ‘daily’ 

 nisa ‘lion’ 

 nisunlay ‘mid day’ 

 nisuak ‘sunrise’ 

 nisuwanasəŋ ‘east’ 

 nilayni ‘Wednesday’ 

 niel ‘deny (v)’ 

 ne ‘eat’ 

 nel ‘hail’ 

 neakt
h
əy ‘eatable’ 

 neaŋtuy ‘tea’ 

 nətna ‘disease’ 

 nəw ‘small’ 
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 nəwsən ‘infant’ 

 nəwta ‘kidney’ 

 nəm ‘kind’ 

  

 nəmnəw ‘dagger’ 

 nəmsià ‘bed bug’ 

 nəsep ‘labour’ 

 neseampa  ‘labourer’ 

 nà ‘ache’  

 na ‘material’ 

 naŋoŋ ‘deaf (v)’ 

 nay ‘near’ 

 náy ‘hour’ 

 nak ‘nose’ 

 nam ‘knife’ 

 násep ‘business’ 
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 nawsia ‘abort’ 

 nompay ‘duck’ 

 noŋ ‘marsh’ 

 noy ‘breast’ 

 numəy ‘female’ 

 nuntakna ‘life’ 

 nuŋzəŋ ‘back’ 

 nuŋsəŋ ‘future’ 

 nuŋa ‘behind’ 

   

ŋ- ŋit ‘heavy’ 

 ŋia ‘wolf’ 

 ŋia p
h
iəl ‘camp’ 

 ŋieltəŋ ‘hail’ 

 ŋil ‘belly’ 

 ŋilpi ‘bowel’ 
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 ŋilkiel ‘hungry’ 

 ŋilsəŋnətna ‘dysentery’ 

 ŋilzəŋ ‘intestine’ 

 ŋiləw ‘wicked’ 

 ŋilva ‘satiate’ 

 ŋen ‘beg (v)’ 

 ŋeawŋo ‘cat’ 

 ŋeaw ŋonəw ‘kitten’ 

 ŋəymo ‘hate’ 

 ŋəyna ‘habit’ 

 ŋəm ‘August’ 

 ŋəmuy ‘fox’ 

 ŋəmke məkkəpi ‘chief minister’  

 ŋəmbuk məkepipa ‘prime minister (male)’ 

 ŋəmbuk upipa ‘president (male)’ 
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 ŋəm məke ‘minister’ 

 ŋəmvak
h
u ‘cuckoo’ 

 ŋəmŋi ‘boundary’ 

 ŋəntiŋ pa ‘headman’ 

 ŋəl ‘wild boar’ 

 ŋa ‘five’ 

 ŋak ‘wait’ 

 ŋaknu ‘damsel/maid’ 

 ŋay ‘pine apple’ 

 ŋaysun ‘consider (v)’ 

 ŋasa ‘fish’ 

 ŋasait
h
a ‘fin’ 

 ŋal ‘enemy’ 

 ŋalkapte ‘army’ 

 ŋalkapməŋpa ‘general’ 

 ŋalsim ‘attack’ 
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 ŋaw ‘chimpanzee’ 

 ŋom ‘add’ 

 ŋompay ‘duck’ 

 ŋoŋ ‘neck’ 

 ŋoŋmul ‘mane’ 

  

 ŋoŋo ‘muffler’ 

 ŋol ‘fence’ 

 ŋu ‘bone’ 

 ŋuŋeak ‘bone marrow’ 

 ŋuta ‘dacoit’ 

 ŋunkuəŋ ‘boat’ 

 ŋua ‘bamboo’ 

 ŋuòy ‘buttock’ 

 ŋuòy bəwŋu ‘rump’ 
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v- vən ‘burden’ 

 vəl ‘swallow’ 

 vaák ‘crow’ 

 vakaŋ ‘crane’ 

 vatim ‘bird’ 

 vatituam ‘bird cage’ 

 vak
h
u ‘dove’ 

 vayt
h
akkəm ‘message’ 

 vaymìm ‘maize’ 

  

 vamim ‘quail’ 

 van ‘sky’ 

 vaŋletna ‘power’ 

 valik ‘wild hen’ 
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 vay hom ‘arrange (v)’ 

 vayhonpa ‘elder’ 

 vayhup ‘amber’ 

 vót ‘cold’ 

 vot  ‘leech’ 

 vok ‘pig’ 

 vokp
h
ey ‘ham’ 

 vom ‘black 

 vóm ‘bear (n) 

 vut ‘ashes’ 

 vukna ‘frost’ 

 vukha ‘ice’ 

 vulpi ‘February’ 

 vultiàw ‘January’ 
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z- zi ‘wife’ 

 zin ‘chief’ 

 zinliŋ ‘earthquake’ 

 zint
h
upi ‘chief guest’ 

 ziŋtiaŋ ‘tomorrow’ 

 ziŋtuŋ ‘early’ 

 ziŋsəŋ ‘morning’ 

 zəm ‘catch (v)’ 

 zəŋ ‘fart’ 

 zəyni ‘yesterday’ 

 zəw ‘finish’ 

 za ‘calf (leg)’ 

 za ‘drug’ 

 zak
h
ət ‘one hundred’ 

 zan ‘night’ 

 zaŋ ‘light’ 
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 zaŋ ləy ‘low land’ 

 zankim ‘midnight’ 

 zal ‘slope’ 

 zaw ‘answer’ 

 zoŋ ‘monkey/poor’ 

  

 zoŋ ‘also’ 

 zoŋta ‘tree bean’ 

 zol ‘oval’ 

 zoltətta ‘bastard’ 

 zum ‘office’ 

 zumtilit ‘ladies finger’ 

 zunun ‘feast’ 

 

s- sikk
h
u ‘chisel’ 

 sikli ‘rectangle’ 
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 sip
h
u ‘horse’ 

 sip
h
unu ‘mare’ 

 sip
h
u peaŋ ‘hoof’ 

 sim ‘count (v)’ 

 simbu ‘owl’ 

 sin ‘cane’ 

 sinŋa ‘cane fruit’ 

 sila ‘servant’ 

 siel ‘mithun’ 

 siakmit ‘ankle’ 

  

 sét ‘machine’ 

 seà ‘teacher’ 

 seỳnə ‘eel’ 

 səttip ‘centipede’ 

 sətna ‘disease’ 
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 səksəŋ ‘north’ 

 səku ‘porcupine’ 

 sə
k
hi ‘deer’ 

 səp
h
ulip ‘weasel’ 

 səm ‘hair’ 

 səm ‘invite (v)’ 

 səmkilna ‘hair pin’ 

 səmk
h
əw ‘ribbon’ 

 sən ‘red’ 

 səndəŋ ‘pink’ 

 səndup ‘purple’ 

 səŋŋay ‘antelope’ 

 səzuk ‘reindeer’ 

 sənsim ‘mouse’ 

 səŋŋa ‘wild cat’ 

 sat ‘hit (v)’ 
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 say ‘elephant’ 

 say ha ‘ivory’ 

 saŋ ‘height’ 

 sáŋ ‘school’ 

 sapik ‘grape’ 

 sat
h
əw ‘fat’ 

 sahaŋ ‘tiger’ 

 sali ‘seven’ 

 sahəm ‘beaver’ 

 sahun ‘skin’ 

 som ‘ten’ 

 soltəŋzəŋ ‘peon’ 

 suklu ‘goose berry’ 

 sum ‘money’ 

 sumvotpa ‘merchant’ 

 sunkim ‘noon’ 
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 sunatna ‘fever’ 

 suŋá ‘inside’ 

 suàŋmeyhol ‘coal’ 

 suàŋ ‘honor’ 

 suànkən ‘limestone’ 

  

 suànpim ‘pebble’ 

 suàntum ‘rock’ 

 suy ‘kick (v)’ 

 suylum ‘football’ 

 

h hit
h
əy ‘possible’ 

 hiŋ ‘green’ 

 hiŋdəŋ ‘olive green’ 

 hil ‘inform’ 

 hiəm ‘weapon’ 
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 hey ‘axe’ 

 he suàk ‘mercy’ 

 həksa ‘difficult’ 

 ha ‘teeth’ 

 haksən ‘copper’ 

 hay ‘mango’ 

 hày ‘late’ 

 háy ‘cup’ 

 haw ‘rich’ 

  

 haw səpa ‘head man’ 

 hat ‘strong’ 

 hatŋo ‘brass’ 

 hakay ‘yam’ 

 haŋsən ‘brave’ 

 hokləm ‘small ditch’ 
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 hokluam ‘large ditch’ 

 hon ‘community’ 

 hoŋ ‘hollow’ 

 hoy ‘fair’ 

 hu  ‘snow’ 

 hukna ‘cork’ 

 husuan ‘garden’ 

 huan ‘cook (v)’ 

 hun ‘time’ 

 huy ‘air’ 

 huypi ‘cyclone’ 

 

l- li ‘four’ 

 lien ‘big’ 

 liàt ‘eight’ 

 liáŋ ‘steep’ 
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 limləkte ‘actor’ 

 limləŋ ‘mirror’ 

 linsuayte ‘painter’ 

 liŋmo ‘orange’ 

 lettəmma ‘carpenter’ 

 ley ‘tongue’ 

 leay ‘jump’ 

 leytuŋ ‘earth’ 

 leytuŋbu ‘universe’ 

 leyk
h
a ‘white ant’ 

 leyhom ‘cave’  

 ləy ‘ground’ 

 ləywi ‘dust’ 

 ləm ‘region’ 

 ləmpi ‘road’ 

 ləmhipa ‘guide’ 
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 ləmpuy ‘guide’ 

  

 ləmka ‘branch road’ 

 ləmzəŋ ‘safe journey’ 

 ləmk
h
iel ‘ashtray’ 

 ləm ətna ‘reward’ 

 ləwpa ‘grass’ 

 ləwt
h
əwmi ‘farmer’ 

 la ‘song’ 

 là ‘spleen’ 

 laktoŋ ‘shirt’ 

 laktoŋbo ‘button’ 

 lasatte ‘singer’ 

 lay ‘mail’ 

 lay taypa ‘messenger’ 

 lay tuy ‘ink’ 
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 lay belna ‘gum’ 

 lay bu ‘book’ 

 lay ətte ‘writer’ 

 lay ətmi ‘clerk’ 

 lotiŋ ‘successful’ 

 lom ‘bundle’ 

 lompa ‘lover (male)’ 

  

 lomnu ‘lover (female)’ 

 lòn ‘throw’ 

 loŋlol ‘throat’ 

 losəm ‘fail’ 

 lu ‘head’ 

 lupna  ‘bed’ 

 luk ‘six’ 

 luk
h
u ‘cap’ 
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 luŋ ‘worm’ 

 luŋtəŋ ‘heart’ 

 luŋnəw ‘insect’ 

 luŋŋet ‘louse’ 

 luŋdəm nat
h
u ‘gospel’ 

 luàk ‘preserve’ 

 luat ‘vomit (v)’ 

 luam ‘stream’ 

 luaŋ ‘body (dead)’ 

 luy ‘river’ 

 luypəm ‘river bank’ 

 

i- ip ‘pocket/bag’ 

 it ‘love’ 

 inkuànpuy ‘family’ 

 inteak ‘host’ 
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 inomna ‘habitation’ 

 ipu ipa ‘ancestor’ 

 

 

e- ensən ‘hate’ 

 eŋ ‘yellow’ 

 eak ‘dung’ 

 

 

ə- ə ‘he/she’ 

 ətaŋ ‘light’ 

 ətətna ‘conduct’ 

 əto ‘foundation’ 

 ətopna ‘end’ 

 ətontuŋ ‘always’ 

 əki ‘horn’ 
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 əkiŋ ‘corner’ 

  

 əkimkot ‘around’ 

 ət
h
uk ‘depth’ 

 ək
h
amna ‘charm’ 

 əmitp
h
e ‘blink (v)’ 

 əmhilna ‘direction’ 

 əmən ‘cost’ 

 əməsa ‘first’ 

 əmiel ‘appearance’ 

 əmoŋ ‘edge’ 

 ən ‘cooked rice’ 

 ənlum ‘bread’ 

 ənin ‘behold’ 

 əntəŋ ‘rice’ 

 ənti ‘grain/seed’ 
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 ənueyá ‘below’ 

 əpean ‘twins’ 

 ətəmbel ‘majority’ 

 ətuy ‘juice’ 

 əkipena ‘joint’ 

 əməy ‘tail’ 

 ənkəm ‘mustard’ 

  

 ənkəmlum ‘cabbage’ 

 ənkəmpak ‘cauliflower’ 

 ənkəmt
h
əw ‘mustard oil’ 

 əkayna ‘hook’ 

 əkuaŋ ‘flame’ 

 əp
h
amo ‘important’ 

 əp
h
uən ‘foam’ 

 əmet ‘interest (money)’ 
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 əmunlaŋin ‘immediately’ 

 əneỳ ‘nature’ 

 əsuŋsəŋ ‘interior’ 

 əhepa pawna ‘evidence’ 

 əhon ‘herd’ 

 əhum ‘corn’ 

 ənhuy ‘flour’ 

 əbeam ‘circle’ 

 əbəwteŋ ‘expense’ 

 ədaŋ ‘another’ 

 ədomni ‘Thursday’ 

 əhuy ‘brim’ 

 əlien ‘large’ 

  

 ələŋ ‘half’ 

 əluaŋ ‘agent’ 
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 əvaŋlien ‘glory’ 

 əvot əsa ‘weather’ 

 əeŋ ‘turmeric’ 

 

 

a- akpuy ‘hen’ 

 akluy ‘cock’ 

 aktuy ‘egg’ 

 at
h
a ‘wing’ 

 aksi ‘star’ 

 anin ‘filt’ 

 àl ‘salty’ 

 alu ‘potato’ 

 aylam ‘crab’ 
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o- óm ‘chest’ 

 om ‘exist (v)’ 

 ompoŋ ‘sponge gourd’ 

  

 omŋol ‘absent’ 

 oniŋ ‘echo’ 

 oŋ ‘empty’ 

 ol ‘easy’ 

 ole ‘crocodile’ 

 

 

u- u ‘elder person’ 

 uy ‘dog’ 

 uylik ‘flea’ 

 utoŋ ‘peacock’ 

 uypuy ‘bitch’ 
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 um ‘bottle gourd’ 

 ummó ‘appear’ 

 unu ‘sister’ 

 ulol ‘frog’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*** 
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